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Peak electricity demand in South Africa will exceed the available operational generation 

capacity in 2007. The state utility Eskom is addressing this challenge, inter aha, with the 

implementation of the Demand-side Management (DSM) initiative. The aim of DSM is to defer 

the building of additional power stations by modifying the end-user pattern to reduce 

electrical load during the morning and evening peaks. At the end of 2005 the DSM 

programme has only achieved 30°/o of its target. Some of the biggest problems are the lack of 

knowledge on how to perform ESCO audits and availability of tools and procedures to enable 

Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) to evaluate DSM potential. 

Studies in South Africa have shown that 20°/o of the total municipal energy is utilised in 

commercial buildings. Additional investigations have shown that in the commercial sector 

approximately 50% of energy is used for air conditioning. Energy savings of around 30% can 

be realised through improved management procedures and retrofit projects of HVAC systems 

of existing buildings. 

Telecommunication companies own and operate a large portFolio of diverse buildings. It was 

shown that these buildings are very inefficient in terms of energy usage. Performing ESCO 

analyses on these building portFolios present huge savings opportunities for the building 

owners as well as load reduction opportunities to help meet DSM targets. 
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ESCOs however face major problems in evaluating DSM projects on telecommunication 

facilities. Some of these problems are: time to perform the ESCO audits on such a large 

portfolio of buildings; skill levels of available personnel; lack of experience and structured 

audit process; availability of information; data capturing of information; determining the 

impact of the retrofits and calculating the savings and financial benefits of retrofits. 

Obtaining approval for DSM projects is also a lengthy process. Smaller ESCOs cannot afford to 

commit resources to ESCO investigations only to recover their investment after project 

approval. Having an ESCO procedure that will speed up the audit process will help the ESCO 

to minimise resources that need to be committed to these investigations. Having a tested and 

reliable ESCO procedure will also help Eskom since they will receive more and better quality 

DSM proposals. 

A new ESCO procedure for telecommunications facilities was developed. The primary 

requirements for the new ESCO procedure are that it should be simple, stable, fast and 

accurate. This procedure is evaluated against the known energy management opportunities in 

telecommunication facilities. 

Some of the benefits of the new ESCO procedure are: time taken to perform ESCO analysis on 

all types of buildings is drastically reduced; lower qualified personnel can be used to perform 

the ESCO analysis; any type of HVAC system configuration can be accommodated; new data 

capturing procedures ensure that only essential data is captured; integrated simulation 

software is used that can easy and accurately simulate the building operations and retrofits on 

a building; retrofit options suitable for telecommunication facilities are identified; contribution 

to the DSM programme is evaluated; financial evaluation of the retrofits and feasibility for 

DSM funding and results are integrated into a standardised reporting format. 

The new ESCO procedure was implemented on several case studies within the 

telecommunication infrastructure. Five different types of buildings were selected to implement 

the ESCO procedure. Each step of the procedure was evaluated and tested against the 

requirements of the new ESCO procedure. 

It was proven through implementation that the new ESCO procedure is successful in solving 

the unique problems in performing ESCO analyses for telecommunications facilities. Valuable 

insight into the problems that can occur during the ESCO process was highlighted, and 

recommendation for future work was presented. 
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Piek elektrisiteits aanvraag sal die beskikbare opwekkingsvermM oorskry teen 2007. Die 

staatsbeheerde elektrisiteits diensverskaffer, Eskom, poog om die probleem aan te spreek 

met, onder andere, die DSM (Demand-side Management) inisiatief. Die DSM program is ten 

doel is om die bou van addisionele kragstasies uit te stel deur die elektrisiteitsverbruik in die 

oggend en aand piektye te verlaag. Teen die einde van 2005 het Eskom egter slegs 30% van 

hul energie doelwitte bereik. Een van die grootse oorsake is die tekort aan kennis hoe om 

ESCO analises te doen, en die beskikbaarheid van stelsels en prosedures wat gebruik kan 

word om DSM potential te bepaal. 

Studies in Suid Afrika het gewys dat 20% van kragverbuik in munisipale gebiede gebruik word 

in kommersiele geboue. Daar is verder bevind dat 50% van alle krag in geboue deur die 

lugversorgingstelsels in die geboue gebruik word en dat 30% daarvan bespaar kan word deur 

beter beheer en veranderinge aan die lugversorgingstelsel. 

Telekommunikasie maatskappye besit groot diverse portefeuljes van geboue. Daar word ook 

aangetoon dat die geboue baie energie oneffiektief is. Hiedie geboue hou dus groot 

geleenthede in vir ESCO projekte wat die telekommunikasie maatskappye en ESKOM DSM sal 

bevoordeel. 

Energie diens maatskappye (ESCO) onde~ ind  egter groot probleme met die bepaling van 

DSM potensiaal binne telekommunikasie geboue. Sommige van die probleme is: lang tydxluur 

om ondersoeke te doen; kundigheid van beskikbare personeel; gebrek aan ondewinding en 
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stelsels wat kan help met die ondersoek; beskikbaarheid van data; bepaling van die impak en 

besparing van voorgestelde veranderinge. 

Die goedkeuringsproses van DSM projekte is ook 'n tydsame proses. Kleiner ESCOs kan nie 

bekostig om hulpbronne aan te wend en eers maande later vergoeding te ontvang wanneer 

die projek gcedgekeur is nie. As 'n ESCO prosedure en stelsel gebruik kon word wat die oudit 

proses kan bespoedig sal dit die risiko van die ESCO ook verlaag. Om 'n ESCO prosedure te he 

wat betroubare resulate weergee, sal ook vir ESKOM DSM help om met vertroue projekte te 

kan gwdkeur. 

'n Nuwe ESCO prosedure vir toepassing in telekommunikasie geboue is ontwikkel. Die primere 

vereistes van die prosedure is dat dit maklik, stabiel, vinnig en akkuraat moet wees. Die 

prosedure word ook ge-evalueer teen bestaande energiebestuur geleenthede in die 

telekommunikasie geboue. 

Die voordele van die nuwe prosedure is onder andere: die tyd wat dit neem om gebou 

ondersoeke te doen word drasties verminder; laer kwalifikasie vlak van personeel word 

benodig vir die ondersoeke; die prosedure kan enige konfigurasie van lugversorgingstelsel 

simuleer; nuwe data versamelingstegnieke verseker dat slegs die nodige data ingesamel 

word; geintegreerde gebou simulasies word gebruik om die geboue en beoogde veranderinge 

te simuleer; spesifieke besparings geleenthede binne telekommunikasie geboue word 

geidentifiseer; bydrae van veranderinge tot die DSM program word bereken; finansiele analise 

word gedoen en resultate word in 'n standaard verslag formaat weergegee. 

Die nuwe prosedure word in verskeie gevalle studies toegepas binne die telekommunikasie 

omgewing. Vyf verskillende tipes geboue is gekies om die prosedure te evalueer. Elke stap in 

die prosedure word ge-evalueer en getoets teen die vereistes van die nuwe prosedure. 

Dit was bewys dat die nuwe prosedure die behoeftes bevredig vir 'n ESCO prosedure wat 

suksesvol gebruik kan word in telekommunikasie geboue. Waardevolle lesse is ook geleer uit 

die toepassing van die nuwe prosedure in gevalle studies, en word omskryf. Tekortkominge 

van die prosedure en vmrstelle vir opvolgwerk word bespreek. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 NEED FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT I N  SOUTH AFRICA 

I n  recent years the term energy management has become a very popular phrase for the 

simple reason that it relates to cost savings. Companies are forced to become more 

economically competitive and to cut running costs wherever possible. Energy management 

can be defined as the judicious and effective use of energy to minimising costs, thus 

maximise profits, and enhance competitive positions [I]. 

Electrical energy is an essential ingredient of a modern economy and its industrial 

production, and therefore of the all-round development of any country. Electrical energy 

today constitutes about 30% of the total annual energy consumption on a worldwide basis 

[2]. This figure is expected to rise as oil supply for industrial uses becomes more stringent 

and expensive. The International Energy Agency estimates that the South African economy is 

between two to five times more energy intensive than the Organisation of Economic 

Corporation Development (OECD) nations. It was also found that South Africa is one of the 

most energy intensive countries in the world, consuming more energy per unit of economic 

output than all but ten countries in the world [3]. 

With the increase in electrical energy use comes a concurrent increase in the maximum 

demand level that needs to be supplied during peak demand periods. A typical daily demand 

profile is dominated by a morning and afternoon peak (as shown in Figure 1-2). These 

peaks can mainly be attributed to the energy usage of the residential sector but with the 

commercial and industrial sectors also contributing to these peaks. The main reason for 

these peaks is the electrification of 3.5 million homes since 1993, which added 750 MW to 

the national grid [4]. 

Approximately 40% of all homes in South Africa, as well as numerous schools and clinics are 

currently still without ready access to electricity supply [5] .  Eskom, which is by far the largest 

supplier of electricity in South Africa (95%) [6], plans to electrify an additional 1 750 000 

homes in the near future [7]. This will place additional strain on the electricity utility and is 

one of the main reasons why the peak demand is expected to increase within the next five 

years [8]. 
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Electricity demand in South Africa is currently estimated as growing at approximately

1 OOOMWper annum. Operationalgenerationcapacity in South Africacurrently(2005) totals

37 GW[9], [10].

Unless drastic steps are taken before 2007, peak demand will exceed Eskom's ability to

supplyelectricityduringthese highdemand periods.The predicteddemand growth is shown

in Figure1-1 [11]:

1996 1997 1998 1999 2(0) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Figure 1-1: Eskom capacity status and forecasted maximum demand

The maximumelectricalpower capacityof Eskomis governed by the maximumdemand of

their clients. At the moment Eskom's off-peak capacity is well withindemand, it is only

during the peak periodsthat a problemis foreseen. The demand profilefor South Africafor

2005 is illustratedin Figure1-2 [12].
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Figure 1-2: Electrical demand profile for South Africa
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The green line shown in Figure 1-2 indicates the electrical demand profile for 2007, while the

red line indicates the maximum generating capacity Eskom currently (2005) can supply. As

illustrated in Figure 1-2, the electricity consumption during peak periods for 2007 touches

the red line, which means that Eskom cannot supply any more electricity during the evening

peak period.

Various supply and demand technologies have been identified to address the growing

demand of electricity in South Africa. Eskom is addressing this challenge by the expansion of

supply options, Return to Services programme of mothballed power stations as well as the

Demand-side Management (DSM) initiative.

In accordancewith Eskom'slatest planning,buildinga new peakingload power station can

take up to sevenyears to build [13] at a cost of around R1Gbillion [14]. It can take up to

three years to return mothballedand gas-fired plants to service. It is therefore clear that

there will be a potential peak demand supply shortage if no corrective actions are taken

soon. At the very least the price for electricity, especiallyin the peak periods,will become

much higher due to higher long run marginal costs resulting from the investment in new

plants.

As growing power shortages in South Africa threaten its continued economic growth, it

becomes more important than ever to find ways to use energy more efficiently! One of the

main initiatives to try and curb the demand shortage and improve energy efficiency is the

Demand-side Management programme.

1.2 DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME IN SOUTH AFRICA

1.2.1 Introduction

Onetool that hasproveneffective in manycountriesfor deliveringenergyefficiencyand

load managementbut has not yet beenwidely adopted in SouthAfrica, is Demand-side

Management(DSM). DSMis a mechanismin which a utility or some other designated

entity (EnergyServiceCompany- ESCO)usesfunds derived from the electricalsystem

to modify patterns of electricity usage, including the timing and level of electricity
demand.
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Demand-sideManagementaims to i) reduce electricitydemand duringpeak periods,and

ii) promote energy efficiencywhen Eskom'ssupplycapabilityis limited.The greater the

cooperation between Eskomand customers in reducing demand during peak periods,

the longer Eskom will be able to delay investment in new power stations and the

accompanyingpriceimpactfor energy users [15].

The prime objective of DSMis providingconstant, efficient use of electricity thus

managing the demand effectively.If electricityis managed in this way, the demand is

more consistent and consequently electricity suppliers are more able to meet the

requirements of all of its consumers. The key benefit of DSMis efficient use of

electricity,without influencingthe customer productionand satisfactionlevels, resulting

in significantcost savingsto the consumer.

The rise in energy usage wouldnot have been so much a problemif the country had a

constantenergyprofilethroughoutthe day. Unfortunately,SouthAfricasuffersfrom

dominant morningand evening peaks that are increasingin magnitude over time. The

two main areas of focus in this regard are LoadReduction(LR)and EnergyEfficiency

(EE). In so doing, it assists the utilityto reduce or shift the electricitypeaks, usually

from 07hOOto 10hOOin the morningand from 18hOOto 20hOOin the evening, to other

low demand periods of the day. A graphicalexplanationof these concepts is given in

Figure1-3 below:

EE LR

Current load
- Currenlload

DSI\I load
-- DSJ\I load

Time of Day Time of Day

Figure 1-3: DSM through energy efficiency (EE) and load reduction (LR)
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There are also environmental advantages in reducing demand, in that reduced power 

station operations will lead to reduced green house gas emissions into the atmosphere. 

Eskom, the National Electricity Regulator (NER) and other government organisations 

support DSM, and it is clear that the benefits to South Africa and its people are 

significant. 

Based on the Integrated Strategic Electricity Planning (ISEP) guidelines, Eskom's DSM's 

objectives are to [13]: 

Add value to the South African economy by initiating DSM programmes that comply 

with sound business principles. 

Concentrate on DSM programmes that provide win-win situations for the customer 

and Eskom. 

Create the oppottuniity for Eskorn to improve supply-side planning, which results in 

lowered risks in implementing supply-side solutions. 

Achieve market transformation and ensure DSM sustainability. This should ensure 

that the market does not regress to lower levels of eficiency after active 

patticipation of the utility has ceasd. 

Reduce the energy consumption and maximum demand by changing the 

contiguration or magnitude of the load shape. 

The DSM initiative over the next 10-year rollout period will be more cost-effective 

than the supply-side alternatives (Building a new generation plant). 

1.2.2 DSM targets and results 

The National Energy Regulator has set an annual target to Eskom of a 153 MW load 

reduction out of the evening peak period since 2003 [16]. Thus, at the end of 2005 the 

accumulated target load to be shifted should be 612 MW. The aim over the next 20 

years is to save an accumulative total of 4 255 MW, representing the capacity of one six- 

unit, coal-fired power station [17]. Additional goals include awareness building, 

community building, establishing a new skills base, black empowerment and benefits to 

the environment. 

The DSM provision in Eskom's planning includes a 7 300 MW of peak load reduction by 

2015 as broadly classified in Table 1.1 below. The general view is that the targets 

outlined are extremely conservative. Recent work shows that over 11 000 MW could be 
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achievedwithin the sametime period [18]. Thiscouldalsobedoneat costssignificantly

below the equivalent of expanding the supply-side costs for additional production

capacity.

Options Impact 2015(MW)

Interruptible load

Load shifting

Energy efficiency

Total

3200

1600

2500

7300

Table 1-1: Eskom DSMload reduction targets

The capital costs associated with these deferrals are R1.6 million per MW for Energy

Efficiency programmes and R1.45 million per MW for LR programmes. These values are

estimated costs [18].

Measurement and Verification (M&V), the independent monitoring and evaluation team

for Eskom DSM projects, has indicated that an accumulated total of 181 MW load will be

shifted at the end of 2005. This means that since 2003 the Eskom DSM programme only

achieved 30% of the targeted 612 MW. These results can be seen in Figure 1-4,

extracted from M&V's quarterly report for 2005 [19].

MegaWatt Targets, Intended and Achieved during Evening Peak Periods (18:00 -20:00; Weekdays)
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Figure 1-4: Eskom DSMtarget and results since 2003
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One could also expect the area of energy conservation and energy efficiency to become 

an issue increasingly driven by Government. The Reconstruction and Development 

Program of the South African government states that: "Energy efficiency and 

conservation must be a cornerstone of energy policies" [20]. 

I n  the foreword to the March 2005 Energy Efficiency Strategy of the Republic of South 

Africa, former Minister of Mineral and Energy, Phumzile Mlanbo-Ngcuka states [21]: 

Yn South Afiica we take energy for granted, with the consequence that our energy 

consumption is higher than it should be. Whilst our historically low electricify price has 

contributed towards a competitive position, it has also meant that there has been little 

incentive to save electriciw. '" 

One could expect that policies from Government could make it worthwhile for end users 

to be more energy conscious. It is also expected that deregulation will take place in the 

electricity sector as it has in many parts of the world [22]. Some of the other benefits 

energy management and DSM may hold to households, enterprises, utilities, and society 

in general are listed below [22]: 

Reduces customer energy bills 

Reduces the need for power plant, transmission, and distribution construction 

Stimulates economic development 

Creates long-term jobs that benefit the economy . Increases the competitiveness of local enterprises 

Can reduce maintenance and equipment replacement costs 

Reduces local air pollution 

Reduces emissions that contribute to national and international environmental 

problems, such as acid rain and global warming 

Enhances national security by easing dependence on foreign energy sources 

Can increase the comfort and quality of workspaces, which in turn can increase 

worker productivity 

Can create market transformations with long-term results 

The influence of DSM in the reduction of peak growth is critical to Eskom, and is crucial 

to prevent the installation of further generation capacity. 
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1.2.3 Role of ESCOs 

The World Energy Council, a global organisation that promotes sustainable energy use, 

defines an ESCO as: "... an organisation that provides a wide range of services related to 

the implementation of energy-efficient products, technologies and equipment to owners 

of industrial, commercial, institutional, agricultural and/or domestic facilities" [23]. 

Typically, they offer the following services [24]: 

0 Develop and design energy efficiency and load management projects 

Install and maintain the energy efficient equipment involved 

Measure, monitor, and verify the project's energy savings 

Assume the risk that the project will save the amount of energy guaranteed 

ESCOs are private companies that help to achieve DSM goals. They make use of DSM 

programs, technologies and optimisation packages to determine and realise DSM results 

at the electricity consumer. The ESCO is the patty responsible for implementing and 

maintaining the project in order not to burden the client with committing additional 

resources to the initiative. It is the client's prerogative to decide if he wants to act as the 

ESCO, or to appoint an ESCO [13]. 

Normally the ESCOs operate in a three-way partnership between themselves, the 

electricity supplier or regulatory body responsible for DSM and the electricity consumer. 

The parties must be contractually bound to define the roles and responsibilities of each 

in order to avoid any confusion and penalties if one party does not perform as required. 

The actual energy and financial savings will be measured by an independent Monitoring 

and Verification (M&V) body and distributed to all parties concerned. 

I n  the following section the opportunities for ESCOs to implement DSM projects in 

commercial facilities will be investigated. 

1.3 ENERGY USAGE AND DSM OPPORTUNITIES I N  COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 

1.3.1 Energy usage in commercial buildings 

International studies have shown that building operations account for approximately 

one-third of the total energy consumption of most countries [25]. Already in 1989, 37% 

of the world primary energy consumption was used in building operation [26]. In  
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developed countries, 57% of all the electricity generated is utilised in commercial

buildings. In developingcountries,commercialbuildingsaccountfor 38% [27].

Eskomresearchhas shown a number of saving opportunities in South Africa [15] in

different sectors that can help reduce the growing peak demand. The researchhas

identifiedopportunitiesfor both energy efficiencyand load managementinterventionsin

the residential, commercialand industrial sectors. The contribution of the different

energy consumersfor 2003 is illustrated in Figure 1-5. Commercialbuildingsmake up

the majorityof the commercialload.

. Mining

. Industry

o Residential

. Agriculture

Residential. Transport
17% . Commerce

- Agriculture
4%

Mining
18% Transport

2%

Commerce
10%

Figure 1-5: Energyconsumption per sector in South Africa

Further studies have shown that 20% of the total municipal energy is utilised in

commercial buildings [28] as shown in Figure 1-6.

Industrial
Sector
37%

Housing
Sector
43%

Commercial
Sector
20%

Figure 1-6: Energy consumption per sector in South African buildings
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Rousseauand Mathewsalso concludedthat 10% of all energy consumed in the worldis

expended by buildingair conditioningsystems [29]. Studiesdone byTEMMInternational

(Pty) Ltd. in South Africahave shown that in the commercialsector approximately50%

of energy is used for air conditioning[30]. Accordingto the South AfricanDepartment

of Mineralsand Energy, this figure can be as high as 74% in summer for temperate

climates[31].

1.3.2 DSMopportunitiesincommercialbuildings

Auditsin India suggest that 33% of the annual electricityuse in a typicalbuildingcould

be saved through management and technologicalchanges [32]. Similarly,estimates

from the former SovietUnionsuggest that 25% of the energy used in existingbuilding

could be saved [33]. Astudy done in the USAof over 1 700 building-energyretrofits,

reports annual savingsof 18% of whole buildingenergy usage with a mediumpayback

period of 3.1 years [34]. In some instances very large savings have been achieved,

large individualprojectshave saved in excess of $800000 ina singleyear [35].

Optimisticsources estimate savingsof as highas 70%, with the use of improveddesign

and management, as well as through retrofit projects of existingcommercialbuildings

[36]. However,it is moregenerallyagreedthatenergysavingsof around30%mightbe

realised through improved design management procedures and retrofit projects of

existing buildings[37], [38]. If a 30% penetration in the industrywith a 30% saving

per buildingcouldbe realisedin SouthAfrica,it wouldresult in a substantial reductionin

electricitydemand [39].

OptimisingbuildingHVACcontrolprovidesthe best returnon investment,the easiest

approach to promote savings to building owners and is also the easiest way to

implement.Basedon conservativeassumptions,the total potential impactof optimising

buildingHVACcontrolin SouthAfricacouldresultin a cost savingof R280millionper

year [40].

Such retrofitstudies wouldin most cases be of more value in older buildingsthan in new

ones. However,one must remember that a buildingcan be consideredoutdated even

after 15 years of use [41]. Dependingon the system, the maintenance history and

implementation,newer buildingsmayalso have potentialfor energy saving.

J.F.van Rensburg Page10
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Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)system energy efficiency in buildings

means reduced electricity consumption, monetary savings for the owner and less

greenhouse gases being released into the atmosphere. Although very important, energy

saving measures must never compromise indoor air quality (IAQ). The reason is that

IAQ has a direct effect on the health and productivity of the occupants [40][42]. The

cost associated with poor IAQ far outweighs savings due to reduced energy

consumption[43].

The popular belief in the past was that good IAQand energy efficiencywere in direct

conflict[44]. Acost-effectiveway to improvethe energy efficiencyof an HVACsystem,

withoutcompromisingindoorcomfort, is by implementingbetter control[45]. The most

effectiveway to predict the impactof the system changes on the energy efficiencyand

indoorcomfortis withthe use of computersimulations[46].

Additionalto the energy savings of a buildingretrofit study, there are various other

improvements. For a lightingretrofit it could includeimprovedlight colourquality,and

improvedlightinglevels.From HVAC improvementsone may find reducedrunning

hours, improvedtemperature control,faster equipmentfailurenotification,more reliable

preventative maintenance, additionalsafety and security and improvedinformationon

the system [47]. Some of these willalso lead to additionalsavingsover and above the

energy cost reductions.

1.4 ENERGY USAGE IN TELECOMMUNICATION FACIUTIES

1.4.1 Introduction

This study focuses on the development of new ESCO procedures for large

telecommunicationfacilities.For the purpose of this study Telkom SAwas used as a

case study for the developmentand testing of the new procedure.

Until the end of 2005 Telkom SA was the sole fixed-linetelecommunicationservice

provider in South Africa. Their operation includes 6 500 properties, 14 000

telecommunicationtowersand allancillarytelecommunicationinfrastructure,totallingin
excessof 3 millionm2 [48].The periodof exclusivityhoweverended in 2005and the

appointmentof the second lineoperator was announcedDecember2005 [49].
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To understand the energy usage in Telkom the annual resource consumption for Telkom

SA for the 2004 financial year is shown in Table 1.2 below [50]:

Resource consumption

Water (Rminion)

Water consumption (kilolitre million)

Electricity (Rmillion)

Electricity (kilowatt hour million)

Electricity (kilovohAmpere)

Sanitation (Rmillion)

Yearended
March31,

2004

12.2

2.8

196.8

296

475,782
11.2

Table 1-2: Annual resource consumption of Telkom SA

From the table above it can be seen that R196 million is spent annually on electricity

costs. This excludes rates and taxes and only covers the costs paid towards the use of

kWhand t<:VA demandof buildings.

There are different types of buildings in the Telkom infrastructure. The buildings can be

broadly classified as:

. Exchanges- Only used for telecommunicationequipment, and often unmanned

sitesor limited peoplein the building.

. Commercialbuildings - These buildings are similar to most office buildings and

used for commercial purposes.

. Combined buildings - Buildings that have a mix of equipment and commercial

activities.

1.4.2 Exchange buildings

A typical exchange building has the following energy end users:

. Switchgear - Supplies power to the building

. HVACequipment - Ensures the correct environmental conditions

. Logistical equipment like computers, lights, elevators etc.

. Telecommunications equipment

J.F. van Rensburg Page 12
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Forexchange buildingsthe typicalelectricallayoutof the buildingis shown in Figure1-7

below[51]:

[ '
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I
I
I
I

Cooling
system

DC power
system

AC

standby
DC back-up

system

UPS

Earthing & Protection

------------------------------------------------

Figure 1-7: Energy end-users in exchange buildings

The main source of power to the telecommunication equipment is supplied in the form

of DC power generated by rectifiers. In the event of the rectifiers failing to supply,

battery banks are on standby. An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) provides power to

the computers and other control equipment. Most of the energy supplied is converted to

heat that needs to be removed by the cooling equipment. The entire cooling plant is

powered from the utility in the form of AC power. A backup generator is always on

standby in the event of a power failure [51].

The purpose of the cooling plant, which forms part of the HVAC system, is to maintain

the interior environment within specific temperature and humidity limits. Rabie [52]

mentionsthat of these end-users,the HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning)

system represent 55% of the total building load. This is even higher than the 50% found

in typical commercial buildings due the constant heat load in these buildings. The

environmental specification mostly used by Telkom to govern the conditions within the
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building is the ETSI 300-019 specification. Typically most of the telephone exchanges 

are designed to operate within narrow limits around nominal temperature and humidity 

values. The operating range in exchanges is 2OOC * 2OC for the under-floor supply air 

temperature and a humidity range of between 30% and 70% relative humidity (RH) 

WI. 

Most telecommunications companies in the world design their telephone exchanges to 

operate within these limits [54]. According to Parsons [55] exceeding these temperature 

specifications can affect the telecommunication equipment5 reliability and even result in 

system failure. 

One efficiency norm often used is the ratio between the energy used per month to the 

floor area of the building. The European norm is 16 kWh/m2 for exchange buildings [56]. 

Rabie has shown that manned exchanges consume 92 kwh/m2 and unmanned 

exchanges consume 164 kwh/m2 [57]. Granted there are vast differences in weather 

conditions. The thermal quality of European buildings is of a much higher standard, 

enabling European buildings to use much less energy for space cwling. Nonetheless it 

still illustrates the fact that Telkom presents huge opportunities for energy saving. 

Magnus [58] mentions that HVAC in Bell Communications (USA) only constitutes 21% of 

the total energy consumption, and Bengtsston [59] stipulates that Swedish based Telia 

this process consumes 30%. Thus, it is clear that while Telkom SA consumes 55% for 

this process big opportunity for improvement exist. 

1.4.3 Commercial buildings 

The purely commercial buildings are used for administrative purposes, and the power is 

mainly used for HVAC, computer, lights, elevators etc. It was shown by Mathews [30] 

that HVAC systems contribute typically 50% of the energy usage in commercial buildings 

and this is also the case in most of the commercial buildings in Telkom SA [52]. 

The commercial buildings also have special requirements such as minimum percentage 

of fresh air intake as required by law [53]. It is also vety difficult to achieve the ideal 

indwr climate that will satisfy all people occupying the building. Figure 1-8 shows the 

total building power usage versus outdoor temperature for a typical commercial building. 
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Commercial buildings:kW vs outdoor temperature
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Figure 1-8: Commercial building: daily power profile versus temperature

It can be seen that the building load is influenced by the changing outdoor temperature

as can be expected for commercial buildings. The building load also increases during

office hours due to increased activity in the building.

1.4.4 Combined buildings

Combined buildings are used for commercial purposes and also contain

telecommunicationsystems.This scenariopresentsa problem to the HVACsystem of

the building since the equipment needsto operate at a much lower temperature than

that whichis comfortablefor humans(200C :f:2°C). Officeareasarethusoftencooled

by standaloneair conditioning systemswhere centralised HVACplants are used for

coolingequipmentareas.

A common problem in many of the buildings is that the equipment and building

infrastructure is very old. This leads to inefficienciesin the HVACplants and creates a

problem for the facility managersto maintain these buildings, and also ensure minimum

energy usage. Through the DSM funding mechanismthe opportunity exists to upgrade

infrastructure in the building that will improve environmental conditions, but also reduce
maintenance costs.
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1.4.5 Facility management of Telkom SA facilities 

It is often the case that the facility management is conducted by a specialised group in 

the telecommunications company or outsourced to external facility managers. I n  the 

case of Telkom SA the facility management is outsourced to TFMC. 

TFMC, a member of Mvelaphanda Services Ltd., was established in July 2000 through a 

strategic partnership aimed at providing facilities management services to Telkom South 

Africa through a ten-year contract valued at R15 billion [48]. 

TFMC is responsible for all maintenance of non-core equipment. Within Telkom the 

support equipment or the so-called environmental equipment is defined as the 

equipment which provides the correct operating environment for the 

telecommunications equipment. 

Telkom had decided to outsource the maintenance of the environmental equipment as it 

is not part of their core business. TFMC won the contract and has been responsible since 

1999 for the maintenance of Telkom facilities and infrastructure, which cover a wide 

variety of properties, installations and equipment throughout South Africa. 

Part of the services offered by TFMC to Telkom SA is property management. This 

includes the payment and management of all electrical accounts on behalf of Telkom SA. 

Telkom SA is also constantly reducing the budget available to TFMC for paying these 

accounts and therefore forces TFMC to continuously aim to drive down energy costs 

within the Telkom infrastructure. 

Part of the cost-reduction effort will obviously be energy management. Apart from the 

financial benefits some other benefits are listed below: 

. Optimised performance of equipment and better reliability 

Reduced client running cost and thus increased profitability 

Energy redudion contributes to reduction in gas emissions caused by power 

generation 

Cost of power will be increasing, and need to be effectively managed 
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The fact that the telecommunication facilities are very energy inefficient and the need to 

be more profitable makes the telecommunication facilities an ideal platform to 

implement Demand-side Management projects. 

1.5 PROBLEMS WITH ESCO IMPLEMENTATIONS I N  BUILDINGS 

Most ESCOs do not have the skills, nor the tools, to conduct energy studies in buildings cost 

effectively. A study by Stein [60] identified the common mistakes that are frequently 

repeated during energy efficiency projects. Some of these mistakes include the selection of 

inappropriate analysis tools, poor data collection, inadequate definition of baseline, 

inadequate reporting, inappropriate solutions and neglect of interaction between building 

systems [60]. 

Following is a list of problems ESCOs face implementing DSM projects on commercial 

buildings. 

1.5.1 Time to perform ESCO analysis 

Energy audits done by Geyser [61] have shown that a full building audit took up to four 

months to analyse and retrofit. One of the biggest problems was the lack of auditing 

software that specifically catered for their needs. The time taken to complete an audit 

has a big effect on the number of buildings that can be completed, and the resources 

required by the ESCO. 

1.5.2 Skills levels of personnel 

Performing building audits and quantifying retrofit suggestions is not a trivial exercise. 

As seen above it may take months to perform a full audit on a large building. I f  qualified 

engineers are used for this, the manpower costs will be a significant part of the project 

costs and might even have an impact on the feasibility of the project. Considering that 

the analysis part of an ESCO project is usually financed by the ESCO itself and that the 

cost of the analysis could be in the order of R10 000 per week it is clear that this part of 

the project needs to be done in as short a time as possible. It is thus important to try 

and simplify the process as much as possible. This will allow for lower qualified 

personnel to be able to perform the audit, and to reduce the amount of information that 

needs to be collected. 
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Lack of experience 

Qualified personnel may have the ability to perform ESCO analysis, but may lack the 

necessary experience to perform a detailed audit. Learning by experience may not 

always be the best teaching tools, as this could be a costly exercise. It would be better if 

the "experience" needed to perform ESCO analysis could be made part of the ESCO 

procedure, in the form of tools and predefined procedures. 

Lack of structured energy audit procedures 

Different auditors may have different procedures for completing the audits which means 

that data captured and methods used will differ from building to building. A structured 

audit will ensure that minimum amount of time is spent and that all possible savings 

opportunities are investigated. 

Availability of information and data capturing 

One of the biggest problems with building audits is the availability of data. It is thus 

imperative that only essential data, as specified in the audit procedure, be collected 

during the audit. Current HVAC simulation software requires many detailed inputs, and is 

more geared towards HVAC design, and not optimising existing HVAC systems. These 

programs are not geared to produce good estimates of retrofit savings potential in a 

short time. 

The data capture procedure should also be automated to prevent data loss or 

uncertainty due to ad hoc capturing on pieces of paper, and possibly neglecting to 

collect all the required data. 

Lack of software tools to perform ESCO analysis 

Most building simulation tools can be grouped into two types, namely system simulation 

programs and energy analysis programs [62] .  The main aim of system simulation 

programs is to predict the dynamic response of the HVAC system and building, including 

the indoor air conditions, system operation points and energy consumption. 

Energy analysis programs endeavour to calculate the system energy consumption. 

There is plenty of building energy tools available in the world today. A website 
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sponsored by the United States Department of Energy hosts an online directory with a 

listing of over 200 programs [63]. None of these could be found that contains a 

procedure (not just simulation software) that provides a integrated audit and retrofit 

procedure. The procedure developed by Geyser [61] attempts to address many of the 

problems found in commercial buildings. Some limitations of this procedure is that it 

does not identify all the possible savings opportunities, the auditor needs to be skilled, 

focuses only on retrofits simulations and excludes practical steps involved in performing 

energy studies. This procedure was developed as a generic tool and has not been 

applied or proven to solve the unique audit requirements of telecommunications 

facilities. 

1.5.7 Simulation of proposed retrofits and savings 

It is important to be able to simulate the impact of the proposed retrofits. This limits the 

risks to the ESCO, the client and Eskorn DSM. It is also important not to simulate the 

different systems in isolation but rather in an integrated fashion. An example would be a 

lighting upgrade in an office block. The savings would not only be the reduced energy 

consumption of the lights, but also a saving on the HVAC system, due to the reduced 

heat load in the building. 

1.5.8 Consequential reporting 

When doing several audits for a single client (for example: Eskom DSM), it is important 

to have a standard reporting format, and to understand what the client expects in the 

report. Issues like financial evaluation criteria are important since different criteria may 

be used for evaluating project viability. The data gathered from the audit should be 

easily reused when compiling the report, in order to shorten the time taken to compile 

the report. 

It is clear from the above problems that an ESCO procedure is needed that would enable the 

ESCO to accomplish a building energy audit and retrofit study in the shortest possible time. 

1.6 THE NEED FOR NEW ESCO PROCEDURES I N  TELECOMMUNICATION FACILITIES 

As shown previously the maintenance of the telecommunication facilities are often 

outsourced to facility managers, and include energy management. Even if the 
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telecommunications company performs its own in-house energy management programme 

they are still faced with a few unique problems in the telecommunications environment 

which add to the problems already mentioned in the previous section. 

1.6.1 Large number of buildings 

As mentioned before telecommunication companies have large number of buildings due 

to the distributed nature of their services. Telkom SA for instance has approximately 

6 500 facilities distributed over the country. Some of these buildings are small single- 

room buildings but there are also large multi-story buildings. This large number of 

buildings produces several problems and needs to be addressed with the new ESCO 

procedure: 

. Since there are buildings in all provinces of the country several audit teams will 

be required in different areas to minimise travel time and time to do the audits. 

The procedure should thus be implemented by different teams, but by following 

the same procedures, and produce the same results. 

All the buildings will not be worthwhile to include in an audit. Making the correct 

selection of which buildings to include from the start will provide the biggest 

energy savings potential. . There are several diverse types of buildings in the telecommunications portfolio. 

The buildings will range from pure telecommunication facilities to commercial 

buildings, and combinations thereof. The fact that telecommunications 

equipment requires different environmental conditions than normal office 

environments means that conventional ESCO procedures are difficult to 

implement. 

The buildings will have different climates types. It will range from hot, cold, 

humid, dry or all of these conditions in a single year. The climate conditions have 

a big impact on the HVAC system performance and possible retrofit options. 

Building location and layout: auditors need to be accompanied by local 

maintenance personnel to explain the layout of the building and equipment, but 

also to gain access to the buildings. The availability of these staff presents 

problems. 
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1.6.2 Low qualification levels of personnel 

The required skill levels present problems if the ESCO analysis is performed by the 

telecommunication company or outsourced to an external party. Energy management is 

a specific skill and ESCO analysis requires experience and training. The focus in the 

most of the telecommunication facilities is on normal routine maintenance and not on 

the energy efficient operation of equipment. The majority of personnel are thus not 

trained, nor have the experience to perform energy audits. An audit procedure should 

thus take into account that auditor will probably not have the necessary experience or 

qualifications to perform the audit! 

1.6.3 Various system configurations 

There is a multitude of different HVAC systems and other electrical loads in the 

buildings. The auditor will thus need to understand the system layout and be able to 

identify and characterise the different loads. The audit procedure should be able 

accommodate all the different types of loads and system configurations. The effect of 

the different loads on the other will need to be characterised in the new ESCO 

procedure. An integrated building simulation model needs to be developed that will 

simulate the effect of retrofits on the building. 

1.6.4 Planned maintenance does not support DSM 

The planned maintenance done by the party responsible for the facility management 

does not necessarily include ensuring that the equipment is running within energy 

efficient levels. It is thus important to influence the maintenance philosophy to ensure 

equipment is not only performing within Service Level Agreement (SIA) with Telkom, 

but also energy efficiently. This will determine the long-term impact and sustainability 

of the energy management measures. The new ESCO procedure should make it easy to 

redo the ESCO analysis if required after retrofits have been implemented to evaluate the 

efficiency of the system. 

1.6.5 Limited cooperation of the building ownerlmanager 

I n  the telecommunication company structure there is a responsible person for each 

building. This person is referred to as the building owner/manager. Although energy 

savings are very important to the telecommunication company, it might not seem to be 
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in the best interest of the site manager. I n  Telkom SA the company has a formal 

Energy Management Policy (See Appendix A) that stipulates the need for energy 

management. The maintenance company also has a similar policy, and agreed to by 

Telkom SA (See Appendix B). 

One example of where the building manager can jeopardise the energy management 

efforts is where the temperature in the exchange buildings is adjusted upwards to 

comply with the ETSI specifications. The site manager is used to an under-floor supply 

temperature of 180C in the exchange area. Sometimes the auditor would set the 

temperature back to the 22oC design temperature (ETSI specifications), to reduce the 

loading of the HVAC system, and thus reduce the energy consumption. I n  such an event 

it frequently happens that the auditors would either be ordered off-site or the building 

manager would simply set the temperature back to 180C. 

The ESCO must therefore get the buy-in from the building manager to support the 

saving incentives. The new, improved ESCO procedure should therefore be able to prove 

to the building owner that the proposed retrofits will not have any negative effect on the 

telecommunication equipment. 

1.6.6 Different funding mechanisms 

Apart from the Eskom DSM funding mechanism, the telecommunications company might 

decide to fund retrofits themselves, due to the fast payback periods. The 

telecommunication company will, however, need to have faith in the ESCO procedure 

that the estimated retrofit savings are accurate. The financial benefits, and the feasibility 

of obtaining DSM funding for retrofits, should also be determined in the new procedure. 

1.6.7 Critical buildings with high service level agreements 

Often the maintenance company is kept to a very strict Service Level Agreement (SLA) 

with penalties payable for poor service delivery. Optimising the building in terms of 

energy should never negatively impact on the SLA, since certain buildings are critical to 

the national telecommunications grid. 
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Obtaining permission to perform ESCO audits is difficult and it is often impossible to 

perform physical tests on a system. That is why being able to accurately simulate the 

proposed retrofits is vital on critical buildings. 

1.7 NEED FOR THE STUDY 

From the information provided in this chapter, the need for this study can be summarised as 

follows: 

The peak power demand in South Africa will exceed the available generation capacity 

by 2007. Eskom is addressing this problem by the implementation of the DSM 

programme. The DSM programme has, however, only reached 30 O h  of its targets by 

the end of 2005. 

0 One of the main reasons for the low DSM performance is the lack of knowledge and 

structured processes to perform ESCO analysis. 

Existing procedures are difficult, very time consuming and a costly exercise, 

especially since the ESCO performs these audits at its own risk. . Buildings in South Africa present big opportunities for energy improvement, especially 

by retrofits and better control of HVAC systems. 

It was shown that telecommunication companies own and operate large portfolios of 

buildings. This presents a big opportunity to optimise the energy usage (saving costs) 

and contribute to DSM targets. 

Performing an ESCO analyses in the telecommunication environment presents the 

ESCO with unique problems, which make it difficult to evaluate ESCO opportunities by 

using conventional audit procedures. 

A new ESCO procedure is required that will address the problems experienced in the 

telecommunications environment and which will enable the ESCO to evaluate retrofit 

opportunities fast, reliablyand in a structured manner. 

1.8 CONTRIBUTIONS 

The unique contributions of this study are the following: 

A list o f  problems facing ESCOs when doing ESCO analysis in telecommunications 

facilities was identified. 
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A new ESCOprocedure was developedspecifically for telecommunication facilities. No 

existing ESCO procedure could be found that has been developed for, applied to, or 

that meets the specific requirements of, telecommunication facilities. The procedure 

also reduces the audit times significantly. 

The new ESCO procedure was implemented and verified in three different case 

studies and evaluated against the requirements of ESCO analyses on large 

telecommunication facilities. 

The procedure incorporates novel simulation techniques that were used to create an 

integrated building simulation model that can accurately simulate building operations. 

New energy saving opportunities that are specifically applicable to telecommunication 

facilities was compiled and incorporated into the new ESCO procedure. 

RetrofiC simulations techniques, using the simulated building model, were used to 

evaluate savings potential in the telecommunication facilities. The retrofit simulation 

also ensures that the proposed retrofits do not negatively affect indoor air quality, by 

providing simulated zone temperatures. 

New data capturing procedures, software and tw ls  were introduced that simplify the 

data capturing process, by reducing the amount of data required and integrating the 

data into the rest of the ESCO procedure. 

The procedure provides a contribution to the DSM programme since an ESCO 

procedure is now available that will speed up the ESCO process and provide reliable 

results that will help Eskom DSM to reach their DSM targets. 

. The feasibility o f  the facility management company acting as ESCO was evaluated. 

The potential other benefits of the new ESCO procedures to the facility management 

company were also investigated. 

The reporting o f  results is automated by integrating the results and information from 

the study into a word processing environment. 
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The financialevaluation is an integrated partof the procedure and automatically uses 

the results and information from the study to calculate the financial analysis. 

The "experience"andprocedures required to be able to perform an ESCO analysis on 

telecommunication facility is embodied in the new procedure. Lower qualified 

personnel can thus be trained to implement ESCO audits. The ESCO procedure is 

easy enough to be implemented by the facility management company that is 

responsible for maintaining the building infrastructure. 

1.9 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

In  Chapter 1 -Introduction, the need for energy management in South Africa is introduced. 

Specific emphasis is placed on the growing demand in South Africa and the problem that 

Eskom has to supply this increasing demand. The contribution of commercial buildings to this 

demand problem is introduced. It was shown that HVAC systems contribute more than 50% 

of the total demand in the buildings, and presents an obvious opportunity for energy 

management. 

Since this study focussed on telecommunication facilities the reader is introduced to Telkom 

SA and the diverse infrastructure of buildings in its portfolio. The majority of the Telkom 

portfolio are buildings and thus provide a big opportunity to optimise the HVAC and other 

systems within these buildings. It was shown that HVAC systems in telecommunication 

facilities huge opportunities for savings since it represents 55% of the total building load. 

The problems with ESCO implementations in commercial buildings are discussed. The specific 

problems facing ESCO implementations in telecommunication facilities are introduced and 

form the background to the need for the new procedure. 

I n  Chapter 2 - New Data Acquisition Procedur., the reader is introduced to a new data 

capturing procedure. I n  this chapter the needs and problems with audit procedures are 

elaborated and the new automated procedure described. The procedure automates the audit 

process, limits the amount of data required and shortens the time taken for the audit. 

I n  Chapter 3 - New ESCO Procedure for Telecommunication F~cilitie~, the new ESCO 

procedure is introduced. It takes the reader through the whole process and explains the 
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impact of each step. The procedure is evaluated against known energy management 

opportunities within Telkom SA, to analyse the value add of the new procedure. 

I n  Chapter 4-6 the new ESCO procedure is implemented and verified on five different types 

of telecommunication buildings. Retrofit changes are suggested for each building. The first 

building (Chapter 4 - Telkom Towers South) is a typical commercial building with limited 

telecommunication equipment, and with a large centralised HVAC system. The second group 

of buildings that is analysed (Chapter 5 - Telkom Towers North complex) comprises of 3 

different buildings serviced by a common HVAC system and includes and ice plant. In  

Chapter 6 (Data building) the new ESCO procedure was implemented on a building that 

consists mainly of telecommunication equipment and some commercial activity. The purpose 

of the case studies is to evaluate the application of the new ESCO procedure and to provide 

recommendation on how the process can be enhanced. 

I n  Chapter 7 the results and contributions are summarised and the need for further work 

discussed. 
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2. NEW DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURE FOR 

TELECOMMUNICATION FACILITIES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

It was shown in Chapter 1 that the need exists for a new ESCO procedure in 

telecommunication facilities. A new integrated ESCO procedure needs to be developed and 

evaluated for ESCO analysis of large telecommunication facilities. 

The new procedure incorporates novel simulation techniques and data capturing methods 

into a structured procedure to perform a building retrofit audits in an integrated fashion. 

I n  this chapter the new data capturing procedure is introduced. The need exists for a new 

data capturing and handling procedure that will form part of the new ESCO procedure and 

will address the following problems: 

The new data capturing procedure should identify and lead the ESCO to capture only 

the minimum amount of data required for the ESCO analysis, and thus reduce the 

time taken for data capturing, and thus the whole ESCO process. 

The data capturing procedure should be a paperless system in order to automatically 

integrate the captured data into the rest of the ESCO process. 

The data capturing procedure should be easy and user friendly enough for less skilled 

users to understand and use the system. This will mean that less skilled or less 

experienced personnel can be used for the data capturing process. 

The data capturing procedure should include templates for the different equipment 

types found in the teiecommunication environment. The templates for similar building 

types should be reused or edited, to reduce the audit time on similar buildings. 

The procedure should support the ESCO to perform ESCO analysis on a large number of 

diverse building types. This chapter will focus on these new solutions and form the 

procedure for data handling in the new ESCO procedure. The proposed solutions to these 

requirements are defined in Table 2-1 below: 
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Requirement Solution

Identify and lead the ESCO to capture only the
I

Create customised software that suggest,
minimumamountof data. collectand storeall relevantdata.

The data capturing procedure should be a paperless I Use a personal digital assistant (PDA) device.
system.

Collected data needs to be automatically The PDAwill download and synchronisedata
transferredto the integratedsimulationprogramto withthe restof thesoftwareusedin the ESCO
savetime and minimiseerrors. procedure.

The procedureshould be easy to use and be user
friendly: less skilled or experiencedusers need to
use it.

Programflow shouldbe groupedaccordingto
the logical zone, and equipment structures.
Create life-like systems and make use of
pictures.

The data capturing procedure should include
templates for the different equipment types, and
should be customisable to be re-used on other
buildings.

HVAC systemsare created by customising
templates, and drag-and-drop components.
Projectscan be saved and reused for similar
buildings.

Table 2-1: Requirements of the new building data acquisition system

2.2 DATA GATHERING PROBLEMS UNIQUE TO TELECOMMUNICATION FACIUTIES

Some of the challenges that makes data capturing unique for telecommunication facilities are

discussed below:

2.2.1 Distribution of buildings

One of the biggest challenges in performing ESCOwork in telecommunication facilities is

the distribution and large number of buildings. Telecommunication companies usually

have a national footprint and are spread over the whole country. These buildings, unlike

normal commercial facilities, are located wherever telephone coverage is required. They

might be in a city centre or on a mountain due to the transmission requirements. The

nearest maintenance office could be as far as 400km from the building (as is the case

with Telkom SA), and often 4x4 vehicles are required to reach these buildings. The point

has to be made that when doing the analysis the ESCOwill often not be able to visit the

building more than once or twice. The ESCO should therefore know exactly what

information to obtain and what measurements are required.
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It also might be the first time the ESCOvisits the building and they will have no prior

knowledge of the layout. The correct maintenance personnel should be arranged to be

on-siteto aid the ESCOin obtaining the correct information.

2.2.2 Lackof information on building HVACsystems

The age of the buildingsand infrastructurewill range from new buildingsto buildings

that are more than 20 yearsold [1].

It also happens, as is the case with Telkom SA, that the facility managementwas

outsourced to an external company, for example TFMC. During the outsourcing

personnelwas transferredto TFMCand it is difficult to maintainthe necessaryskillsand

knowledge base. The new maintenance personnel might not fully understand the

functionalityof the HVACsystems.

Typical information like equipment specifications, set points, floor layouts, current

performance etc. might be available, but will most likely be outdated for older buildings.

Since the HVACsystemis by far the biggestenergy user in telecommunicationfacilities,

it is essential that the correct HVACsystem information be obtained.

2.2.3 Operational changes in buildings

Telecommunication equipment has evolved from big electromechanical switches to small

digital switches. This reduced the floor space required for equipment by up to 60%, and

also the heat load on the HVAC systems [2]. The design condition of most buildings

would thus have changed and current information will not be available.

Due to this change in telecommunications equipment more floor space has become

available. This presents the opportunity to reuse some of the telephone exchange areas

that are unoccupied. This space is either converted to office space, or rented out to

other companies.

Updating the building designs on such a large scale, becomes an enormous task and

unfortunately means that the information available from the building owners might not

be updated.
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The conclusion can be made that accurate building information might not be available from

the building owner's archives or building maintenance personnel. The new data capturing

process should not rely on the availability of such information. The auditor should be

equipped to measure and derive all the necessary information from visits to the site. Since

time is critical in the ESCO process, it is often much easier to measure the required data than

to wait for external parties to provide the auditor with information.

The detailed informationthat is requiredfor the new ESCOprocedurein telecommunication

facilities is described in Appendix C. The information is derived from identified energy

management opportunities in Telecommunication facilities [3], [4].

2.3 DATA CAPTURING DEVICES AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

The new data gathering procedure was developed to be used with a PersonalDigital

Assistant (PDA). A PDA is a handheld electronic device used mainly as a diary and

phonebook, but can also operate programs. A picture of a typical PDA is shown in

Figure2-1:

... "'..

Figure 2-1: Personal digital assistant

The data that needs to be collected for a building audit can be categorisedas building,

equipmentand zone data. Equipmentdata is further divided into air-circuit and water-circuit

data. The auditor usually visits the plant room and rooftop of the building to gather this

information. The zone data are collected by means of a walkthrough audit. Studying"as-

built" drawingsis alsousefulto obtain equipmentspecifications.
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The user will need the following measuring equipment to obtain all the simulation

component input data if not documented or measured by the BMSsystem:

. Measuring tape: To measure zone dimensions

. Anemometer: To measure air flows

. Thermometer with probe: To measure water temperatures

. Hygro-thermometer with probe: To measure air temperatures and relative
humidities

· Threephase power logger: To logthree phase electricalpowerover time

· Temperature and RHlogger: To logclimatetemperatures and humidityover time

. Manometer: To measure air pressure differences

The new integrated way of data acquisitionaddresses the need to guide the auditor in the

collectionof the requireddata, in the most productiveway possible.The data collectiontool

forces the user to collectonly essential data that saves a lot of time that would have been

wasted on unnecessarydata gathering.The data acquisitionsoftware is also designed in the

most user friendlyway.Thisenables the auditorto reduce the amount of time spent on data

collection.Data is keyed in an easy fashion and it is downloadedin a few seconds into the

simulationprogram[5].

The initialisationscreen of the data capturing software interface on the PDAis shown in

Figure2-2. Anew projectcan be created, zone and equipmentspecified.

Palm Data Logger Main Screen
I

!. NewProiect. Zone

I. Equipment

Figure 2-2: Initialisation screenof data capturing interface

2.4 DEFINING ZONE INFORMATION

The amount of zone data required for the new ESCO procedure has been reduced

significantly.The zone model is constructed in a very fast and easy way. No complex

technicaldata is required for the building.Instead, the user is given a set of choices, for

example orientation, dimensions,surface structure, ventilation,etc. This prevents the input
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of unnecessarydata that willhave a negligibleeffect on the buildingthermal characteristics

[6],[7].

Zones are defined by the auditor. Recommendationson how to select and define zones are

discussed in moredetail in Chapter3. The zone programfunctionalityconsistsof an interface

that displays the underlyingzone informationin a list format. Individualrecords can be

added, edited, copiedand deleted.

The zone attributes that need to be defined are displayed in Figure 2-3. Zone records are

made up of fivedifferentdata groups: description,dimensions,structure data, internal heat

generation information,and controlinformation.

Zone List
Nozones_fldd

_Edit

8 (OPY
8 Delete

Figure2-3: Zonedata capturing interface

2.4.1 Zone description

The description interfaceallowsESCOauditorsto enter a uniquedescriptionfor the

specificzone beingconfiguredand shown in Figure2-4.

Edit the Zone [)escripti~n

). IZone(1)

Figure 2-4: Zone description interface
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2.4.2 Zone dimensions

Zone dimensions are recorded to characterise the physicallayoutof zones. Northwall

length, ground floor area, number of stories, total internal wall length and building

orientationare recordedin the interfaceof Figure2-5.

ZOM Dimensions

NorthwonLength~m
GroundFloorArea~ml

Numberof Storeys I 11
Hei9htofStoreyI 2.7Slm
TotlnternolWaD101m. BuildingOrientation> 0 !

Building Orientation

[i]~~I

[i]~
Figure 2-5: Zone dimensions and orientation interface

2.4.3 Zone structure

The zone structure describeszone surface propertiesand can be selected as shown in

Figure2-6.

Zone Structure. NorthWaI . Roof. EastWal . InternalWol

I Sout'" WaD . IntermFloor

WestWan . GroundFloor

Figure2-6: Zone structure interface

Thermal characteristicsof the buildingstructure determine how the buildingbehaves at

different thermal conditionsand seasonal changes. The north wall characteristics(most

thermal exposure)should be entered as shown in Figure2-7.
North Wan. Construction>

200mm Concrete (ast. Focode Exoosure >

Full Exposure. Percentooe Wlndo',s >
0" Window. Percentoge Shoding >
0" Shode.Window Type>
Clear

COlour~t E 80
Figure 2-7: North wall interface
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2.4.4 Zone internal heat loads

Internalheat loadsof eachzonealsoneedto be identified.The internalzoneloadscan

be categorisedbyoccupancy,lightingandotherloadsinthe PDAsoftware.

The first selection is the human occupancy of this zone. The peak occupancyof the

zone is entered with a choiceof leisure,officework or extensive physicalactivity.This

willcharacterisehowheat radiationfrom peoplewillbe added to zone.

The next selectionis to quantifythe lighting withinthe zone. The lightingtype, number

of unitsand powerconsumptionmust be entered.

The other loads selectionis used to describeall the remainingload in the building.For

exchanges the biggest loads would be the rectifiers that supply DC power to the

telecommunicationsequipment.

Althoughthe operating hours of equipment are not yet entered the informationwillbe

used later on in the simulationmodel. Figure2-8 shows the inputsscreens for capturing

the internalload information.

Other Other

PeakOccuponcy E:J. Human Acti~ty >
OffICeWork

Type

I TUI\9sten

~
INeon

Other IZOne Human Activity

~it~Type

IOwn

I<omputer

'~

Number Load

)[=~ c::!J W
Ic::!J c::!J W
Ic::!J c::!J W

Figure2-8: Zone internal loads interface
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2.4.5 Zone control

The Zone control interface specifies the control strategies for the specific zone. This is

important information to ensure that the HVACsystem simulation controls the HVAC

components correctly. An explanation of the zone control attributes is provided:

. The temperature control of a zone is specified in a control range. When the

air conditioningscheduleis active the systemwill control the zone temperature

betweenthe enteredminimumand maximumtemperatureinputs.

. Relative humidity (RH)of zonesis alsocontrolledwithin a range.Whenthe air

conditioning schedule is active the system will control the zone RH between the

entered minimum and maximum RH inputs.

. With the volume flow the auditor can either select constant air volume or

variable air volume. Variable air volume means that the indoor temperature is

controlled by supply air dampers in the building zone. The user will have to

specify the minimum and maximum air flow into the building zone. The user can

either obtain these flow values from the design specifications or measure it on-

site. Variable air volume control is popular within office environment whereas the

majority of equipment cooling is done with constant air volume due to the

constant heat load in the building.

The Zone control interface is shown in Figure 2-9:

Zone Control

TemplHumidity "'olume Flow:

Control Mode ~onstont AirYolumF'

AirMossFlowI 5jk9l'

Zone Control

IT empIHumidity IYolunw Flow

Mox Temp I 221 ~
MinTemp

§
IC

Max ReIHum 90 ~

MinRelHum 10 ~

Figure 2-9: Zone control interface

A special equipment combination function helps the ESCOauditor to combine data of

different cooling coil, heating coil and fan records. The user selects two or more record

entriesthat he or shewould like to combineas shownin Figure2-10. Once the selection
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is made, the "Combine"functionautomaticallycreates a new entry in the structure. This

is used to further simplifythe HVACsystem layout.

. Addu-'Edit. Copy

18 Delltl 8 ComtmI
COII'IDOIIInt Ust

Figure 2-10: The combine function of the cooling coil component

2.5 DEFINING THE HVACSYSTEM EQUIPMENT

Any type of HVACsystem found in the telecommunications buildings can be configured in the

PDA software (or on PC software and downloaded to the PDA). Each component in the

software represents the respective component of the actual HVAC system. To accomplish

this, the program makes use of a graphical representationof the different types of HVAC

equipment. The HVACsystem is constructed by graphically building a water- and air-circuit in

the software and is discussed below.

2.5.1 Air-circuit

Table 2-2 provides an overview of the air-circuit components that are used to build up

the air-circuit model in the PDA data acquisition software. For every component a brief

functional purpose, example picture and an example PDA data logger program interface

layout are provided [8].

More detailed information on the configuration and functionality of the air-circuit

componentsare shownin AppendixD.
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Table 2-2: Air-circuit components

Figure 2-11 shows the model-buildingenvironment for the air-circuit.The air-circuit

interface consists of eight components that can be manipulated by the auditor to

representthe actualair-circuitof the HVACsystem being constructed. The components

include the cooling coil, heating coil, evaporative cooler, fan, fresh-air-ratio, heater,

zone, and environmentinput components.

More detailed information on the model-buildingenvironment for the air-circuit

componentsare shownin AppendixE.
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tI"..," 1.1.,(,.".1.11. I I(I~IAII." ' "., .'.~' ... 'IUh''r''.J';C\( c~o':c
--
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Figure 2-11: The model building environment: air-circuit

Water-circuit

Table 2-3 providesan overviewof the water-circuit componentsthat are usedto build

up the water-circuit model in the PDAdata acquisitionsoftware. Forevery componenta

brief functional purpose, example picture and an example PDA data logger program

interfacelayoutare provided[8].

2.5.2

More detailed information on the configuration of the air-circuit components are shown

in Appendix D.
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Description of the
relevant components.

The purpose of the component in the Example picture of the
HVACsystem. equipment

WA I UI

Coofi~ tower

Hea: ISremoved from the wa18r-cooled

condensers 01a,-condiliOOngsystems by
contactwith~ atmosphare. This is

accomplished by na:uraldrat:Of

mechaneal draftcool"ngbYers.

Pump
Thewater.pompcreateswater.mass-flow
in:h8pipesystemsof HVACequpmtnt

ChdlerscooIwa18rOfother!kld thaI IS
circulatedto a remote locationwhere.1 is

used :0 cool air wr.ha cooq coil in an
AHU.

Hea:pump

The heat pump is a sys:em where
relngeration equtpment is used such that

hen: is taken Irom a heat souroe aOO

given up to the conditionedspace. where
heating selVCt is needed.

Boiler
Boilersheatwa18r.Thehea:edwateris
usedby:1'»HVACequtpment101I'»ating

<ifpurposes.

Waierheatrecovery

Hell:energy is I8COY&red!rom waste
water RGdistrbuiOO01heal energy Wlthi
a building s:nJCn.recan be accomplished

through the use of heat pumps

Table 2-3: Water-circuit components
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Figure 2-12 shows the model-buildingenvironment for the water-circuit.The water-

circuit interface consists of six components that can be manipulated by the auditor to

representthe actualair-circuitof the HVACsystembeingconstructed.Thecomponents

include the cooling tower, pump, chiller, heat pump, boiler and water heat recovery
units.

More detailed informationon the model-buildingenvironment for the water-circuit

componentsare shown inAppendixE.
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Figure 2-12: The model building environment: water-circuit

2.6 ADVANTAGESOF NEW DATACAPTURE METHODS

The advantages of the new data capturingprocedureare definedbelow:

. The data capturingprocedureshortens the time requiredto performdata acquisition

andthusalsothe wholeESCOanalysis.

. The new procedureensures that all requireddata is captured, and that no essential

data is missedduringthe audit.

. The new procedure leads inexperienced auditors in followingthe correct audit

procedure.

. It also ensures that no unnecessarydata is captured wasting time on measurements

that willnot have a bigeffect on the results.

. Sincedata is captured on a PDAthe data can be used in the next steps of the ESCO

process.
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The layout of the HVAC system (water- and air-circuits) is configured in the building 

model and can be reused for similar bu~ldings. 

The data is stored in a database and can be used with other information systems. 

The data is automatically ava~lable for inclusion when writing the final report. 

2.7 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter the data capturing procedure and data requirements for the new ESCO 

procedure was discussed. The fact that auditors use different processes to perform building 

audits meant that a standardised process and predefined data inputs needed to be defined. 

The data capturing procedure has been automated by using software specifically developed 

for a PDA that will upload information from the device to a PC and therefore ensuring a 

paperless system. 

The new data capturing procedure uses a graphical representation of the HVAC system 

components to recreate the HVAC system. The critical measurernents/inputs for each 

component have been predefined, guiding the ESCO to only capture the relevant data. 

The data capturing software uses pictures as much as possible to guide the less skilled/less 

experienced auditor in making the correct selection. It is however necessary for the auditor 

to have a basic understanding of the HVAC system, or be able to consult with maintenance 

personnel. 

With the use of the software on the PDA, projects can be saved, and reused when similar 

buildings are encountered. This will reduce the audit times when similar buildings or HVAC 

system is encountered. 

I n  the next chapter the full ESCO procedure is discussed, incorporating the data capturing 

procedure described in this chapter. 
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3. NOVEL ESCO PROCEDURE FOR TELECOMMUNICATION 

FACILITIES 

In  the previous chapter new data capturing methods and procedures were introduced. I t  was 

shown that these new processes assist in drastically shortening the time to perform data 

collection, lead inexperienced auditors to capture only essential information, automate the 

process to ensure a paperless system and allow the data to be used in the rest of the ESCO 

process. These data capturing procedures form part of the new ESCO procedure. I n  this 

chapter the new ESCO procedure w~l l  be introduced. 

The general energy audit procedure can be described as follows [I]: 

Identify the types and costs of energy use 

Understand how this energy is being used, and possibly wasted . Identify and analyse alternatives such as improved operational techniques and/or 

new equipment that could reduce the energy costs 

Perform an economic analysis on the alternatives and determine which ones are cost 

effective for the business 

When reading through this general procedure it makes a lot sense and Sounds simple. Why 

the need for a new procedure for telecommunication facilities? 

In  previous chapters a lot has been said about the problems experienced while performing 

ESCO analyses in telecommunication facilities. Some of these problems are highlighted below 

to provide further background to the need for the new procedure: 

Telecommunication companies have large portfolios of facilities and electricity is a 

large expense. To generate cost savings it means that energy management needs to 

be implemented on a large amount of different building types. 

Before energy management can be implemented an energy audit is required on these 

buildings that will identib the energy management opportunities. Energy savings of 
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around 30% may be realised through retrofit projects and better control of HVAC 

systems [2], [3]. However, the only way to accurately predict the result and 

effectiveness of such measures is with the use of dynamic, integrated simulat~on 

software [4]. 

The audit should provide the financial evaluation of the proposed energy ~ v i n g s  

opportunity and its potential DSM impact. The telecommunication company can then 

decide if DSM funding will be applied for, or if the project will be self-funded. 

The costs of these audits should be kept as low as possible to ensure projects are 

economically viable. It was found by Geyser that an experienced and highly trained 

engineering team takes approximately 45 days to complete a full investigation for a 

large building (10 OOOmL) [S], [6]. Such long audit times on such a big sale will not 

be commercially viable. Considering that the analysis part of an ESCO project is 

usually financed by the ESCO itself and that the cost of the analysis is in the order of 

R10 000 per week it is clear that this part of the project needs to be done in as short 

a time as possible. 

The potential savings opportunity should not have any negative impact on the 

operational conditions of the buildings. Many of the buildings are critical to  the 

communications infrastructure and damage to equipment and loss of income can be 

incurred if something goes wrong. 

The ideal scenario would be if the facility management company/personnel could 

perform these energy audits to save on audit costs. They already have a presence in 

the buildings, and know the detailed workings of the equipment in the building. The 

majority of maintenance personnel have good technical skills, but will lack the 

experience and tools to perform energy audits in the buildings, and evaluate energy 

savings opportunities. The new procedure should thus be simple enough and provide 

the necessary tools to perform the audit. 

Eskorn DSM has only reached 30% of their DSM targets at the end of 2005. They 

need more and technically correct DSM project proposals to help them reach their 

targets. It was shown that the telecommunication facilities provide good 

opportunities for DSM projects. 

This new ESCO procedure was developed and integrated with simulation software to solve 

the needs of ESCOs when evaluating DSM projects in telecommunication facilities. 
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3.2 BACKGROUND TO SOFWARE USED I N  THE PROCEDURE 

It was shown in previous chapters that in the commercial building sector of South Africa, 

approximately 50% of the energy consumption is due to HVAC systems [7]. Rabie [8] has 

shown that in telecommuniwtions facilities the HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air 

Conditioning) system consumes 55% of the total building load. Although the new ESCO 

procedure simulates the total building power consumption, the biggest opportunities will be 

to optimise the HVAC system. 

Existing integrated simulation software was too complex and not easy to use. The software 

also required a large amount of input data. Models of these software programs often do not 

converge and are not geared to produce good estimates of retrofit swings potential in a 

short time. Ver i f i t ion of the HVAC system characterisatin also takes many weeks. Many 

days are spent on retrofit investigations and writing the final report. The report is also often 

written in non-business language that is poorly understood by the decision maker. 

WAC control needs to be opt~mrsed with a comprehens~ve, integrated and dynamic 

simutatiin. Any bub\dlng type, HVAC system and control strategy needs to be accounted for 

in such a procedure. 

The new ESCO procedure was designed so that it provides an easy-to-use and effective 

toolkit for semi-skilled technicians to be able to conduct a building energy. It was shown 

before that implementation of the ESCO procedure in Telkom SA suggests that the user 

might have valuable practical experience, but have low qualification levels. The user must 

build the simulation model simply and intuitively. No intricate simulation, or mathematical 

options, should be set. All the standard retrofit options must be very easy to set up and 

analyse. This will reduce the overhead cost of the project, as fewer personnel would be 

required for the audit. 

Given the background of the telecommunication environment and the ESCO work in South 

Afriw i t  can be stated that the primaiy requirements for a new ESCO procedure are that it 

should be simple, stable, and fast. The following software tools are introduced for specific 

use for ESCO analyses in telecommunication facilities: 
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3.2.1 Data gathering software 

A large percentage of the building audit time is normally taken up by the gathering of 

data. It also requires various loggers, notepads, calculators, and the like. Typically, it is 

a very uncomfortable experience for the ESCO. By using a PDA for the data gathering 

only the required data is obtained, all the required data is gathered and the procedure is 

made more manageable for the ESCO. The data capturing software and procedure was 

discussed in Chapter 2. The captured data and equipment layout is exported to the 

simulation software. 

3.2.2 Simulation model software 

The simulation model software is stable, fast, and reasonably accurate. To achieve th~s 

the mathematical models of all the HVAC components were simpl~fied and verified in 

detail. A year-simulation is completed in less than three minutes on a regular personal 

computer (PC). 

The software predicts the energy consumption and maximum demnd figures of the last 

year within 15% of the actual figures. It must be remembered that the user is more 

interested in the potential savings figure (a relative figure) than the total cost. Fluid 

conditions are only required on an hourly basis. The dynamics of the control of HVAC 

equipment on a short time scale is not needed. 

3.2.3 Retrofit analysis software 

The retrofit analysis software uses the verified building simulation model, and allows the 

user to simulate retrofits on the building. This allows the auditor to establish what the 

potential savings will be, but also what the effect will be on the operating conditions of 

the building. These retrofits can now be evaluated without testing on-site, thus further 

reducing the time for the energy audit. It also means less risk for the telecommunication 

company and Eskom DSM since the retrofit has been verified through simulation. 

Combinations of different retrofits can be simulated to evaluate the true effect of the 

combined retrofits (it is not always just the sum of the different retrofits). This can only 

be done using an integrated building simulation model. 
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3.2.4 Financial analysis software 

Since all these software modules are integrated, the simulated saving from the retrofits 

are automatically imported into this modules and the financial analysis done. 

Calculations such as direct payback, discounted payback and net present value are 

calculated. 

3.2.5 Report writing software 

A template is generated to which all of the simulation and financial results are exported 

into a word processor format. This allows the ESCO to document the findings of the 

audit in much less time and in understandable format. 

Detail interfaces and screen captures for the different software modules are described in 

Appendix E. 

3.3 THE NEW ESCO PROCEDURE FOR TELECOMMUNICATION BUILDINGS 

The different steps and the logical flow of the new ESCO procedure are shown in Figure 3-1. 

The steps in the new ESCO audit procedure will be discussed in detail in this section. Refer 

to Appendix E for detail screen captures of the software interfaces used during each step in 

the procedure. 

3.3.1 Step 1: Determine which building to audit 

This step is usually not a problem when performing ESCO analysis on single or small 

group of buildings. However, when working with a large portfolio of buildings, it is not a 

trivial exercise to decide on which building the ESCO procedure should be implemented. 

The best guideline would be to get a summary of the annual electricity costs, and to 

start with the highest consumer. The higher the energy costs, the more savings are 

possible. Obviously the location of the buildings and the number of audit teams available 

to do the ESCO analysis will also play a role in this decision. 
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Figure 3-1: The new ESCOaudit procedure for telecommunication facilities
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3.3.2 Step 2: Gather preliminary building information 

This step is used to gather background information on the building and the HVAC 

system. I n  this section, the ESCO should become familiar with the building, HVAC 

system and components, the personnel involved and obtain some of the data required 

for the simulation. 

Obtain information from buildina manaaer and maintenance wrsonnel 

The ESCO will save a lot of time with the cooperation of the building manager and 

maintenance personnel. It is important that the HVAC and electrical maintenance 

personnel will be involved since both will be required for the detailed measurements that 

are needed in the building. 

Arranae for initial and data caoturina visits 

I n  telecommunication facilities (as is the case with Telkom SA) permission to visit an 

exchange building should be arranged well in advance. The building manager will then 

issue the ESCO with a work reference number which will allow the ESCO access to the 

building. 

Special permission will be needed when visiting the building to take measurements and 

to install measurement equipment. This task is mentioned early in the procedure, since 

these arrangements could seriously delay the whole procedure. 

Enauire on owrational condition of HVAC svstem 

When planning the ESCO procedure and visits to sites, the ESCO should explain to the 

maintenance personnel what procedure will be followed and measurements required. It 

often happens that the some of the systems in the building are undergoing maintenance 

and that the measurements taken will not be true reflection of the building operations. 

The audit should preferable be done when the building is working under normal 

operating circumstances. 

Obtain buildina drawinas 

Certain building dimensions are required to configure the building zones in the simulation 

tool. Building drawings will therefore assist the ESCO in obtaining these dimensions. 

Without any building drawings, the user will have to measure all the dimensions required 
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for input. Floor plan drawings will further assist the user to divide the building into 

realistic simulation zones. Care should be taken to verify actual site conditions to 

drawings to ensure that drawings are up to date. 

HVAC desian and owratina swcifications 

The HVAC system design specifications and drawings (service and maintenance manuals) 

will supply the ESCO with all the original design data such as flows, capacities, set points, 

control strategies, and operating schedules required to perform simulations. Without 

these specifications, each component will have to be measured to obtain the required 

input data. 

Unfortunately it is very possible that the telecommunication exchange buildings and 

environmental equipment are very old (20+ years). The original design specifications will 

definitely be outdated, and actual on-site measurements will be required. 

Electricit' accounts 

Detailed electricity accounts of the past 12 months will be required as input to verify the 

simulation models' energy consumption. 

The accounts for all of the buildings in Telkom SA are paid and processed centrally by the 

facility management company (TFMC) Head Office. Since they are responsible for the 

payment of more than 10 000 accounts, problems are often experienced to link the 

correct account with the correct building [9]. The municipal meter number on the 

account should thus be verified with the actual meter number on-site. Care should be 

taken to request these accounts well in advance, in order for the data to be supplied in 

time to the auditor. I t  was also found that with municipal accounts the tariff structure is 

not always shown on the account, only the rates. The tariffs and rates charged also vary 

between municipalities and should be requested and checked with the local municipality. 

Arranae for maintenance wrsonnel and access to building 

Ensure that access to the building has been arranged and that the maintenance 

personnel (electrical and mechanical) will be available on-site for the walkthrough visit 

and detailed measurements. 
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3.3.3 Step 3: Walkthrough visit to building 

A comprehensive walkthrough investigation on-site will give the ESCO a better feel and 

understanding of the building. This will also help when planning the calibration 

measurements and PDA acquisition phases. After the completion of the walkthrough 

audit the ESCO must have gathered enough information to customise the building 

simulation circuit temolates. 

I n  the telecommunication environment it would be wise to discuss the building operation 

with the maintenance personnel responsible for the maintenance in the building. They 

will most likely be able to immediately identify problems areas and energy wastage. It is 

unfortunately a reality that minimum energy usage is not necessarily a focus of 

maintenance practices but rather maintaining the service level agreement (SLA). 

Verifv municiml meter number and tvw 

As mentioned in the previous step it is important to verify the municipal meter number 

on-site with that on the accounts received in the previous step. It is very possible that 

wrong account information could have been supplied, and the ESCO will not be able to 

do the verification of the building simulation model. 

The meter type should also be noted. The meter can be a thermal demand meter or an 

electronic demand meter. The type of meter is important since one of the savings 

opportunities will be on replacing the thermal demand meters with electronic meters due 

to the better accuracy of the digital meters. 

Discuss ESCO procedure with buildina manaaer 

It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that one of the challenges in doing ESCO work in the 

telecommunication facility is the cooperation of the building manager. It is thus very 

important to immediately report to the building manager, and explain the aim of the visit 

and subsequent visits. 

I n  the case of Telkom SA the building owners do not know how much energy is 

consumed in their buildings, due to the fact that the payment of accounts is outsourced 

to the facility management company and not directly paid by Telkom SA. It will be very 

valuable if the ESCO could show the building owner a summary of the accounts obtained 

during the previous step. 
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Connect mwer measurement eaui~ment on the main incomer 

As part of the calibration measurements the power profile of the whole building is 

required. The power meter should be connected to the main incoming supply of the 

building as close to the municipal supply as possible. The meter can be left to record 

information until the next visit when the ESCO will do the detail measurements. 

Connect climate measurina eaui~ment 

The equipment used for measuring outdoor temperatures and humidiw should be placed 

on the outside of the building to record environmental conditions. I n  some cases the data 

can be obtained from the building management system (EMS). 

Verifv information from drawinas 

It is important to verify the information and drawings received during the previous step in 

the ESCO procedure. The drawings will be needed in next steps and the ESCO should 

ensure that all the information for building the zone, water and air-models are available 

and accurate. 

3.3.4 Step 4: Customise data acquisition software 

I n  this step the building simulation model is set up in the data acquisition PDA software. 

This can only be done if the user has a good understanding of the operation of the 

system. 

It was verified by Geyser [4] that the generic model components are sufficient to build 

up any air conditioning system. I n  the Telkom SA group of buildings there are several 

standard HVAC designs that can be reused and customised. This means that projects 

created can be reused when similar buildings are encountered. Refer to Appendix D for 

detailed screen captures of the procedure. 

Gustomise buildina zones 

The first step is to divide the building in the least possible number of simulation zones. 

The number of zones in the simulation model has a direct influence on the simulation 

time. More zones in the model result in more elements in the model and an increased 

number of equations that must be solved. This increases the simulation time. Building 

spaces with similar load schedules, thermal characteristics and similar AHUs can be 
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grouped as a zone. Zones can further be characterised into two main groups: air 

conditioned zones and non-air conditioning. 

Air conditioned zones: Most of the time, the rooms in a building that are served by 

the same AHU, can be simulated as one building zone. For further simplification, building 

zones with the same cooling load and heat requirements, AHU characteristics and control 

strategies, can form one building zone. 

Zones with no air conditioning: All the building zones (rooms) without air 

conditioning can form one building zone. The construction of this zone is not very 

important since the thermal performance can be ignored and only the internal electrical 

loads are required. This zone will be used to calculate all the electricity loads such as 

lights, extraction fans, lifts, etc. of all the zones without air conditioning. 

Customise Water- and Air-Circuit 

Here the user must setup the building air- and water-circuits matching it to one of the 

previously defined circuit templates available in the simulation tool. HVAC equipment with 

the same characteristics can be simulated as one template component. To do this their 

ESCO should have a good understanding of HVAC system layout and operation. 

3.3.5 Step 5: On-site detail measurements 

Measurement equipment is used to perform the required measurements. The ESCO is 

guided and information captured on the PDA. This includes the building zones and 

HVAC components. 

By supplying the user with a standard set of inputs it is ensured that only the required 

data for the simulation model is taken. Also, the PDA makes it more manageable, 

because it replaces the typical clipboard, notepad and pen, which the ESCO must 

normally use to retrieve the data. 

The required data includes parameters for the simulation and building model, as well as 

information regarding the air-and-water states (as discussed in Appendix D). 
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Audit the zones and enter the information 

When the user has decided on the zone layout and background on the use of the 

building, the PDA is used to enter the relevant data as discussed in Chapter 2. 

Audit the HVAC eaui~ment and enter the information 

When the user has configured the zone layout, the information of the accompanying 

HVAC components can be gathered. 

The PDA will be used to collect all the information obtainable from the building site that is 

required to simulate the HVAC equipment. I n  a similar fashion to the zones, the 

equipments models are configured as it was decided upon and selected in the simulation 

circuit template. 

By using the measured data (versus design specifications) the "current, real" building is 

simulated. Also, when the measurements are compared against the designed operating 

points it will help to determine any faults or inefficient operation of the equipment. This 

could give a good indication of possible areas of energy wastage. 

Audit the HVAC eaui~ment controls and enter the information 

The control logic of the HVAC components must be entered. Once again the cooperation 

of the maintenance personnel will be required. Note of warning: the perception of how 

the equipment is operating and actual operation might differ. The auditor should always 

have checks and balances in place to verify the control philosophy. 

5) 
The power measurement logger was connected on the main incomer of the building 

during Step 3 of the ESCO procedure. The data can now be downloaded. Average hourly 

measurements of the total building energy demand (kwh, kW, kVA, kVARh, power factor) 

for a typical Friday (weekday), Saturday, and Sunday are required to calibrate the 

simulation model for realistic retrofit results. 

Collect climate data 

Average hourly climate measurements of the temperature and relative humidity (RH) for 

a typical weekday are required to calibrate the simulation model for realistic results. 

These measurements can either be captured by the BMS system or by standalone data 
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loggers. It is very important that the climate data be measured during the same time as 

the electricity demand measurements. 

Climate data for the major cities are available in the simulation software. This data can 

be automatically imported when inputting the climate data. 

3.3.6 Step 6: Configure building simulation model 

Download data from the PDA 

The components that were recorded can be downloaded automatically from the PDA into 

the simulation software. After this is done, the components and captured data are 

available for use in the simulation software. 

The first step to configure and complete the simulation model is to download all the PDA 

components onto the PC. Drag and drop all the downloaded components to their 

respective locations on the air- and water-circuits of the simulation program. 

Confiaure tariff structure and rates 

The information required by the simulations software includes electricity tariff structure, 

tariff rates and power factor of the building. The tariff information will be available on 

the accounts obtained in Step 2, or from the local municipal authority. The option exists 

to add new tariffs and to store in the database for buildings on the same tariff. 

The electricity tariff includes the average hourly values for active energy charge, reactive 

energy charge, and maximum demand (MD) charge, for each of the three-day types for 

summer and winter seasons. It also requires the reactive energy supply percentage and 

the MD charge type. 

The power factor can be determined from the measurements taken on the main incomer 

of the building. 

Swcifv climate data 

The environmental options required include the climate data and the number of summer 

months of the year. The option exists to add new climates to the database for use in 

similar buildings. The data required for the climate includes the location in terms of 
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latitude, longitude, and elevation, as well as the average hourly temperature, relative 

humidity, global and diffuse radiation for every month. 

The simulation is equipped with climate data for all the major cities. Once the information 

has been entered it can be saved to be reused for buildings in the same vicinity. 

Confiaure commnent xhedules 

The schedules can typically not be measured on-site with the walkthrough audit due to 

the short period on-site. This information must be obtained from a person that has 

current knowledge of the building operation or from the building management systems. 

All the components in the project component list should be edited to set-up the building 

and system schedules for all the seasons and day types. 

For zones with telecommunication equipment the HVAC system usually works 24-hours a 

day due to the constant heat load in the zone. 

3.3.7 Step 7: Calibrate building simulation model 

Enter the calibration data 

The calibration data is required to calibrate the building model to measured values. The 

data required is average hourly temperatures and relative humidity for the calibration 

day, as well as the total building load for a weekday, Saturday and Sunday during the 

calibration period. The dates for the measured electrical and climate data must 

correspond. The data is obtained from the power and climate loggers that were placed 

on-site during the audit. 

Run calibration simulation 

The simulation model is calibrated in this step. The base for calibration is the percentage 

of time that the results of the simulation model are within 10 O/O of the measured values. 

This figure is given for the three day types (weekday, Saturday and Sunday). 

Additionally, the program also displays (for each day type) the supply and return-air 

temperatures for each zone, as well as the simulated and measured building load. This 

gives additional verification of the response of the system. 
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Compare total buildina eledricitv demand 

The simulated total building electricity demand should fit (80% of time within 10%) the 

measured load. However, this figure is only a guideline. The calibration and verification 

simulations form a unit. A bad calibration figure does not necessarily translate into a 

building model error. The period simulated in the calibration simulation period is short 

and compared to the measurements from a similar time. Any events out of "character" in 

the building during the calibration measurement may reflect negatively on the calibration 

figure. Therefore, the final decision if the model is accurate rests with the ESCO. 

3.3.8 Step 8: Verify building simulation model 

Run whole vear simulation 

The verification simulation verifies the yearly energy consumption and MD values of the 

simulation model with the actual values. The simulation output is the total seasonal 

energy consumption, as well as the average seasonal MD for the building. 

Verifv enerav consum~tion and maximum demand 

This is a year verification, where the summer- and winter-simulated energy consumption 

and MD of the total building are compared to the respective measured data of the 

previous 12 months (electricity accounts). This result will give a good indication of the 

accuracy of all the assumptions made during the project. The result should be within 

10% of the measured values 80% of the time to ensure realistic retrofit cost savings 

during the retrofit analysis. 

I n  this step it is obvious that the auditor should have made sure that the correct account 

information has been obtained and that the meter number obtained during the site visit 

corresponds with meter number given on the account. 

3.3.9 Step 9: Retrofit simulation 

A number of retrofit simulations can be performed within the simulation environment. 

These retrofits are divided into three groups: 

Schedule changes 

Control changes 

Replacement or repair of old equipment 
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The simulation software presents the user with a typical set of schedule change retrofits 

and control change retrofits. The required retrofit can be chosen from a list and 

simulated. To simulate hardware changes, one must change the specifications of the 

relevant component In the simulation model. The detail of these retrofits is discussed 

later in this chapter. 

3.3.10 Step 10: Financial analysis 

After the various retrofit options have been simulated, these need to be financially 

evaluated to determine the best option. Normally this can only be done through time- 

consuming data manipulation and calculations. The financial analysis module calculates 

the most important indices regarding retrofits and energy consumption in buildings. The 

values calculated are the cost, cost saving, percentage saving and energy saving of each 

retrofit, the direct and discounted payback period of each retrofit, given the capital loan 

rate it calculates the net present value of each retrofit over a specified timeframe. It is 

then left to the user to interpret the data and choose the best options. 

3.3.11 Step 11: Generate final report 

The writing of the project report is normally time-consuming work, also not very much 

liked by most ESCOs. The tools in ESCO procedure comes with a complete word 

processing tool to summarise the findings of the project in report format. A report- 

writing wizard is available for systematic guidance. The user is led to answer certain 

questions regarding the building and HVAC system. These include general questions 

such as the building location, air conditioned area, HVAC system type etc. The user is 

also presented with generic report portions, for sections like the introduction, certain 

report paragraphs, executive summary etc. These portions are written specifically for 

the South African situation. 

Relevant simulation and financial data are automatically imported into the report. The 

report is for the benefit of the building owner. It summarises the vital information of the 

analysis part of the ESCO project. It should allow Eskom DSM or the building owner to 

make an informed decision regarding investment in the proposed retrofit. 
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3.4 RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION TIMES FOR NEW PROCEDURES

The recommendedaudit times for the new ESCOprocedureon different building sizes are

discussed below.

3.4.1 Small buildings

Small buildings are buildings less than 1000m2.These building are typically small

unmannedexchangebuildings.The suggestedimplementationtime for the new ESCO

procedureon small buildingsare shown in Table 3-1 below and allow for one calendar

week:

Step in ESCO procedJre Calendar daysI

Step 1: Determine which building to audit Predetermined

Step 2: Gather preliminary building information Monday 1- Monday 1

Step 3: Walkthrough visit to building Tuesday 1- Tuesday 1

Step 4: Customise data acquisition software Tuesday 1- Tuesday 1

Step 5: On-site detail measurements Wednesday 1- Wednesday 1

Step 6: Configure building simulation model Thursday 1- Thursday 1

Step 7: Calibrate building simulation Thursday 1- Thursday 1

Step 8: Verify building simulation Thursday 1- Thursday 1

Step 9: Retrofit simulations Friday 1- Friday 1

Step 10: Financial analysis Friday 1- Friday 1

Step 11: Generate final report Friday 1- Friday 1

Table 3-1: ESCOaudit times for small buildings

Although the procedurestarts on a Mondayit would be advisableto scheduleStep 3

before a weekend (connectionof data loggers)and Step 5 (Data collection) after the

weekend,since the simulation requires measureddata from a weekday, Saturdayand

Sunday.
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3.4.2 Medium-sized buildings

Medium-sizedbuildingsare buildingsbetween 1000 m2and 5000 m2.These buildings

are typicallybigger exchange buildingswith personnel that do work on the exchange.

The suggestedimplementationtimes for the new ESCOprocedureon medium-sized

buildingsare showninTable 3.2 belowand allowfor two calendarweeks:

Step in ESCOProcedure I Calendar days

Step 1: Determinewhichbuildingto audit Predetermined

Step 2: Gather preliminary building information Monday 1- Tuesday 1

Step 3: Walkthroughvisitto building Wednesday 1- Wednesday 1

Step 4: Customisedata acquisitionsoftware Thursday 1- Thursday 1

Step 5: On-sitedetail measurements Friday 1- Monday 2

Step 6: Configurebuildingsimulationmodel Tuesday 2- Tuesday 2

Step 7: Calibratebuildingsimulation Tuesday 2- Tuesday 2

Step 8: Verifybuilding simulation Tuesday 2- Tuesday 2

Step 9: Retrofitsimulations Wednesday 2- Thursday 2

Step 10: Financial analysis Friday 2- Friday 2

Step 11: Generate finalreport Friday 2- Friday 2

Table 3-2: ESCO audit times for medium-sized buildings

3.4.3 Largebuildings

Large buildingsare buildingswith floor space of more than 5000 m2. These buildings

are typicallycommercialbuildings, but there are however a few telecommunication

facilitiesthat mightalso fallwithinthis classification.

Thesuggestedimplementationtimesforthe newESCOprocedureon largebuildingsare

shown in Table 3-3 below and shows suggested times for a 10000 m2and 20000 m2

building.
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Step in ESCO Procedure Cal~ndar days Calendar days(10000 m2) (20000m2)

Table 3-3: ESCOaudit times for large buildings

The difference in the implementation periods is mainly caused by the increased time required

for data collection and detail measurements in larger buildings.

3.5 RETROFIT SIMULATION TECHNIQUES TO EVALUATE ENERGY SAVINGS

In this section the simulation and retrofit software in the new ESCO procedure will be used

to illustrate how simulation techniques can be used to evaluate energy management

opportunities in the telecommunication environment. The list of the energy savings

opportunities in Telkom SA has been compiled by practical investigation at several of the

telecommunication buildings in Telkom SA [10], [11].
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Step 1: Determine which building to I Predetermined I Predetermined
audit

Step 2: Gather preliminary building Monday 1- Wednesday 1 Monday 1- Thursday 1
Information

Step 3: Walkthrough visit to building Thursday 1- Friday 1 Friday 1- Tuesday 2

Step 4: Customise data acquisition Monday 1 Wednesday 2- Thursday 2
software

Step 5: On-site detail measurements Tuesday 2- Thursday 2 Friday 2- Wednesday 3

Step 6: Configure building simulation Friday 2- Monday 3 Thursday 3- Friday 3model

Step 7: Calibrate building simulation Friday 2- Monday 3 Thursday 3- Friday 3

Step 8: Verify building simulation Friday 2- Monday 3 Thursday 3- Friday 3

Step 9: Retrofit simulations Tuesday 3- Friday 3 Monday 4- Wednesday 4

Step 10: Financial analysis Friday 2- Friday 2 Thursday 4

Step 11: Generate final report Friday 2- Friday 2 Thursday 4- Friday 4
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Retrofitting the building envelope 

Energy can be saved if the building envelope can be made more energy efficient. The 

typical methods used in South Africa are insulation inside the ceiling void, increased 

shadmg on the outside windows with overhangs, and reflective glazing on the windows. 

When constructing the zones with the simulation model the user is given several choices 

on the shading, construction and roof type of the zone. These settings can be modified 

at any time to re-simulate the annual total electricity costs (simulation automatically 

takes into account the seasonal effects). This can be compared to the base-year 

simulation of the current design to determine the savings. From this the project 

feasibility can be done using the financial analys~s module. 

Verification of municipal meter calibration and meter type 

The accuracy of the municipal meter shouid be verified. During Step 5 (On-site Detail 

Measurements: Total building electricity demand) the total kwh, kW and KVA should be 

measured. These measurements (snapshots) can be compared to the municipal meter 

readings. An easy method to verify the meter calibration is to log the kwh's used during 

walkthrough audit and compare it with amount of kwh accumulated over the same time 

period. 

The meter readings should be within 5%. Note that municipalities often consider a 5% 

inaccuracy as acceptable. Obviously a 5% fault on 10 000 buildings' energy accounts 

can have a major impact on electricity costs! 

It is also true that many of the exchange buildings still have thermal demand meters 

installed. These meters make use of thermal properties of the meter to calculate the 

demand (kVA) used per month. I t  is perceived that these meters are more than 10% 

inaccurate compared to modern digital meters. I f  the building is still equipped with a 

thermal demand meter, it should be replaced with a new eiectronic meter. 

During the walkthrough investigation of Step 3 (Walkthrough visit to building) the 

auditor should capture the make and model of the meter installed on the municipal side 

of power to the building. The meter number should also be captured to be able to 

compare this to the electricity accounts for the building. 
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3.5.3 Tariff structure 

I n  several municipal districts the building owners have the choice of converting a 

building to a time-of-use tariff structure. It is a complicated process for the ESCO to 

determine what the benefit will be (if any), by switching tariffs. 

I n  the s~mulation somare the tariff rates and structure can be changed to represent the 

new proposed tariff. The total building simulation can be used to compare the annual 

electricity costs of the new tariff to the current electricity costs. 

Although by simply switching the current building to a time-of-use tariff might not have 

a savings impact, by applying retrofits that reduces the energy consumption in peak 

periods, might have a bigger saving than on the current tariff structure. 

By redoing the retrofit simulation on the new tariff structure the impact of the retrofits 

can be reinvestigated in a very short time. I f  this evaluation had to be redone without 

the simulation model it would have been a very lengthy process. 

3.5.4 Power factor correction 

The demand costs are usually calculated by the maximum kVA demand (integrated 

demand over a 30-minute window). A low power factor will mean higher demand costs. 

During the walkthrough investigation of Step 3 (Walkthrough visit to the building) the 

auditor should investigate if power factor correction is installed. If power factor 

correction is installed, the power factor should preferably be higher than 0.95. There will 

normally be warning indicators on the panel to indicate if problems exist. Repairing the 

power factor equipment will have a immediate financial benefit. 

I f  power factor correction is not installed the total kwh, kW and KVA should be 

measured as required in Step 5 (On-ate Detail Measurements). The power factor 

readings are normally available on the meters that measure kW and kVA. I f  not, the 

power factor can be calculated from the following formula: 
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The repair or installation of new power factor equipment can be simulated as a retrofit 

to determine the expected demand cost reduction. 

3.5.5 Lighting upgrade 

Many of the old buildings are still equipped with old fluorescent tubes that use much 

more energy than the newer lamps that are ava~lable. The newer fluorescent tubes not 

only use less energy but have a better lighting effect. 

During the walkthrough investigation of Step 5 (On-site detail measurements) the 

auditor records the number of lights, type and power rating on the PDA when 

customising the zone information. 

The replacement of old fluorexent lamps with newer more energy effident lamps will 

have a bg saving. In Step 8 (Retrofit analysis) replacement of these lamps can be 

simulated and savings quantified. 

3.5.6 Lighting control 

Control of lighting to be switched off automatically during unoccupied periods can have 

huge energy cost savings. When switching the lights off more during the day, based on 

occupancy, the heat load on the HVAC system is also reduced, and a further savings is 

obtained. 

During Step 6 (Configure the Bullding Simulation Model) the auditor captured the 

operating schedule of the lighting in the specific zone. The operating schedule can be 

changed to the new proposed operating schedule. The simulation can be rerun to 

calculate the saving of the new schedule. Obviously the lighting upgrade and scheduled 

changes can be combined to form a new retrofit. 

3.5.7 Fan scheduling and control 

At times when the building is not in use, no air conditioning is needed. I f  the fans 

operate during these periods, energy is wasted. A reduction in power consumption could 

be achieved if the fans are scheduled to operate only during certain times of the day. 
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These times would typically be when the building is unoccupied, unless heating or 

cooling is required at other times. Possible examples of this would be the application of 

night ventilation, or if the building is required to be at a specified temperature when the 

occupants arrive. 

During Step 6 (Configure the Building simulation Model) the auditor captured the 

operating schedule of the fans in the specific zone. The operating schedule can be 

changed to the new proposed operating schedule. The simulation can be rerun to 

calculate the saving of the new schedule. I t  is important to view zone temperature 

output graph to ensure that the required zone conditions are still met during occupied 

periods. 

The scheduling of fans will only be possible in zones with commercial activities, and not 

in telecommunication equipment rooms due to the constant heat load in the zone. 

Another control philosophy that can be implemented works on the assumption Mat the 

supply fan of a venue is not required to operate if the cooling and heating coil valves are 

closed during unoccupied times. Figure 3-2 shows the fan control strategy [4]: 

Fan 03 
Fan cn / \ Fan on 

Zone temperature (OC) 

Figure 3-2: Fan control strategy 
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This control strategy can therefore only be used during unoccupied zone times. This 

control has a strategy for both cooling and heating sides. For the cooling side, the fan is 

switched on when the cooling valve opens at 24.5OC. The fan will then stay on until the 

temperature drops 1°C below the opening temperature before it switches off. For the 

heating side the fan will switch on at 18T. It will then switch off 1°C above the valve 

opening temperature. 

I f  the venue is occup~ed the supply fans must run at all times for ventilation purposes. 

The return fans will operate in tandem with their correlating supply fans. 

3.5.8 Changing temperature set points back to design conditions 

I n  some telecommunication exchange buildings a supply air temperature of 14°C is 

supplied when the supply temperature was designed to be 2ZoC* Z°C for equipment 

rooms in exchange buildings. Ensuring equipment is operating according to initial design 

conditions, ensures that the HVAC system is operating as efficient as possible. 

During Step 5 (On-site detail measurements) the zone supply temperatures are 

recorded. By changing the supply air temperatures to the initial design set points the 

reduction in energy costs and the effect on the zone temperatures can be simulated. 

The output of the simulation is daily profiles of the temperatures in each zone of the 

building that can be used to ensure that the temperatures are still within the SLA 

agreements. 

3.5.9 Temperature set point setback 

This option allows set point drift if the venues are unoccupied. I t  operates on the 

assumption that a zone does not need to be kept on set point if it is not in use. 

I f  a venue is unoccupied, the control will let both the cooling and heating coil set points 

to drift to hotter and colder temperatures respectively. The zones will then require less 

cooling and heating from the HVAC system. The follow~ng figure gives a graphical 

representation of this control logic [4]: 
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100 

Occupied 

I C o o k  c o ~ l  control 
0 j  I , Ucaccuped 

Temperatwe PC) 

Temperature PC) 

Figure 3-3: Set point setback control strategy 

The occupied and unoccupied times are determined in a similar fashion as for the 

economiser logic. For the unoccupied condition, the cooling coil will be fully open at 

26OC and fully dosed at 24.S°C. The heating coil will be fully open at 16.5T and fully 

closed at 18% 

3.5.10 Economiser control 

Many of the HVAC systems were designed to use outside air for cooling when the 

outside air temperature is low enough. This is commonly referred to as "free cooling". 

The use of outside air instead of mechanical cooling is accomplished by economiser 

control. 

The economiser control manages the fresh air intake mto the building. With this control 

the air intake can be controlled to let in any amount, from a specified minimum up to 

100% during occupied times, and 0% during unoccupied times. 
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The outside air can be used for cooling if required, when the outdoor temperature is 

lower than the return-air temperature. If the outside air is at a higher temperature than 

the return-air, the outside airflow will be reduced as much as possible. Care should be 

taken that the humidity values should also be within the allowed ranges for 

telecommunication equipment. For zones that have commercial activity the economiser 

strategy can be divided in two parts, an occupied strategy, and an unoccupied strategy 

[4l. 

The occupied strategy will generally operate in the following manner. I f  the return-air 

temperature is higher than the outdoor alr temperature, the following strategy will be 

implemented: 

I f  the return-air temperature exceeds 22T (the typical lower cooling set point), the 

fresh air damper will open proportionally from its minimum setting (40% fresh air of 

total supply) until fully open at 23OC (the typical upper cooling set point). . The return-air damper will, for the same conditions, start to close proportionally 

from its maximum setting (60% return-air) to fully closed. 

I f  no cooling is required, the fresh air damper will be at i t s  minimum setting (40% 

fresh air) and the return-air damper at its maximum setting (60% return-air). 

If the outdoor air temperature is higher than the return-air temperature the fresh 

air damper will close to its minimum setting (40% fresh air) and the return-air to its 

maximum (60% return-air). Th~s strategy is graphically presented in the figure 

below. 

Figure 3-4: Occupied economiser control 
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The unoccupied strategy will operate as follows. I f  the return-air temperature is 

higher than the outdoor air temperature, the following strategy must be implemented: 

I f  the return-air temperature exceeds 22"C, the fresh air damper will open 

proportionally from its closed position (0% fresh air of total supply) until fully open 

at 23OC. 

0 The return-air damper will, for the same conditions, start to dose proportionally 

from its fully open position (100% return-air) to fully closed. 

I f  no cooling is required, the fresh air damper will be closed and the return-air 

damper fully will be open. 

I f  the outdoor air temperature exceeds the return-air temperature, the fresh air damper 

will close completely and the return-air damper will be fully open. The strategy is 

graphically presented in the following figure. 

Figure 3-5: Unoccupied economiser control 

The benefits and effect of these control changes can automatically be simulated as a 

retrofit in the retrofit analysis. 
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3.5.11 Verify control system operation 

Ensuring that control systems on the HVAC system operates correctly ensures that only 

the minimum cooling requirements are met and therefore prevents wastage. 

During Step 5 (On-site detail measurements) the control philosophy of the HVAC sptem 

is investigated. Actual measurements were taken during the audit to assist in identifying 

problem areas. Differences in the simulated response and the actual response of the 

HVAC system may indicate that problems exist. 

3.5.12 Replacement of HVAC systems 

A major saving can be obtained when replacing the large centralised HVAC systems with 

smaller more efficient types of units. It was shown previously that telecommunication 

switches has changed from analogue switches to digital switches that require much less 

floor space and cooling. The area in which the equipment is now located can be 

partitioned off in order to limit the space that needs to be cooled. Smaller HVAC units 

can replace old centralised HVAC systems. Future planning should be taken into account 

to calculate the growth expected in a facility. Some of the benefits are: 

Older centralised systems have often exceeded its financial life, and are expensive 

to maintain. 

Smaller units are more efficient and use less energy. 

Maintenance is much less on new generation HVAC systems. 

As shown before, the building HVAC templates in the simulation are modular systems 

that can be used to build up the simulation model of any HVAC system configuration. 

When a building has been simulated, and the auditor is satisfied that it represents the 

actual building operation, the HVAC system components can be removed and the new 

design included. New zones can be generated for the newly partitioned part of the 

building. 

This new simulation will give the building energy consumption due to the installation of 

the smaller HVAC system. The difference between the previous simulation and the new 

deslgn will provide the savings by installing the smaller system. It can also be used to 

validate that the room temperatures will be kept within limits by the new system. 
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3.5.13 Identifying inefficiency in the HVAC system 

In  HVAC systems there are several components that can cause an overall lower system 

performance. A typical system will be built up of chiller units, condenser circuit, cooling 

towers, heating- and cooling coils and fans. Problems with any of any of these 

components can cause the system to have lower system efficiency (for example blocked 

cooling coils). 

When taking measurements on the HVAC system as described in Step 5 (On-site detail 

measurements) efficiency problems are often identified. The current conditions can be 

simulated against the repaired conditions. The maintenance personnel should be 

informed as soon as possible of these problems since they can be corrected by 

performing proper maintenance. 

3.5.14 Heating plant control 

I n  many cases, the boiler of a building operates constantly throughout the entire year. 

The corresponding pump also operates continually right through the year. This wastes 

energy, as no heating is necessary during the hot months of the year. 

A boiler control strategy that is included in the simulation software is discussed below 

[4]. The boiler set point is a second order function of the average outdoor air 

temperature of a previous timeframe, typically 24-hours (see Figure 3-6). The outdoor 

air temperature will therefore be monitored and logged at half hour intervals. A new 

average outdoor air temperature will be calculated for each new half hour by taking the 

previous 48 recorded temperature points. A new set point will then be calculated for 

each half hour of the day using the following function (for a timeframe period of 24- 

hours): 

Where setp is the boiier set point in "C and t is the average outdoor air temperature also 

measured in O C .  
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Figure 3-6: Boiler control strategy 

This improved boiler control can be simulated to establish the benefits of the installing 

improved control on the boiler system. 

3.6 ROLL-OUT SCENARIO OF THE NEW ESCO PROCEDURE ON TELKOM SA FACILITIES 

To show the potential value that can be achieved by implementing the new ESCO procedure 

in telecommunication fac~l~ties, Telkom SA and TFMC are used as a case study: 

As show in Step 1 of the audit procedure it is important to decide which building to include in 

the ESCO analysis. Since time is money, it is important to include buildings that will have the 

highest savings potential. 

For the purpose of this case study a list of the highest energy consumers was requested 

from TFMC property services. Since there are more than 10 000 properties in the portfolio, a 

cut-off of buildings with electricity costs higher than RlOO 000 per annum was selected. The 

list was therefore reduced to only 250 buildings that represent 60% of the energy costs for 

Telkorn SA. 

The regional distribution within Telkom SA of the different sites is shown in Table 3-4 below: 
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Region I Buildings
CampusI
,Central
I

Eastern
!Gauteng
North Eastern

ISouthern
estern

,Grand Total

Table 3-4: Regional distribution of top 250 energy users in Telkom SA

The assumption was made that the energy costs are directly proportional to the building

size. The different building sizes were classified according to their annual electrical costs and

the suggested audit times shown earlier in this chapter was used:

. Very large site (20 000m2):

o Annual costs: >R1 000 000 per annum

o Audit time: 20 working days

. Large site (10 000m2):

o Annual costs: R500 000 - R1 000 000 per annum

o Audit time: 15 working days

. Medium site (5 000m2):

o Annual costs: R200 000 - R500000 per annum

o Audit time: 10 working days

. Smallsite (1000m2):

o Annualcosts: R100000 - R200000 per annum

o Audit time: 5 workingdays

The total calendar period (months) for performing the audits on all of the buildings in each

region is shown in Figure 3-7 below:
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Optimisation period

c
o
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Eastern

Gauteng

Western
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Southern

North Eastern

Campus

0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00

Months

Figure 3-7: Audit periods per region

It can be seen that some regionsthe audits can be completedin less than a year, and a

maximumof 30 monthsin the regionwith the largestand most buildings(idealscenario).

To be conservative in the savings calculation, it is assumed that the audit and retrofits will

accomplish a 10% saving (this has been proven in the case studies to be a conservative

figure). Since the project roll-out is sequential the savings will be smaller during the first

year, the full 12 months of saving can only be achieved in the next full year.

The 10% savings calculation was determined from the account data that was used to

compile the site list. If the savings were to be obtained during the period of investigation,

and limited capital funding were required (operational changes implemented), the savings

potential can be calculated and is shown in Table 3.5, The purpose of this table is not to

provide accurate saving but mere to show that even with a conservative figure of 10%

savings per building a saving of R45 million is possible over a 5-year period.

Table 3-5: Fiveyear savingsforecast
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Region Year One Year Two Year Three Year Four Year Five Total Savings
Campus R 409,261 R 1,790,928 R 1,790,928 R 1,790,928 R 1,790,928 R 7,572,973
Central R 490,114 R 770,767 R 780,384 R 780,384 R 780,384 R 3,602,034
Eastern R 602,234 R 1,288,465 R 1,394,018 R 1,394,018 R 1,394,018 R 6,072,753
Gauteng R 907,798 R 1,955,073 R 2,567,771 R 2,666,234 R 2,666,234 R 10,763,111

North R 541,866 R 1,197,813 R 1,273,371 R 1,273,371 R 1,273,371 R 5,559,790
Eastern

Southern R 479,501 R 812,177 R 812,177 R 812,177 R 812,177 R 3,728,210
Western R 901,583 R 1,667,663 R 1,964,799 R 1,965,453 R 1,965,453 R 8,464,950

R 4,332,357 R 9,482,885 R 10,583,448 R 10,682,564 R 10,682,564 R 45,763,820
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The above scenario is to prove the need to perform the ESCO analysis in the shortest time 

possible. The quicker the audit report can be published, the quicker funding can be obtained 

and the retrofits implemented. Obtaining funding and retrofitting the building will be a time 

consuming processes, but cannot start before the audit report has been published. 

3.7 CONCLUSION 

I n  this chapter the new ESCO procedure was introduced. The new procedure uses simulation 

software to build up a simulation model, capture equipment data, simulate the building 

operations, perform retrofits simulations, do the financial analysis and generate the final 

report. 

The eleven implementation steps of the new ESCO procedure are discussed in detail. The 

new procedure is evaluated against known energy management opportunities in the 

telecommunication facilities. It was shown that the new procedure allows the ESCO to 

evaluate all the listed savings opportunities. 

It was also shown that the modular configuration of the simulation sobare  allows for most 

types of HVAC systems and building types to be simulated. I f  a building configuration is not 

available in the simulation software it can be added onto the software as a new template. 

Several retrofits are suggested for implementation in the telecommunication environment. 

The retrofit analysis allows the user to simulate the savings and the effect of retrofits on the 

building in an integrated fashion. 

The ESCO procedure also allows for financial evaluation of the proposed energy savings 

opportunity and its potential DSM impact. The procedure also helps the auditor to write the 

final report. 

The new ESCO procedure significantly reduces the time to perform a retrofit audit and 

automates the process for inexperienced auditors to be able to conduct the audit. 

I n  the next three chapters the new ESCO procedure will be applied to three different case 

studies. The purpose of the three case studies is to demonstrate the application of the new 

procedure on different sizes of buildings with different HVAC system configurations. The case 
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studies also serve as an example to possible problems that may be encountered during the 

procedure, but proves that the new procedure can be successfully implemented in 

telecommunication facilities. 
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4. CASE STUDY 1: LARGE COMMERCIAL FACILITY WITH A 

CENTRALISED HVAC SYSTEM 

I n  the previous chapter the new ESCO procedure was introduced. During this, and the 

following chapters the new ESCO procedure will be implemented in a number of different 

case studies. The aim of the case studies will be to evaluate the application of the new ESCO 

procedure on different types of buildings and HVAC systems in the telecommunication 

environment. The first building on which the new ESCO procedure was applied was Telkom 

Towers South (TTS). 

l T S  forms part of the Head Office complex of buildings owned and operated by Telkom SA. 

The Head Office complex was chosen for this audit since the Head Office group of buildings 

has an annual electricity cost of R14 million per annum. The TTS building was chosen 

because it represents a typical large commercial building in the telecommunications portfolio. 

The building also has a single centralised HVAC system. I f  the application of the new ESCO 

procedure were to be successful on such a big building, it will definitely be feasible on 

smaller commercial buildings. 

The ESCO procedure developed in Chapter 3 is once again shown in Table 4-1. The 

recommended audit times shown previously was 20 days for a building of 20 000m2. The 

audit times was scaled accordingly for the 24 000m2 of floor space in TTS to allow 23 

calendar days for the whole ESCO procedure. The rest of the chapter will follow the logical 

steps as defined in the ESCO procedure. 
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Step in ESCO Procedure

I

Calendar days
(24000m2)

Step 1: Determine which building to audit Predetermined

Monday 1- Friday 1
(5 days)

Monday 2- Thursday 2
(4 days)

Friday 2-Monday 3
(2 days)

Tuesday 3- Monday 4
(5 days)

Tuesday 4- Wednesday 4
(2 days)

Tuesday 4- Wednesday 4
(2 days)

Tuesday 4- Wednesday 4
(2 days)

Thursday 4- Monday 5
(3 days)

Tuesday 5
(1 day)

Tuesday 5- Wednesday 5
(2 days)

Table 4-1: TTS building ESCO procedure audit times

Step 2: Gather preliminary building information

Step 3: Walkthroughvisitto building

Step 4: Customisedata acquisitionsoftware

Step 5: On-sitedetail measurements

Step 6: Configurebuildingsimulationmodel

Step 7: Calibratebuildingsimulation

Step 8: Verifybuilding simulation

Step 9: Retrofitsimulations

Step 10: Financial analysis

Step 11: Generate final report

4.2 GATHER PREUMINARY BUILDING INFORMATION

Timesuggested (5 days), Timespent (8 days)

Gatheringbuildinginformationfor TIS took a few days longerthan planned.The reason for

this is that a lot of the informationthat was required had to obtained via the facility

management company.This task had to be scheduled between their normal maintenance

tasks,and thus delayedthe process.The HVACsystemdesigndrawingsand buildinglayout

was also obtainedfrom maintenancepersonnel [1].

The most important building and HVAC system information that was gathered are
summarised in Table 4-2:
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION
Building name Telkom Towers South (TTS)
Building description Commercial building
Building location Pretoria CBD
Number of floors 27
Total floor area 24 OOOm2
HVAC system Multi-zone
Cooling plant Water cooled, screw
Cooling capacity 4530kW
Heating plant Electrical boiler
Heating capacity 0
Air distribution VAV and CAV
Control S stem BMS

Table 4-2: TTS building description

The building is situated in the Central Business District (CBD) of Pretoria, South Africa and

forms part of the Telkom campus group. It has 27 floors above ground and is mostly used

as office space. Although some areas are used to accommodate equipment such as an

exchange, file server rooms, and a cafeteria.

The building is equipped with a central cooling plant that supplies the building with chilled

water. There are four Trane chillers in the chilled plant. Four cooling towers on the roof of

the building cool the condenser water of the chillers. Hot water used to be supplied by

electric boilers situated in the basement of the building but these are no longer in use. No

hot water is requiredby the HVAC system during winter as a result of the high heat gain in

the building due to equipment such as PCs.

The primary air conditioning of the building is done by AHUs located in plantrooms on the

15thand27th floors. The air conditioningof the air in the air handlersis mainlydone through

a cooling coil, with a fan providing airflow to the conditioned space. Heating coils are

installed but not currently used. From an air conditioning point of view the building can be

divided into a northern internal area, a southern internal area, as well as four perimeter

areas. There are three air handlers in the main plant room supply an internal section as well

as two perimeter sections respectively.

The two perimeter units are of the CAV(ConstantAir Volume) type, and they feed the

buildingthrough induction units situated in the perimeterof the building. The internal AHU

is larger and of the VAV (VariableAir Volume) type. Each plantroom is equippedwith a

constant speed return-air fan located in a commonreturn-air duct. Outsideand return-air

dampers regulatefresh airflow to the zones. In addition to the 12 air handlersin the four
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main plantrooms, there are a number of smaller AHUs and fan coil units throughout the

building. Some of these are discussed below.

The 14th floor is supplied by four small AHUs located in plantrooms on the 15thfloor. There

are two small air handlers on the ground floor, which serves the lobby, cafeteria and law

offices. The 15th floor itself is served by above-mentioned ceiling units. The conference

rooms on the 2ih, 25th,21stand 19thfloor are respectively served by a small AHUlocatedin

the floor above. Fan coil units supply the three lift motor rooms, as is the small server

rooms on each floor. An AHU, and fan coil units supply the library on the lower ground level,

and the archiveis suppliedby an AHU. Fancoil units servethe centralexchangeon the 16th

floor. All of these units are suppliedwith chilledwater from the chillers, but the load and

energyconsumptionis smallcomparedto the restof the mainsystem.

The chilledwater-circuit is divided into a primaryand a secondarycircuit. The primarycircuit

circulates the chilled water through the air handlers and fan coil units throughout the

building, while the secondarycircuit pumps the water through the induction units in the

perimeter of the building. Two pumps per circuit are installed to provide water flow,

althoughonly one pump is adequate.

The building is equipped with an extensive BMS system. This system is capable of logging

and controlling numerous equipment and states in the building and HVACsystem.

The description above provides an overview on the complexity of the system but also

provides the necessarybackground information to be able to understand the simulation

models that will be discussedlater in this chapter. The HVACsystem undergoesregular

maintenance.The maintenancepersonnelwere informedwhen the detail measurementtests

were to be conductedand to ensurethat systemcan be testedat full capacityas requiredby

the ESCOprocedure.

Another problem that was encountered was obtaining the account information. TIS building

is grouped with other buildings on a single municipal meter. The accounts for this meter

were available, but obviously not for the TIS building on its own. Fortunately power meters

are installed on each transformer of the building and connected to the BMS.
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The walkthrough visit and detailed site measurements were arranged well in advance to

ensure that no delays were encountered.

4.3 WALKTHROUGH VISIT TO BUILDING

Time suggested (4 daysJ Time spent (4 days)

During this visit the purposeof the ESCOanalysiswas communicatedto the building and

maintenancemanagers. They were very cooperativeand assignedone of the maintenance

personnelto be the single point of contact (spoc) for the audits. This saved a lot of time

sinceyou can requestinformationvia a singleperson.

It was also made clear that if any work were to be performed without the written permission

of the buildingmanagers,the ESCOpersonnelwould be bannedfrom the premises. This is

quite different from other office type buildings,since this building is seen as part of the

telecommunicationinfrastructurewith very highservicelevelagreements.

The municipal meter number and type is also verified during this step of the procedure but

as discussed above TIS does not have its own municipal meter. No electrical measurement

equipment had to be connected to obtain the total building profile, since this data was

already available on the BMS.The environmental information was also available on the BMS.

The walkthrough audit is a very valuable part of the audit procedure, since the auditor gets a

"feel" for the building layout and equipment operation. The design information was

compared to the actual system configuration.

4.4 CUSTOMISE DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE

Time suggested (2 days), Time spent (2 days)

The simulation program has a maximum of 12 zones that can be used in the simulation

model. This forces the user to simplify the simulation model if the building has a more

complexHVACsystem. Thiswas alsothe casefor TIS.

The focus of the TIS simulationwas on the main AHUson the 15th and 2ih floors. These

units, together with the chilled plant, are the main energy consumersof the HVAC system.
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The other installed fans in the building are small compared to the main units, and the various

fan coil units are additional load on the chilled plant. Therefore the building was divided into

seven zones comprising of the following areas:

The correspondingunits on the 15th and 2ih floor plantroomswere simulatedtogether. All

other additional loads were added into one zone to simulate the remaining electrical load in

the building and its effect on the chilled plant. Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 shows a schematic

drawing of the simulation model water-circuit and the schematic air-circuit.

ChilledWaterCircuit Chilled Pump

.

CoolingTower

.

HotWaterCircuit HotWaterPump

HotWaterBoilerHeat Pump

Figure 4-1: Simulation model: water-circuit
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Figure 4-2: Simulation model: air-circuit
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The zones and equipment of the corresponding Kith and 27th floors were combined to obtain 

the seven zones for the simulation model. 

Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 below show a graphical representation of the air conditioning on 

the floor, as well as the simulation zone. 
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4.5 ON-SITE DETAIL MEASUREMENTS 

77me suggested (5 days), Time spent (5 days) 

The PDA was used to capture the information required for each component defined in the 

simulation model. The maintenance personnel were required to accompany the auditor 

through the building. This was normally arranged through several short visits to the building. 

The following information was used to customise the zone data: 

Each of the simulation zones serves 24 floors. The main units serve floors 1 to 26, 

excluding the 1 4 ~ ~  and lSth floors. 

Each of the simulation zones serves a single, separate area. This differs from the 

actual building in that the areas on the floor served by the main air handlers are not 

physically divided. 

For the lights, 8 000 units at 90W per unit, was used for the building. This resulted in 

a load of 22w/m2, which is realistic compared to the design values. 

From the access control system, it was determined that approximately 1 500 persons 

were working in the building. 

It was assumed that 80°/o of the occupants operate PCs. 

Although much of the water- and air-circuit information was available on the BMS, the data 

needed to be extracted from the BMS, which could only be done by certain personnel. Some 

of the detailed measurements on the HVAC system was not available on the BMS and had to 

be measured. Measurements were taken for a weekday, Saturday and Sunday. 

During the measurement audit i t  is not unusual to find that the HVAC system does not 

operate according to specification. Various operational and maintenance problems were 

found and these are discussed in Appendix F. 

The faults that were found were mostly on the main energy consumers of the building, 

which formed the main part of the project. The repair of the faults identified in the audit, will 

already result in energy savings and better indoor air quality. 

Table 4-3 and Figure 4-5 shows the climate data used in the energy simulation. It is 

calculated from yearly data for Pretoria, South Africa over the past 20 years. The 

temperature and relative humidity (RH) are shown. 
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Table 4-3: Simulation temperatures

Simulation climate

30.0 90.0
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40.0 0:::
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.a
I!
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E
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Figure 4-5: Climate data used for simulation
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Hour Summer Summer RH Winter Winter RH

Temperature
I

Temperature

0 18.4 73.3 10.0 71.1

1 18.0 75.4 9.4 72.8

2 17.5 77.3 8.8 74.9

3 17.1 78.8 8.3 76.6

4 16.7 80.4 7.8 78.9

5 16.4 82.1 7.2 80.8

6 16.3 82.9 7.0 81.8

7 17.0 80.7 7.1 82.0
8 18.9 74.3 9.0 76.0

9 20.6 68.6 13.1 62.8
10 22.2 62.7 16.1 53.5

11 23.6 57.8 18.3 45.8

12 24.6 53.7 19.9 39.9

13 25.4 50.3 20.8 36.0
14 26.0 48.1 21.4 33.0
15 26.1 46.8 21.3 32.3
16 25.8 47.4 20.9 32.5
17 25.0 49.2 19.6 35.1
18 23.8 52.7 17.2 42.3
19 22.3 57.7 15.3 48.8
20 21.1 62.8 13.6 56.1
21 20.2 66.4 12.3 61.4
22 19.5 69.3 11.5 64.8
23 18.9 71.8 10.6 68.1
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4.6 CONFIGURE BUILDING SIMULATION MODEL

Timesuggested (2 days), Timespent (2 days)

The data captured during the buildingdata acquisitionphase was uploaded from the PDA

deviceto the simulationsoftware.

The tariff rates appliedfor the HeadOfficegroupof buildingswere appliedto the TTS

building.The climatedata for Pretoria is one of the preloadedclimatedatabases that is part
of the simulationsoftwareand was used.

The operating schedules of the different equipment were configured from information

obtained from the BMSand discussionswith maintenancepersonnel. Interesting observation

was that lightingin the buildingis never switchedoff. This results in a 24-hour heat loadon

the HVAC system.

4.7 CALIBRATE BUILDING SIMULATION MODEL

Time suggested (2 days), Time spent (2 days)

The "calibration" simulation ensures that the current status of the building will be simulated

correctly, so that cost savings predictions are realistic. The model is considered calibrated

when the predicted daily demand load is within 10% of the measured value 80% of the time.

The calibration simulation compares the total building energy consumption over a weekday,

Saturday and Sunday, to measured energy values. The total actual building energy

consumption for these day types was measured during on-site detail measurements. One

calibration climate input is used for the three simulated days.

Figure 4-6, Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 show the simulation results for a weekday, Saturday

and Sunday:
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Weekday

Figure4-6: TIS: Weekday calibration simulation results
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Figure 4-7: TIS: Saturday calibration simulation results
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Figure 4-8: TIS: Sundaycalibration simulation results
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From the figures it can be seen that very accurate results have been obtained. For all three

day types the simulated results was the benchmark value of being within 10% of the

measured values for 80% of the time.

4.8 VERIFY BUILDING SIMULATION MODEL

Time suggested (2 days), Time spent (2 days)

The verification study is performed in order to verify the accuracy of the simulation model's

energy consumption over a typical year. The verification simulation compares the simulated

average seasonal energy consumption and maximum demand to the actual building data.

The measured data was obtained from trended measurements on the BMS. The verification

table is shown in Table 4-4 below:

Total Seasonal Energy Consumption ~Wh)

Winter

14150 5870

Error [0/0]

I I 14353 601'
1 2

-II

Average Seasonal Maximum l!emandl~kWl
r I ~

Summer

... '........._---- - - .- . .-.

Winter
I

2254Simulated

Measured

Error [0/0]

2632

I I 2560 223-
n , , ,__"...._.

3

II

Table 4-4: Verification study outputs

It can be seen that the annual simulated values are very close to the actual measured

values. This can be expecteddue to the good calibration results obtained in the previous

step. This shows that the simulation model, weather and other seasonaldata used in the

simulationsare accurateenoughto proceedwith the retrofit analysis.
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4.9 RETROFITSIMULATION

Time suggested (3 days), Time spent (3 days)

Although the retrofits are easy to implement in the new audit software, the outputs of the

retrofits need to verified to ensure that the results are realistic. The output graphs from the

simulation and resulting kWh values were used to confirm the results.

To determine the largest energy users in the building an end-user energy cost breakdown is

simulatedand shown in Table 4-5. Sincethe biggestsavingsopportunity existson the HVAC

system, the contribution of the different HVAC componentsis also calculatedand shown in

Table 4-6. The highest energy consumers will have the biggest potential for energy cost

savings. If the contribution of each energy user had to be measured this would have been a

very lengthy process. Because of the accurate building simulation model the end-user

contribution could be simulated.

Table 4-5: TIS building energy cost breakdown

Table 4-6: TIS HVACsystem energy cost breakdown

From the tables it is obvious that the HVACand lighting systemsare the biggestconsumers,

and thus present the biggest opportunity for savings. The different retrofit options are

described in more detail below.
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Building Energy Cost Breakdown
I

Description Energy (MWh) Cost (R) R/kWh % Oftotal

HVACsystem 8170 1612464 0.1201 46

Lights 7288 1438463 0.1201 41

Other 2391 471996 0.1201 13

Total 17850 3522923 0.1201 100.00

HVACSystem Energy Cost BreakdownI
Description Energy (MWh) Cost (R) R/kWh % Of total

Cooling 4143 817717 0.1201 51

Heating 0 0 0.1201 0

Ventilation 2143 423029 0.1201 26

Pumping 1883 371719 0.1201 23

Total 8170 1612464 0.1201 100.00
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4.9.1 Verification of tariff structure and metering

The building group is currently on a standard two-part tariff. This means that the user is

billed for total kWh used during the month, the maximum demand recorded and service

charges. There is no time-of-use periods and thus energy is charged at a flat rate.

With big users such as Telkom the local municipality allows you to convert to a time-of-

use tariff structure. The building simulation model was used to simulate the electricity

costs and retrofits should the building be changed to the time-of-use tariff. The results

are discussed in Appendix F. The study resulted in a 3% increase in the electricity costs

should the tariff be changed. This could be expected since the time-of-use tariff is

designed to encourage the user to use less energy in peak periods. The building load

profile does not change much during the peak periods, and thus the energy costs

increases. The results of the simulated retrofits on the time-of-use tariff are shown in

Appendix F.

4.9.2 Power factor correction

The current power factor of the building is approximately 0.8. This is a low power factor,

but, as mentioned before, the municipal meter measures several buildings of which TIS

is only one of the buildings. At this municipal supply point the power factor is 0.94, and

thus rather good.

The only benefit that there would be from installing power factor on TIS itself, would be

to reduce the losses in the reticulation network, due to the higher current that flows

because of the low power factor. The savings will be small and not worth including as a

retrofit. Also not that the DSM program does not fund power factor correction projects

since the DSMtargets are to reduce the kW load.

4.9.3 Verify temperature set points

In commercial buildings the zone temperature set points are seldom a problem, or

something that cannot be changed much. The buildings tenants complain on a daily

basis about too warm or too cold conditions, and the optimum set point that suits

everybody is difficult to find. It can be stated that the set points in commercial buildings

are self regulatory due to the human comfort element.
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4.9.4

4.9.5

Verify control system operation

During the investigations, several problems were found with the HVAC control system.

These problems were immediately corrected, which meant better IAQ and lowered

power consumption. Since these problems were corrected as part of the normal

responsibilityof the maintenancecompany (TFMC)these changeswere not shown as

separateretrofits.

Fan scheduling night

For this retrofit, the fans were turned off at night when the building is unoccupied. The

assumption was made that these times are from 18:00 to 04:00. The working hours of

the occupantsof the buildingare from 07:00 to 16:00. It was therefore assumed that

turning the fans of at 18:00 would be safe. Also, turning the fans on at 04:00 should

have the zones at the correct temperature when the occupants arrive. The scheduling

times used are shown in Table 4-7:

Weekda Saturday I Sunda
00:00 - 04:59: OFF
05:00 - 17:59: ON
18:00 - 23:59: OFF

00:00 - 05:59: OFF I 00:00- 23:59: OFF
06:00 - 13:59: ON
14:00 - 23:59: OFF

Table 4-7: Fan scheduling times

The simulation program showed that all zoneswere on set point temperature in the

morning at the start of office hours. The simulationalso showedthat the temperatures

in some of the zones becomehigh during the night when the fans were switchedoff.

Figure4-9 givesthe simulationtemperatureoutput for a summerweekday(worst case

scenario).

- North Perimeter

- East Perimeter

South Perimeter

- West Perimeter

- North Internal

- South Internal

Figure 4-9: Fan scheduling at night: Simulated zone temperatures
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The total seasonal reductiondue to the fan schedulingat night is shown inTable 4-8. It

is interestingto note that this retrofitwillhave no effect on the MDof the building,since

the MDalways occurs during the day when the buildingis occupied and maximum

energy usage.

TOTALSUMMER TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

SEASON SEASON REDUCTION

kWh
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM
DEMAND
REDUCTION

1522106 11% 278809 5% 9%

0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00%

Table 4-8: Results: Fan scheduling at night

4.9.6 Fan scheduling night &.weekends

During the day the fans were turned off for similar times as for the previous retrofit, but

the assumption was made that on Saturdays the fans could be turned on again at 05:00

and switched off at 14:00. On Sundays the fans were turned off for the whole day. The

total seasonal reduction due to the fan scheduling at night and on weekends is shown in

Table 4-9.

TOTAL SUMMER TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

SEASON SEASON REDUCTION-
kWh I 2009650 I 14% I 399875 I 7% I 12%
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 4-9: Results: Fan scheduling at night &.weekends

This and the previous retrofit will be subject to approval of the building owner. The off-

periods of the fans can easily be changed and re-simulated should the building owner

not agree with the time periods.

4.9.7 Economiserenthalpy control

The building is currently operating economisers with temperature control logic.

However, the study showed that many of the dampersappearedto be out of order.

Economisersoperating on enthalpy control could save more energy, becauseit also

takes into account the latent heat of the air. For this retrofit the economiserswere
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simulated on enthalpy control. The total seasonal reduction due to the economiser

enthalpy control is shown in Table 4-9.

TOTAL SUMMER

I

~OTAL WINTER ANNUAL

SEASON SEASON REDUCTION

kWh
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM
DEMAND
REDUCTION

94063 1% 50 0.00% 0.5%

794 4% 0.00 0.00% 3%

Table 4-10: Results: Economiser enthalpy control

It can be seen that the majority of savings will be achieved in the summer since the

cooling load is more than in winter months.

4.9.8 Installation of evaporative coolers

Evaporative coolers cool the air by evaporating water into the air. The advantage of this

is that it uses very little energy, and removes some of the cooling load from the chillers.

Figure 4-10 shows the temperature of the zones predicted by the simulation program

with the installation of evaporative coolers.
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Figure 4-10: Installation of evaporative coolers: Simulated zone temperatures
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It can be seen that the zone temperaturesare kept between at 23°C and 25°C as

required. The total seasonal reduction due to the evaporative coolers is shown in

Table4-10.

TOTAL SUMMER

I

TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL
SEASON SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 793106 I 6% I 266437 I 5% I 5%
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM I 1127 I 5% I 835.64 I 9% I 7%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 4-11: Results: Installation of evaporative cooler

4.9.9 Scheduling of lights at night

For this retrofit the lights are switchedoff at night, for the same period as for the fan

scheduling. This retrofit does not assessthe influenceof energy efficient lighting, but

usesthe current lighting systemin the building.The total seasonalreductiondue to the

schedulingof lights at night is showninTable4-12.

TOTAL SUMMER

I

TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL
SEASON SEASON REDUCTION

kWh
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM
DEMAND
REDUCTION

2713714 19% 904263 15% 18%

0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00%0.00

Table 4-12: Results: Light scheduling at night

It is important to note that this retrofit will have no effect on the MD used by the

building, since the MD always occurs during the day when the building is occupied. It is

important to note that since the building model is an integrated simulation model the

effect on other building systems is also calculated. Heating load in the zones was

reduced by scheduling the lights and the savings will include kWh savings due to the

reducedloadon the HVACsystem.

4.9.10 Lights scheduling nights & weekends

For this retrofit the lights are switched off for the same time during weekdays, Saturdays

and Sundays as for the fan scheduling retrofit. This retrofit also does not assess the

influence of energy efficient lighting, but uses the current lighting system in the building.
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The total seasonal reductiondue to the schedulingof lightsat night &weekendsis

shown inTable4-13.

TOTALSUMMER

I

TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL
SEASON SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 3619758 I 26% I 1257285 I 21% I 24%
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 4-13: Results: Light scheduling night & weekends

4.9.11 Combined retrofits

The combination of all the retrofits will provide the biggest saving. The integrated

simulationresultsof the combinedsavingsof all the retrofits are shownin Table4-14.

TOTAL SUMMER

I

TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL
SEASON SEASON REDUCTION

kWh
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM
DEMAND
REDUCTION

4574097 32% 1657493 28% 31%

1008 5% 734 8% 6%

Table 4-14: Results: Combined retrofits

The potential savings are impressive but do not say much until converted in monetary

value, and compared to the implementation costs. The financial analysis will be

discussed in the next section.

4.10 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Time suggested (1 daysJ Time spent (3 days)

Numerousretrofit options and combinationsthereof were investigatedthrough simulation.

In the previoussection the kWh and demand reduction percentageswere calculated.The

combined percentagereduction in kWh and demand does not directly relate to the total

percentagecost savings.The actual percentagecost savings is shown in Table 4-15. The

cost calculationsare based on an active energy cost of 12.01c/kWh,and an MD cost of
R51.51.
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Table 4-15: TIS electrical cost saving

It can be seen that the combinedretrofits will have a 21% reduction in annual electricity

costs.The financialanalysisof the suggestretrofits are shownin Table4-16.

Table 4-16: TIS financial analysis

The only user inputs required for the financial analysis is the project cost. It is assumed that

the scheduling of the equipment will have zero capital input, as an existing maintenance

contract on the BMSwill be able to implement these retrofits. For practical purposes it was

assumed that capital costs would be covered by a loan with an interest rate of 12% per

annum.

In Table 4-14 the annual kWh reduction for the combined retrofits were shown. The DSM

effect of the combined retrofits is calculated in Table 4-17 below:
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Annual ElectriCity Cost Savings
Description Simulated Annual Cost Annual Cost % Savings

Savings

Base-year R 3,956,038 - -

Economiser Enthalpy control R 3,903,903 R 52,135 1%
Fanschedulenight R 3,762,713 R 193,325 5%
Fanschedulenight & Weekend R 3,692,258 R 263,780 7%

Light schedulenight R 3,536,268 R419,770 11%
Light schedulenight & R 3,371,383 R 584,655 15%
Weekend
Evaporativecooler R 3,727,703 R 228,335 6%
Combined R 3,117,916 R 838,121 21%

Fina'ncial Analysis
Description Savings Project Direct Discounted Loan rate Net Present

cost Payback Payback (%/year) Value (R):
Period Period Year 3

(months) (Months)
Economiser Enthalpy R 52,135 R 14,500 3.3 4 12.00% R 110,719
control
Fanschedulenight R 193,325 RO 0.0 0 12.00% R 464,334
Fanschedulenight & R 263,780 RO 0.0 0 12.00% R 633,555
Weekend
Lightschedulenight R 419,770 RO 0.0 0 12.00% R 1,008,216
Light schedulenight & R 584,655 RO 0.0 0 12.00% R 1,404,242
Weekend
Evaporativecooler R 228,335 R 600,000 31.5 38 12.00% R -51,577
Combined R 838,121 R 614,50Q 8.8 10 12.00% R 1,398,525
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4,574,097I 1,657,494
Table 4-17: DSM effect on TTS

In Chapter 1 it was shown that a guidelineprice for fundingof energy efficiencyprojects is

R1.6 millionjMW.It can be seen from Table 4-17 that the average daily KWreduction is

calculated as approximately0.72 MW,and thus a maximum of Rl,lS millionwould be

funded from EskomDSM(R1.6million*O.72).Forenergy efficiencyprojects onlySO%of the

capital is funded, and thus only RS77000 willbe available.This is more than the SO%of the

required project costs and will thus be a viable DSMproject. These results are shown
Table4-18.

Table 4-18: DSMfinancial analysis

4.11 REPORT GENERATION

Timesuggested (2 daysJ Timespent (1 days)

Generatingthe final report is made easy with the new simulationsoftware. Allthe results,

projects steps and detail about each step were exported into the word processor

environment.The auditor can simplyedit the report to ensure that all informationexpected

by the client, is includedin the report. The other advantage is that the reportingformat will

be consistentbetween differentauditorsand differentbuildings.
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Maximum DSMFunding R I MW R 1,600,000

MWreduction due to retrofits 0.72 MW

Effective DSMfunding R 1,154,000

50% of DSMfunding available R 577,000
because EEproject

Combined retrofits project costs R 614,500

50% of combined retrofit cost R 307,250

Excess! .on:age R 269,750
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4.12 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this case study was to evaluate the new ESCO analysis procedure on a 

commercial building with a centralised HVAC system. 

The ESCO analysis procedure took longer than initially anticipated. The first delay was 

caused by the gathering of information required to build up the simulation model. The 

information needed to be supplied by external parties that do not necessarily have the same 

urgency to perform the ESCO analysis. The next delay was caused in obtaining the project 

costs of the proposed retrofits. 

The total project time was 27 days compared with the 23 days initially planned for the 24 

OOOmZ building. It was shown by Arndt that typical ESCO audits took 45 days for a building 

of 10 000m2 [I]. The audit time for the new ESCO procedure is thus significantly less than 

previous ESCO procedures. 

It was seen during the verification phase that the building simulation was very accurate, 

even with the reduced data requirements of the new procedure. The simulation software 

accurately represented the HVAC system operation and was successful in simulating the 

centralised HVAC system. 

The successful implementation of the ESCO procedure is greatly dependant on the 

cooperation of the building owners and maintenance personnel. Proper planning is also 

required to prevent delays in obtaining approval to perform the required measurements. 

The TFMC maintenance person that assisted with the project would have been able to 

perform the ESCO procedure if properly trained. The procedure would probably be 

completed in a shorter time period since he already had a thorough knowledge of the 

building and HVAC system and would not have to explain the detail HVAC layout and 

operation to the ESCO. 
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5. CASE STUDY 2: MULTI-FUNCTION BUILDINGS WITH A SHARED 

CHILLED WATER SYSTEM 

The next buildings on which the new ESCO analysis procedure was applied to was the 

Telkom Tower North (lTN) Complex. The Telkom Towers North Complex consists of three 

independent buildings namely Telkom Towers North (TN), Telkom Tower East ( T E )  and 

Annex buildings. These buildings also form part of the Head Office complex of buildings 

owned and operated by Telkom SA. 

Although buildings are normally simulated separately, these buildings were investigated 

together because of the similarity of the installed HVAC systems, as well as the shared 

chilled water plant. These buildings were chosen to evaluate if the building simulation model 

could be simplified even further by grouping the three buildings into a single building 

simulation. 

The buildings have mainly commercial activities, with some telecommunication equipment on 

some of the floors. Telkom SA executives are located on the top floors in the T N  building. 

This makes the building a crucial building due to the importance of its occupants. 

The other unique aspect of the TrN complex is that an ice storage system is installed in T N  

building. Ice storage is an excellent way to store energy and to use this energy by melting 

ice in high demand periods. 

The recommended audit times shown previously was 20 days for a building of 20 000m2. 

The audit times was scaled accordingly to the 40 000m7 of floor space in the TrN Complex to 

allow 40 calendar days for the whole ESCO procedure and is shown in Table 5-1. The rest of 

the chapter will discuss the logical implementation of these steps. 
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Step in ESCO Procedure
I

I Calendar days
(40 000m2)

Monday 1- Tuesday 3
(12 days)

Wednesday 3- Tuesday 4
(5 days)

Wednesday 4-Friday 4
(3 days)

Monday 5- Friday 6
(10 days)

Monday 7- Wednesday 7
(3 days)

Monday 7- Wednesday 7
(3 days)

Monday 7- Wednesday 7
(3 days)

Thursday 7- Tuesday 8
(4 days)

Wednesday 8-Friday 8
(3 day)

Wednesday 8-Friday 8
(3 day)

Table 5-1: TTN complex ESCO procedure audit times

Step 1: Determine which building to audit

Step 2: Gatherpreliminarybuildinginformation

Step 3: Walkthroughvisitto building

Step 4: Customisedata acquisitionsoftware

Step 5: On-sitedetail measurements

Step 6: Configurebuildingsimulationmodel

Step 7: Calibratebuildingsimulation

Step 8: Verifybuilding simulation

Step 9: Retrofitsimulations

Step 10: Financial analysis

Step 11: Generate finalreport

5.2 GATHER PREUMINARY BUILDING INFORMATION

Predetermined

Time suggested (12 daysJ Time spent (15 days)

Gathering building information for the TTN complex took longer than planned. The design

documentation was difficultto locate and the working of the HVAC system was complex.

During the audit there were severe breakdowns on the BMS and some of the chillers [1].

These breakdownskept the maintenancepersonnelvery busy and it was very difficult to

obtain information. As mentioned in the introduction that all the buildings in this group is

serviced by a common chilled water system and will be discussed next.

5.2.1 Commonchilledwater plant

The chilled water plant is located in the basement of TTN building. The plant supplies

TTN, TTE and Annex buildings with chilled water. The equipment in the plant includes

two York water cooled chillers, one RC water cooled chiller, four sets of Grenco
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compressors that feed four ice tanks, two heat exchangers,and the accompanying

pumps. The plant operatesas follows:

Pumps draw 85% of the return water from the buildings and discharge it to the chillers

where the water is cooled. This pre-cooled water then mixes with the remaining 15% of

the return water. This mixture is then directed to the heat exchangers or bypass valve

to maintain a constant temperature out of the heat exchangers. From the heat

exchangers the water is then directed back to the buildings where it is used in the

cooling coils of the air handling units (AHUs).

Additional to the chillers, there is a thermal storage facility in the form of an ice storage

system. The system is made up of four sets of Grenco compressors that serve four ice

tanks, where the ice is made. The build up of the ice occurs during the evening, and

the ice is burned off again during the day. During the burn-off period, the resulting

melted water from the ice tanks are fed to the heat exchangers where it supplies

additional cooling to the chilled water that is directed to the buildings. Figure 5-1 below

shows a graphical representation of the chilled water plant.

From buildings To buildings

Chillers 1

Heat exchangers

Ice tanks

Figure 5-1: TTN complex: Commonchilled water system
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The Grenco compressors are supplied by four evaporative condensers, the York chillers

by two evaporative condensers, and the RC chiller by its own evaporative condenser on

the roof of the first floor of the TIN building.

The system was originally designed for an eight-hour operation period during the day.

For this the ice plant was installed. The design purpose was that the ice plant would

make ice during the evenings, which would be burned off during the day, and thus

reduce the energy usage during the day. With increased occupation of the building and

the large amount of computers being used in the building, the need arose for additional

cooling. For this reason the York chillers and the RCchiller were installed.

5.2.2 Telkom Towers North building

The most important building and HVACsystem details are summarised in Table 5-2:

BUILDING DESCRIPTION

Building name TTN
Building description Commercialbuilding
Building location Pretoria CBD
Number of floors 26
Total floor area 21 OOOm2

HVACsystem Multi-zone
Air distribution VAV
Control System BMS

Table 5-2: TIN building description

The building is situated in the CBD of Pretoria and forms part of the Telkom campus

group. It has 26 floors above ground and is mostly used as office space, although some

areas are used for other purposes, like a gym, a restaurant, and three conference

venues located on the first floor.

The primary air conditioning of the building is done by AHUs located in plantrooms on

the 13th floor. Thereare two plantrooms,with two air handlersin each plantroom. Each

AHU consists of air filters, two pre-cooling coils, two cooling coils, a spray washer, two

supply air fans, and electric heaters. Return-air use is enabled through two return-air

fans, and return and fresh air dampers. The supply air fans, and the return-air fans, are

supplied by variable speed drives (VSD's). The system operates on the variable air

volume (VAV) principal.
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The water for the pre-cooling coil is supplied by six cooling towers, located on the 26th

floor of the building. The chilled water plant located in the basement of the building

supplies the water for the other cooling coils. Figure 5-2 below shows the typical floor

layout of the building.

Sei'\1ce section

~

/
/

/
/

/

/"

Figure 5-2: ITN building floor layout

The typical floor of TIN is divided into an office section, and a servicesection. The

servicesectioncontainsthe elevatorshafts,and stairs. This area is not air conditioned.

Fromthe plantrooms,the air is distributedto each floor by meansof ducting locatedin

the two air conditioningshafts. Froman air conditioningviewpoint, each floor is then

divided into four quarters, each section served by a separateair handler. However,

there are no physicalseparationsbetweenthesesections.

The first floor conference venues have a separate chiller and AHU system. The building

is equipped with an extensive BMS system. This system is capable of logging and

control of numerousequipmentand statesin the buildingand HVACsystem.

5.2.3 Telkom Towers East building

The most important building and HVAC system details are summarised in Table 5-3:
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BUILDING IDESCRIPTION
Building name TIE
Building description Commercialbuilding
Building location Pretoria CBD
Number of floors 16
Total floor area 12 100m2
HVACsystem Multi-zone
Air distribution VAV
Control System BMS

Table 5-3: TTE building description

The building is situated in the CBD of Pretoria and forms part of the Telkom campus

group. It has 16 floors above ground and is mostly used as office space.

The primaryair conditioningof the buildingis done by AHUslocated in plantroomson

the 16thfloor. There are two plantrooms,withtwo air handlers in each plantroom. Each

AHUconsists of air filters, two pre-coolingcoils, two cooling coils, a spray washer,

supply air fans, and electric heaters. Return-airuse is enabled through the return-air

fan. This buildingdiffersfromTIN in the manner that the fresh and return-airdampers

are replacedby relieffans. This buildingis also suppliedbya VAVsystem.

When the system operates at full return-air, the return-air fans draw most of the

suppliedair from the zone and return it to the AHUs. When more fresh air is required,

the return-air speed is reduced. The relief-air fan is then used to maintain static

pressure inside the zone. The supply air fans, return-air fans, and relief-airfans are

suppliedby variablespeed drives (VSD's).

The water for the pre-coolingcoilis suppliedbyeight coolingtowers, locatedon the 16th

floorof the building. The coolingtowers are dividedinto two sets of four each, each set

located next to the plantroom that it serves. The chilledwater plant located in the

basement of TIN suppliesthe water for the other coolingcoils. Figure5-3 belowshows

the typicalfloorlayoutof the building.

Atypicalfloorof TIE is dividedintoan officesection,and a servicesection. The service

section contains the elevator shafts and stairs. This area is not air conditioned. From

the plantrooms,the air is distributedto each floor by means of ducting located in the

two air conditioningshafts. From an air conditioningviewpoint, each floor is then

divided into four quarters, each section served by a separate air handler. However,
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there are no physical separations between these sections. This is similar to the layout of

TIN.

,
,, ,

Sen.1ce section

,
,

,

Figure 5-3: TTE building floor layout.

The building is equipped with an extensive BMSsystem. This system is capable of

loggingand control of numerousequipmentand states in the buildingand HVACsystem.

5.2.4 Annex building

The most important building and HVAC system details are summarised in Table 5-4:

BUILDING DESCRIPTION

Building name
Building description
Building location
Number of floors
Total floor area
HVACsystem
Air distribution
Control System

ANNEX

Commercial building
Pretoria CBD
4
6 500m2
Multi-zone
VAV
BMS

Table 5-4: ANNEXbuilding description

The building is situated next to the other two buildings,and forms part of the Telkom

campusgroup. It hasfour floors abovegroundand is mostly usedas office spaceand a

Telkomcallcentre.
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The primary air conditioning of the building is done by AHUs located in plantrooms on 

the Is' floor. There is only one plantroom with one air handler. The AHU is similar to 

the l T E  air handlers, and consists of air filters, two pre-cooling coils, two cooling coils, a 

spray washer, two supply air fans, and electric heaters. Return-air use is enabled 

through the return-air fan. This building is also equipped with relief-air fans that 

regulate the fresh air intake into the building. There are two relief-air fans installed in 

the building. 

When the system operates at full return-air, the return-air fans draw most of the 

supplied air from the zone and return it to the AHUs. When more fresh air is required, 

the return-air speed is reduced. The relief-air fan is then used to maintain static 

pressure inside the zone. The supply air fans, return-air fan, and relief-air fans are 

supplied by variable speed drives (VSDs). 

The water for the pre-cooling coil is supplied by four cooling towers, located on the roof 

of the building. The chilled water plant located in the basement of ?TN supplies the 

water for the other cooling coils. 

The building is equipped with an extensive BMS system. This system is capable of 

logging and control of numerous equipment and states in the building and HVAC system. 

5.3 WALKTHROUGH VISIT TO BUILDING 

nrne suggested (5 days), Erne spent (4 days) 

The same managers of Telkom SA and TFMC were involved in the T N  Complex audit. A 

meeting was once again held with these role-players to discuss the requirements of the 

project. During the meeting it became apparent that there were severe breakdowns in the 

BMS and the ice plant equipment. No commitments on when the problems were to be 

corrected could be provided. 

The municipal meter for the whole campus group of buildings is located in the basement of 

the l T N  building. The municipal meter number and type was verified with the account data. 

No electrical measurement equipment had to be connected to obtain the total building 

profile, since meters were already installed on all the transformers in the building. The 
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climate data was however not available due to the breakdown of the BMS. A nearby

building'sBMSdata was usedfor the climatedata.

The walkthrough audit was very important for these buildings due to the complexity of the

system. It is very difficult to have an understanding of the design information without fully

understanding the physical layout of the building.

5.4 CUSTOMISE DATAACQUISITION SOFTWARE

Time suggested (3 days), Time spent (3 days)

The simulationprogramhasa maximumof 12zonesthat can be usedin a simulationmodel.

This forces the user to simplify the simulation model if the building has a more complex

HVACsystem.

The simulation model includes the three buildings, namely TIN, TIE and Annex. The zone

layout was simplified and each building was taken as a single zone. In TIN and TIE, only

the main air handling system was simulated. This includes the AHUs in the two main

plantrooms, in each building. The gym and restaurants were not simulated since they have

a very small contribution to the total power consumption. Annex has one AHU, which was

simulated. Figure 5-4 below show the water-circuit and Figure 5-5 the air-circuit of the

simulation model.
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Figure 5-4: Simulation model: water-circuit
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Figure 5-5: Simulation model: air-circuit

5.5 ON-SITE DETAIL MEASUREMENTS

Time suggested (10 days), Time spent (15 days)

Certain information is required to accurately simulate the integrated working of a building

with the HVACsystem. Firstly, the ESCOmust have a good understandingof the operationof

the building under normal conditions. Secondly, detailed measurementsof the HVAC

equipment are required to calibrate the simulation model.

During the study of TIN, TIE and Annex, various maintenanceand operational problems

were encountered,which resultedin someof the informationnot beingavailable. Therefore,

assumptions had to be made. A detailed list of problems encountered is listed in

AppendixG.

The BMS components for TIE and Annex were out of service, and not repaired within the

duration of the audit. The result of this was that the BMS had no control over the HVAC

system during this period. The system was therefore running on the command last issued
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by the BMS. This could potentially lead to uncomfortable conditions in the building, and 

inefficient operation. The BMS is also required for the detailed measurements of the 

equipment. The equipment must be measured at maximum capacity, and the EMS is 

required to set the components to the maximum condition. The loss of BMS control made 

this impossible. 

Therefore, the equipment was modelled according to the original commissioning data of the 

building. Changes in efficiency were taken into account to try and replicate the current 

building operations. These inefficiencies were calculated by comparing the current running of 

'TTN to the commissioning reports of TTN (TrN could be measured for calibration). This was 

done by using the airflow through the cooling coils. 

During the study, the chilled water plant was not running at capacity because of 

maintenance issues. These issues involved the ice plant, as well as all three chillers. Neither 

the chillers, nor the Grenco compressors were operating at full capacity during any part of 

the study. 

During the detailed measurements, no Grenco compressors were online. Only three of the 

four York compressors were available, and one of three of the RC chiller compressors were 

operating. Firstly, i t  was not possible to ascertain the normal operation of the chilled plant. 

Secondly, the supply temperature of the chilled water system was very high. This made the 

temperature measurements taken on-site irrelevant for the calibration model. Therefore, the 

commissioning data was used for the calibration of the simulation model. 

I n  the set-up of the building model, the following assumptions were made to obtain the 

relevant area, occupancy and load inputs: 

Campus operates on a typical load lighting load of 22 w/m2. This value is realistic 

compared to typical design values. 

Assume 900 persons working in TTN. This was obtained from building telephone 

lists. 

Assume 700 persons in l T E .  

Assume 500 persons in Annex. 

Assume that 8O0/0 of the occupants operate PCs. 
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Table 5-5 and Figure 5-6 give the climate data used in the energy simulation. It is calculated

from yearly data for Pretoria, South Africa over the past 20 years. The temperature and

relative humidity (RH) are shown.

Table 5-5: Climate data used for simulation

Simulation climate
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Figure 5-6: Climate data used for simulation
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Hour Summer Summer RH Winter Winter RH

Temperature
I

Temperature

0 18.4 73.3 10.0 71.1
1 18.0 75.4 9.4 72.8
2 17.5 77.3 8.8 74.9
3 17.1 78.8 8.3 76.6
4 16.7 80.4 7.8 78.9
5 16.4 82.1 7.2 80.8
6 16.3 82.9 7.0 81.8
7 17.0 80.7 7.1 82.0
8 18.9 74.3 9.0 76.0
9 20.6 68.6 13.1 62.8
10 22.2 62.7 16.1 53.5
11 23.6 57.8 18.3 45.8
12 24.6 53.7 19.9 39.9
13 25.4 50.3 20.8 36.0
14 26.0 48.1 21.4 33.0
15 26.1 46.8 21.3 32.3
16 25.8 47.4 20.9 32.5
17 25.0 49.2 19.6 35.1
18 23.8 52.7 17.2 42.3
19 22.3 57.7 15.3 48.8
20 21.1 62.8 13.6 56.1
21 20.2 66.4 12.3 61.4
22 19.5 69.3 11.5 64.8
23 18.9 71.8 10.6 68.1
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5.6 CONFIGURE BUILDING SIMULATION MODEL

Timesuggested (3 days), Timespent (2 days)

The data captured during the buildingdata acquisitionphase was uploaded from the PDA

device to the simulationsoftware. The tariff rates that were applied to the Head Office

group of buildingswere appliedto the TIN Complex.The climatedata for Pretoria is one of

the preloadedclimatedatabases that is part of the simulationsoftwareand was used.

The operating schedules of the different equipment were configured from information

obtained from the design informationand discussions with maintenance personnel. An

interestingobservationwas that the lightingis also never switchedoff in the building.This

results in a 24-hourheat loadon the HVACsystem.

5.7 CALIBRATESIMULATION MODEL

Timesuggested (3 days), Timespent (3 days)

The calibrationsimulationensures that the current status of the buildingwill be simulated

correctly so that cost savings predictionsare realistic.The model is considered calibrated

when the predicteddailydemand load is within10% of the measured value80% of the time.

The calibrationsimulationcompares the total buildingenergy consumptionover a weekday,

Saturdayand Sunday, to measured energy values. One calibrationclimateinput is used for

the three simulated days. Figure 5-7, Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 show the simulationand
calibrationdata results:
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Figure 5-7: TTN Complex: Weekday calibration simulation result
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Total Electrical Load: Saturday
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Figure 5-8: TTNComplex: Saturday calibration simulation result
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Figure 5-9: TTNComplex: Sunday calibration simulation result

From the graphs it can be seen that the shape of simulated and measured graphs are similar

but that the simulation does not accurately represent the building operations. The reason for

this is the fact that only design and commissioning data could be used, and that the control

of the HVAC systems in TIE and Annex were not operational. Other factor would be the

changing operating philosophy due to the breakdown of the ice plant and inefficiencies in the

system. The building was commissioned in 1987 and will certainly not be operating according

to design [2].
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5.8 VERIFY SIMULATION MODEL

Time suggested (3 days), Time spent (2 days)

The verification study is performed in order to verify the accuracy of the simulation model's

energy consumption over a typical year. The verification simulation compares the simulated

average seasonal energy consumption and maximum demand to the actual building data.

The data can be obtained from trended measurements, or from electricity accounts. The

annual electricity costs used for the TIN complex were obtained from logged data on the

BMSsystem. The verification table is shown in Table 5-6 below:

Total se::on:1 Energy C::~mPtion ~Wh)-
Summer

- -- --

Winter

Simulated

Measured
I
Error [%]

13126 5709

2414 2058

Average Seasonal Maximum pemammkW)

Simulated

Measured

Error [0/0]

Table 5-6: Verification study outputs

As can be expected from the calibration results the verification results are not within the

limitsas requiredin the ESCOprocedure.The modelwill howeverstill be ableto provide

relativefiguresof savingsopportunitiesthat to prioritiseretrofit opportunities.

5.9 RETROFITSIMULATION

Time suggested (4 days), Time spent (4 days)

To determine the largest energy users in the building an end-user energy cost breakdown is

simulated and shown in Table 5-7. Since the biggest savings opportunity exists on the HVAC

system, the contribution of the different HVAC componentsis also calculatedand shown in

Table 5-8. The highest energy consumerswill have the biggest potential for energy cost
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savings. If the contribution of each energy user had to be measured, this would have been a

very lengthy process.

Table 5-7: TIN building energy cost breakdown

Table 5-8: TIN HVACsystem energy cost breakdown

From the tables it is obvious that the HVACand lighting systemsare the biggestconsumers,

and thus present the biggest opportunity for savings. The different retrofit options are

descri bed below.

5.9.1 Verification of tariff structure and metering

The building is currently on a standard two-part tariff. This means that the user is billed

for total kWh used during the month, the maximum demand recorded and service

charges. There are no time-of-use periods and thus energy is charged at a flat rate. For

big users such as Telkom the local municipality allows a conversion to a time-of-use

tariff structure.

The building simulation model was used to simulate the electricity costs and retrofits

should the building be changed to the time-of-use tariff. The results are discussed in

Appendix G. The study resulted in a 3% increase in the electricity costs should the

tariff be changed. This could be expected since the time-of-use tariff is designed to

encourage the user to use less energy in peak periods. The building load profile does

not change much during the peak periods, and thus the energy costs increases. The

retrofits simulation for time-of-use tariff structure is shown in Appendix G.
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Building Energy Cost Breakdown
Description Energy (MWh) Energy Cost (R) R/kWh % of total

HV AC system 6082 730393 0.1201 34

Lights 7621 915306 0.1201 42
Other 4433 532350 0.1201 24
Total 18135 2178050 0.1201 100.00

HVACSystem Energy Cost Breakdown
Description Energy (MWh) Energy Cost (R) R/kWh % of total

Cooling 1705 204798 0.1201 28

Heating 0 0 0.1201 0
Ventilation 3150 378303 0.1201 52

Pumping 1227 17291 0.1201 20
Total 6082 730393 0.1201 100.00
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5.9.2 Power factor correction

The current power factor of the building is approximately 0.8. This is a low power factor,

but, as mentioned before, the municipal meter measures several buildings. At this

municipal supply point the power factor is 0.94, and thus rather good.

5.9.3

5.9.4

5.9.5

The only benefit that there would be from installing power factor on TIN itself, would be

to reduce the losses in the reticulation network, due to the higher current that flows due

to the bad power factor. This savings will be small and not worth including as a retrofit.

Eskom DSMalso does not fund power factor correction projects.

Verify temperature set points

In commercialbuildings the zone temperature set points are seldom a problem, or

something that cannot be changed much. The buildings tenants complain on a daily

basis about too warm or too cold conditions, and the optimum set point that suits

everybodyis difficult to find. It can be stated the set points in commercialbuildingsare

self regulatorydueto the humancomfortelement.

Verify control system operation

The control system could not be verified on these buildings due to the breakdown in the

BMSsystems.

Fan scheduling

Fan scheduling involves turning the fans off during unoccupiedtimes. The cost of

technicalexpertiseon settingthe BMSretrofits is accountedfor and the amount is given

in the financialanalysis. Normallymaintenancepersonnelare not in favour of switching

equipmentoff, andwould prefer set point drift. The schedulingtimes usedare shownin
Table 5-9:

Weekda Saturda I Sunda
00:00 - 04:59: OFF
05:00 - 17:59: ON
18:00 - 23:59: OFF

00:00 - 05:59: OFF I00:00 - 23:59: OFF
06:00 - 13:59:ON
14:00 - 23:59: OFF

Table 5-9: Fan scheduling times

The simulated energy and demand reduction is shown in Table 5-10:
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TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

SEASON REDUCTION

kWh
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM
DEMAND
REDUCTION

1175837 9% 356911 6% 8%

o 0% o 0% 0%

Table 5-10: Results: TTN complex fan scheduling

5.9.6 Lights scheduling

For this retrofit the lights are switched off at night and during weekends, for the same

period as for the fan scheduling. The retrofit does not assess the influence of energy

efficient lighting, but uses the current lighting system in the building. The scheduling of

the light can be controlled by the BMS. The scheduling can only be applied in TIN and

TIE and not Annexsince it is in operation 24-hoursof the day. The simulatedenergy

and demandreductionis shown in Table 5-11:

TOTALSUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL
I SEASON REDUCTION

kWh
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM
DEMAND
REDUCTION

3845337 30% 1489500 27% 29%

o 0% o 0% 0%

Table 5-11: Results: TTNcomplex light scheduling

5.9.7 Energy efficient lighting

For this retrofit the existing lights are exchanged with energy efficient lights. This is the

most effective method for reducing energy usage in the buildings. However, it is the

most expensive since all the existing lights have to be replaced by new energy efficient

lights and control gear. The simulated energy and demand reduction is shown in Table

5-12:

TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL
I SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 3881724 I 31% I 1636386 I 30% I 30%
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM I 5349 I 28% I 2334 I 29% I 29%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 5-12: Results: TTN complex installation of energy efficient lighting
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5.9.8 Energy efficient and light scheduling

For this retrofit energy efficient lighting is installed and switched off at night and during

weekends, for the same period as for the fan scheduling. The scheduling of the energy

efficient lights can be controlled by the BMS. The approximate cost of the technical

expertise needed to change the BMS set up and the implementation cost of the energy

efficient lights are given in the financial analysis. The scheduling can only be applied in

TIN and TIE and not Annex, since it is in operation 24-hours of the day. The simulated

energy and demand reduction is shown in Table 5-13:

TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION
kWh I 5479434 I 43% I 1990891 I 36% I 41%
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM I 5434 I 29% I 2358 I 29% I 29%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 5-13: Results: TTNcomplex energy efficient and light scheduling

5.9.9 Night setback/set point drift

Night set point setback involves the adjusting of the building set points during

unoccupiedtimes. The cooling set point is raisedand the heating set point is lowered

during these times. The set points were adjusted accordingto the scheduleshown in

Table 5-14:

Weekday Saturda Sunday
00:00 - 05:59: 5°C
06:00 - 06:59: 3°C
06:00 - 06:59: 10C
12:00 -12:59: 1°C
13:00 - 13:59 2°C
14:00 - 14:59: 3°C
15:00 - 23:59: 5°C

Table 5-14: Set point drift settings

The simulated energy and demand reduction are shown in Table 5-15:

00:00 - 04:59: 5°C
05:00 - 05:59: 2°C
06:00- 06:59: 1°C
18:00 - 18:59:2°C
19:00- 19:59 3°C
20:00 - 23:59: 5°C

00:00 - 23:59: 5°C

TOTALSUMMER SEASON TOTALWINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 251316 I 2% I 115296 I 2%
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM I 0 I 0% I 0 I 0%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 5-15: Results: TTN complex night setback results

2%

0%
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5.9.10 Economiserenthalpy control

The buildings (TIN, TTE and Annex) are designedto operate on economiserenthalpy

control. Through investigationof the building it was found that the operation of the

economisersis faulty. The fresh air and return-air ratios stay constantand is therefore

not controlled by the economisersystem. Economisersoperating on enthalpy control

could saveenergy, becauseit also takes into accountthe latent heat of the air. For this

retrofit the economiserswere simulated on enthalpy control. The simulated zone

temperaturesfor eachbuildingare shownin the following figures:

TTN summer simulated temperatures

-Summer Weekday
- Summer Saturday

Summer Sunday

Figure 5-10: Economiserenthalpy control: Temperatures for TTN building (summer)

TTN winter simulated temperatures

- Winter weekday

- WinterSaturday
WinterSunday

o C")

......
CD 0>

......

Hour

Figure 5-11: Economiserenthalpy control: Temperatures for TTN building (winter)
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TTE summer simulated temperatures
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Figure 5-12: Economiser enthalpy control: Temperatures for TIE building (summer)

TTE winter simulated temperatures
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Figure 5-13: Economiser enthalpy control: Temperatures for TIE building (winter)

Once again Annex Building was not included in the simulation due to the 24-hour call

centre activities.

TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION
kWh REDUCTION

MAXIMUMDEMAND
REDUCTION

372773

834

3%

4%

177202

313

3%

4%

3%

4%

Table 5-16: Results: TIN complex economiser enthalpy control
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5.10 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Time suggested (3 days), Time spent (3 days)

Numerousretrofit options and combinationsthereof were investigatedthrough simulation

during the project. The most important financial results are displayedin Table 5-17 and

Table 5-18. The cost calculationsare basedon an activeenergycost of 12.01c/kWh,and an

MDcostof R51.51.

Annual Elect~icity Cost Savings

Table 5-18: TTN complex financial analysis
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Description I Simulated

I AnnualCost I 010Annual Cost Savings Savings
Base-year R3,560,585

Energy efficient lighting R2,502,200

I

R1,058,385
I

30%

LightingScheduleofficehours and R2,854,200 R706,385 20%
weekends
Energyefficientlightingschedule I R2,262,100 I R1,298,485 I 36%
officehoursand weekends

FanScheduleofficehours and I R3,362,SOO I R198,085 I 6%
weekends
Economiser R3,435,500 R125,085

I

4%

Setpoint setback R3,470,900 R89,685 3%

Table 5-17: TTN complex electrical cost savings

Financial Analysis
Description Savings Project cost Direct Discounted Loan Net Present

Payback Payback rate Value (R)
Period Period
(months) (Months)

Year 3
Energyefficient R 1,058,385 R 2,000,000 23.0 24 12% R 542,063.03
lighting
Lighting Schedule R 706,385 R 5,000 1.0 1 12% R 1,691,618.42
office hoursand
weekends
Energyefficient R 1,298,485 R 2,005,000 19.0 20 12% R 1,113,742.71
lighting schedule
office hoursand
weekends
FanScheduleoffice R 198,085 R 5,000 1.0 1 12% R 470,767.59
hours and
weekends
Setpointsetback R 89,685 R 5,000 1.0 1 12% R 210,409.08
Economiser R 125,085 R 5,000 1.0 1 12% R 295,433.90
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From the payback analysis it is obvious that the fan scheduling, set point setback and

economiser control have an almost immediate payback and should be implemented. The

lighting scheduling and upgrade to more efficient lighting are capital intensive but will have a

payback within 2 years. The DSMeffect of this upgrade is shown below:

TOTAL TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL DAILY AVERAGE KW
I

SUMMER SEASON REDUCTION REDUCTION

SEASON I

... :.I... .. ... :. .. . :.
Table 5-19: DSMeffect on TIN Complex

Maximum DSMFunding R / MW
MWreduction due to retrofits
Effective DSMfunding
50% of cost because EEproject
Combined retrofits project capital
costs
50% of combined retrofit cost R 1,000,000
Excess/shortage R -308,303

Table 5-20: DSMfunding analysis

R 1,600,000
0.86 MW

R 1,383,393
R 691,697
R 2,000,000

It can be seen from the above table that the project falls short of full Eskom DSM funding.

However, the projects payback is still so good that it will be worthwhile for the client to fund

the remaining capital costs.

It is assumedthat the schedulingof the equipment will have minimal capital input, as an

existing maintenancecontract on the BMSwill be able to implement these retrofits. For

practical purposesit was assumedthat capital costs would be covered by a loan with an

interest rate of 12% p.a. The project cost pricesare generalvaluesand does not form part

of a costanalysisof a conceptdesign.

5.11 REPORT GENERATION

Time suggested (2 daysJ Time spent (1 days)

Generating the final report is made easy with the new simulation software. All the results,

projects steps and detail about each step were exported into the word processor

environment. The auditor can simply edit the report to ensure that all information expected

by the client is included in the report. The other advantage is that the reporting format will

be consistent between different auditors and different buildings.
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5.12 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this case study was to evaluate the application of the new ESCO procedure 

on a building complex. The T N  complex is unique since the three buildings share a common 

chilled water system, and is equipped with an ice storage system. Due to the fact that the 

buildings had a common chilled water system the simulation model was simplified by 

simulating them as a single building. 

The project also presented the ESCO with several problems that had a drastic effect on the 

implementation of the ESCO procedure. The initial time proposed for the project was 40 

calendar days with net results being 46 calendar days. Some of the steps took longer than 

anticipated, and some shorter due the fact that detail measurements could not be taken and 

commissioning data was used. 

Although the audits had been planned in detail, the breakdown of the some of the HVAC and 

control systems seriously hampered the investigation. The successful implementation of the 

ESCO procedure is very dependant on the proper functioning of the HVAC and control 

systems. The building simulations had to be based on the design and commissioning data. 

The reduced efficiency of the T E  and Annex HVAC system was determined from actual 

measurements on T N  versus the commissioning data. 

From the calibration results it was seen that the simulated building profile had the same 

shape as the measured profile, but with an offset. The calibration and verification studies 

could therefore not be accurately simulated due to the problems with the HVAC and control 

systems. 

Since the savings are based on the difference between the simulated base-year and the 

retrofit base-year, the retrofit results will still be reasonably accurate. Independent studies 

have also shown that the lighting control and retrofit studies present the biggest opportunity 

for energy savings in these buildings [3]. 

The ice storage system still presents the biggest opportunities for savings. Unfortunately the 

system was not operational at all during the period of the study and could not be included in 

the simulation. There will be big savings if the building is changed to a time-of-use tariff 

structure and the ice plant fully functional. This simulation could be expanded to include the 

ice storage system and to calculate the savings opportunities when operational. 
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It can further be concluded that a technician or maintenance officer would not have been 

able to perform the ESCO analysis taking into account the state of the HVAC system. The 

detailed commissioning data needed to be analysed and interpreted which falls outside the 

scope of the ESCO procedure. It also has to be said that this system is by far the most 

complex HVAC system in the Telkom SA building portfolio. The ice plant is also one of only 

two plants installed in the Telkom SA building portfolio [4]. 
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6. CASE STUDY 3: DATA AND COMMERCIAL FACILITY WITH

INDEPENDENT MULTIPLE HVAC SYSTEMS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The focus of this report is to evaluate the ESCO procedure on a building with multiple

independent HVAC systems. The case study is based on Data Building which is also part of

the Telkom Head Office complex. The building is a combination of commercial activity and

telecommunication equipment with some floors dedicated only to telecommunications

equipment. This scenario has not been simulated in any of the other case studies.

The recommendedaudit times shown previously were 15 days for a building of about

10 000m2.Althoughthe Data Buildingis only 7 000 m2it consistsof 16 floors, and thus the

audit times was kept at the minimumof 15daysdue to the complexityof the buildingand is

shown in Table 6-1. The rest of the chapterwill discussthe logical implementationof these

steps.

Step in ESCO Procedure
I

Calendar days
(7 OOOm2)

Monday 1- Wednesday 1
(3 days)

Wednesday 1- Friday 1
(2 days)

Monday 2
(1 days)

Tuesday 2-Thursday 2
(3 days)

Friday 2- Monday 3
(2 days)

Friday 2- Monday 3
(2 days)

Friday 2- Monday 3
(2 days)

Tuesday 3-Thursday 3
(3 days)
Friday 3
(1 day)
Friday 3
(1 day)

Table 6-1: Data building ESCO procedure audit times

Step 1: Determine which building to audit

Step 2: Gather preliminary building information

Step 3: Walkthrough visit to building

Step 4: Customise data acquisition software

Step 5: On-site detail measurements

Step 6: Configure building simulation model

Step 7: Calibrate building simulation

Step 8: Verify building simulation

Step 9: Retrofitsimulations

Step 10: Financial analysis

Step 11: Generate final report

Predetermined
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6.2 GATHER PRELIMINARY BUILDING INFORMATION

Time suggested (3 daysJ Time spent (5 days)

The gathering of information took longer since information neededto be gathered by the

maintenancepersonnel.Fortunatelythe building is also equipped with a BMSsystem and

data on the system layout was available on the BMS[1]. Although the building is small

comparedto other casestudiesthe building has 16 floors and separateindependentHVAC

systemsfrom whichdata was required.The most importantbuildingand HVACsystem
detailsare summarisedin Table6-2:

BUILDING DESCRIPTION

Building name
Building description
Building location
Number of floors
Floor Area
HVACsystem
Cooling plant
Air distribution
Control System

Data Building
Commercial building
Pretoria CBD
16
7 OOOm2
Multi-zone
Water cooled and air cooled
VAV and CAV
BMS

Table 6-2: Data building description

The building can be divided into four main sections, each used differently and supplied by its

own HVAC system. The four sectionsare an office section,a ground floor area, first floor

area and a lower ground section.

6.2.1 Officearea

The office area is situated on floors 2-13. Each floor is used as office space in an open

plan arrangement. The main plantroomof this zone is situated on the 14th floor. The

chillers and the main air handling unit (AHU) are also in this room. The cooling towers

are on the same level on the roof.

The system is designed as a full fresh air system. Outdoor air is fed to the main cooling

coil where it is cooled, and then supplied to induction units situated on the sides of each

floor. The main cooling coil is a free coil, which means that the coil is not controlled and

that it operates continuously at full capacity (the coil is not equipped with a bypass

damper). Electric heaters heat the air when required. In addition to the main AHU the

zone is equipped with induction units and ceiling mounted fan coil units (FCUs). The

induction units are supplied from the main AHU and are situated on the sides of the
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floors, and the FCUs re-circulate the air inside the zone and is situated in the center of 

the floors. 

Chilled water is supplied by three water cooled chillers. The chillers supply the main 

cooling coil, the induction units, and the FCUs with chilled water. The condenser water 

is cooled by three cooling towers located on the roof of the building. 

First floor 

The first floor area consists mainly of ofice space. There is one small room used for 

equipment, called the Dark Room. The air conditioning of the office area is done by 

three AHUs. The units consist of a cooling coil, fixed speed fan and electrical heaters. 

Two air-cooled chillers provide chilled water. The equipment room is conditioned by two 

down-blow units, and is fed of the main system. The chilled water to the two down- 

blow units is supplied from the main chillers. 

Ground floor 

The ground floor of the building is used for office space and telecommunication 

equipment. The air is conditioned by 10 down-blow units located in a service 

compartment next to the outer wall of the zone. Return-air is fed to the down-blow 

units through a common return-air ceiling void. I n  the units the air is cooled by cooling 

coils, and humidified if required. No heating is installed. The chilled air is then supplied 

to the zone through a pressurised under-floor area. The water is chilled by four air- 

cooled chillers. 

Lower ground printing section 

The lower ground area is used for printing of the telephone invoices for the Telkom 

(Pty) Ltd, customers. The area is mainly a large open plan workspace where the 

printing equipment is located. A few smaller areas such as offices and storerooms also 

form part of the area, as well as a separate conference room. 

The area is supplied by four AHUs. The printing area of the lower ground section is 

supplied by a variable air volume system. Two air handlers with variable speed drive 

(VSD) fans, a cooling coil, economiser cycle and electric heaters feed the area. The 

conference r w m  is supplied by a similar system. The fourth air handler supplies a 
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storeroom. This unit consists of a cooling coil and constant speed fan, with a constant 

fresh air supply. Chilled water is supplied by one air-cooled chiller. 

The description above provides an overview on the complexity of the system but also to 

provide the necessary background information to be able to understand the simulation 

models that will be discussed later in this chapter. 

The building is equipped with an extensive BMS system. This system is capable of logging 

and controlling numerous equipment and states in the building and HVAC system. 

The HVAC system undergoes regular maintenance. The maintenance personnel were 

informed on when the detail measurement tests were to be conducted and to ensure that 

system can be tested at full capacity as required by the ESCO procedure. 

The Data Building is also grouped with the other buildings on a single municipal meter. 

Accounts for this building on it's own were therefore not available. Fortunately powermeters 

are installed on each transformer on the building and connected to the BMS. 

The walkthrough visit and detailed site measurements were arranged well in advance to 

ensure that no delays were encountered. 

6.3 WALKTHROUGH VISIT TO BUILDING 

Tine suggested (2 days), J7me spent (2 days) 

During this visit the purpose of the ESCO analysis was communicated to the building and 

maintenance managers. The required service level agreement for Data Building is higher 

than the previous case studies, due to the telecommunication equipment located in the 

building. 

No electrical measurement equipment had to be connected to obtain the total building 

profile, since this data was already available on the BMS. The environmental information was 

also available on the BMS. 
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The walktrough audit is a very valuable part of the audit procedure, since the auditor gets a

"feel" for the building layout and equipment operation. The design information was

compared to the actual system.

6.4 CUSTOMISE DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE

Time suggested (1 daysJ Time spent (1 days)

The simulation model was divided into four zones, with each building section taken as a

zone. Theseareasinclude:

. Officearea, rangingfrom the 2ndfloor to the 13th floor.

. Vacated first floor area.

. Ground floor area, including the office section and equipment section.

. Lower ground printing section.

Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 show a schematic drawing of the simulation model water-circuit

and the air-circuit.

OfficeWaterCircurt

.~
8iII" ~ €J.

W~'"~CWP~P
. ~ €J

CondensorPump

CoolingTo!ller

Priming Circuit Priming Pump

Priming Chiller

First FloorCircuit First FloorPump
First FloorChilier

Ground FloorCircuit Ground FloorPump
Ground FloorChiliers

Figure 6-1: Simulation model: water-circuit
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6
1

6
1 of

Figure 6-2: Simulation model: air-circuit

6.5 ON-SITE DETAIL MEASUREMENTS

Time suggested (3 daysl Time spent (5 days)

Certain information is required to accuratelysimulate the integrated working of a building

with the HVACsystem.Firstly, the auditor must havea good understandingof the operation

of the building under normal conditions. Secondly, detail measurementsof the HVAC

equipmentis requiredto calibratethe simulationmodel.

During a building energy audit it is not unusual to find that the HVACsystem does not

operate accordingto designedintentions. This was also the casein the Data Building.The

differencesbetweenthe designedand current system,potential problemsand the gathering

of calibration measurementsare discussed in this section. More detail is provided in

Appendix H.
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6.5.1 Office area 

As stated previously, the office area was designed as a full fresh-air system with a free 

running coil. The fresh air is supplied to the air handler via a set of grills with fixed 

openings. During the winter, the system did not operate as a full fresh-air system. The 

maintenance personnel closed the fresh air supply grills, and opened the doors of the 

service shafts in the plantroom. The system therefore operated as a fixed percentage 

return-air system, with the only fresh air supply to the building that which leaks past the 

closures. 

The electric heaters are also turned off because of high temperatures that it reaches 

when turned on. The probable reason for the high temperatures is the low air flow over 

the heaters, which also results in less than required heating available in the zone. 

During the summer, the system is turned back into a full fresh air system. The system 

currently operates as such. 

I n  addition, the main cooling coil was blocked. Very little airflow is let through the coil. 

This will have an adverse effect on the potential of the system to maintain comfort in 

the building. Firstly, this will be because of the reduced airflow over the main coil. 

Secondly, less 'high pressure" air is fed to the induction units, reducing its efficiency. I n  

contrast, i t  will result in a decreased load on the chillers resulting in decreased energy 

consumption. 

According to maintenance, the system could not generate enough heat to maintain 

adequate temperatures in the zone. The main reasons for this would be that the full 

fresh air system is constantly supplied by outdoor air, which could be well below comfort 

levels. The cold air can then not be heated to comfort levels, as a result of the reduced 

air flow over the heaters (resulting from the blocked coil). For this reason the fresh air 

grills were closed. This had the effect of warmer return-air being supplied to the zone, 

as well as the added heat generated by the equipment inside the plantroom. 

During the project, some of the compressors of each chiller were out of commission for 

servicing. 
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6.5.2 First floor 

The first floor area is mainly designed as office space. Additional to this there is the 

equipment room, but this area is very small compared to the office area and is supplied 

by its own system air conditioning system. The whole of the first floor area, except the 

equipment room, is currently unoccupied. The office area is supplied by three AHUs, 

and all three are operating. 

The first floor area was originally designed as a full fresh air system. This was changed 

by the building facilitators to a return-air system. One of the three AHUs is operating on 

full return-air. The two units on the podium share a fresh air inlet. For these units the 

return-air dampers and fresh air dampers are fully open. 

The equipment room is supplied by two down-blow units, which requires chilled water 

from the chillers on the podium. However, the load of the equipment room is small 

compared to the chiller size, which then results in chiller cycling when only the down- 

blow units are operating. The other three AHUs are operating to apply additional load to 

the chiller, in order to keep it from cycling. This results in relatively high energy 

consumption in relation to the required heat load. 

6.5.3 Ground floor 

The ground floor is currently operating below designed capacity. However, there are 

possible plans to increase the amount of people and equipment in the near future, which 

will increase the load on the system. 

The result of this is that more down-blow units are operating than is required. However, 

some of the down-blow units cannot be turned off. The reasons for this is because of 

short-circuit backflow into the unit, causing the fan to rotate backwards. I f  the unit is 

switched on then strain is placed on the fan and fan motor, decreasing operating life. 

6.5.4 Lower ground printing section 

The lower ground air handlers and chillers are currently operating to design conditions. 

Although this space is used as a printing area, it was not designed as such. When the 

printing machines are operational, the installed HVAC capacity is not enough to maintain 

comfort levels in the zone. 
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The only changeto the system from the original is the removal of humidifiers in the

AHUsandthe electricre-heatersin the ducts.

6.5.5 Building management system

The main drawbackof the buildingmanagementsystem (BMS)is the extent of the data

available in the BMS. The most common issue would be that most of the equipment has

a control signal in the BMS, but not an operational signal (eg. a positional, or on/off

signal). Therefore, the operator can see the BMScommand to the component, but not

the response of the unit to the command.

The following information was used to obtain the relevant area, occupancy and load inputs:

. For the lights a figure of 22W/m2 was obtained from a TFMC lighting audit. This

figure also corresponds to typical design values and was verified by spot-checking in

the building.

. Assume 330 persons working in the building. This was obtained from building

telephone lists.

. Assume that 80% of the occupants operate PCS.

Table 6-3 and Figure 6-3 give the climate data selected to be used in the energy simulation.

This climate data is for Pretoria, South Africa. It is calculated from yearly data over the past

20 years. The temperature and relative humidity (RH) is shown.

Simulation climate
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Figure 6-3: Climate data used for simulation
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Table 6-3: Simulation temperatures

6.6 CONFIGURE BUILDING SIMULATION MODEL

Time suggested (2 days), Time spent (2 days)

The data capturedduring the building data acquisitionphasewas uploadedfrom the PDA

device to the simulation software. The tariff rates applied for the Head Office group of

buildings were applied to the Data Building.The climate data for Pretoria is one of the

preloadedclimatedatabasesthat is part of the simulationsoftwareand was used.

The operating schedules of the different equipment were configured from information

obtainedfrom the BMSanddiscussionwith maintenancepersonnel.

6.7 CALIBRATE SIMULATION MODEL

Time suggested (2 days), Time spent (2 days)
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Hour Summer Summer RH Winter Winter RH

Temperature I Temperature
0 18.4 73.3 10.0 71.1

1 18.0 75.4 9.4 72.8

2 17.5 77.3 8.8 74.9

3 17.1 78.8 8.3 76.6

4 16.7 80.4 7.8 78.9

5 16.4 82.1 7.2 80.8

6 16.3 82.9 7.0 81.8

7 17.0 80.7 7.1 82.0

8 18.9 74.3 9.0 76.0

9 20.6 68.6 13.1 62.8

10 22.2 62.7 16.1 53.5

11 23.6 57.8 18.3 45.8

12 24.6 53.7 19.9 39.9

13 25.4 50.3 20.8 36.0

14 26.0 48.1 21.4 33.0

15 26.1 46.8 21.3 32.3
16 25.8 47.4 20.9 32.5

17 25.0 49.2 19.6 35.1
18 23.8 52.7 17.2 42.3

19 22.3 57.7 15.3 48.8
20 21.1 62.8 13.6 56.1

21 20.2 66.4 12.3 61.4
22 19.5 69.3 11.5 64.8

23 18.9 71.8 10.6 68.1
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The "calibration" simulation ensures that the current status of the building will be simulated

correctly, so that cost savings predictions are realistic. The model is considered calibrated

when the predicted daily demand load is within 10% of the measured value 80% of the time.

The calibration simulation compares the total building energy consumption over a weekday,

Saturday and Sunday, to measured energy values. One calibration climate input is used for

the three simulated days. Figure 6-4, Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 show the simulation and

calibration data results:
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Figure 6-4: Data building: Weekday calibration simulation result

Total Electrical load: Saturday
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Figure 6-5: Data building: Saturday calibration simulation result
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Figure 6-6: Data building: Sunday calibration simulation result

From the figures it can be seen that satisfactory results have been obtained. One must also

remember that the simulation program is not a detailed component simulation program, but

used to build a model for the whole building.

It is also important to keep in mind that predicted savings are relative values. The savings

predicted by the tool is calculated from the base-year scenario, which is a simulated value.

The theoretical predicted savings should therefore be the same for the actual building. In

addition, the purpose is not to accurately simulate the hourly dynamic response of each

component, but rather the average yearly energy consumption.

6.8 VERIFY SIMULATION MODEL

Time suggested (2 days), Time spent ( 2 days)

The verification study is performed in order to verify the accuracy of the simulation model's

energy consumption over a typical year. The verification simulation compares the simulated

average seasonal energy consumption and maximum demand to the actual building data.

The data can be obtained from trended measurements, or from electricity accounts. The

annual electricity costs used for Data Building were obtained from logged data on the BMS

system. The verification table is shown in Table 6-4 below:
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Total Seasonal Energy consu~ptiojtWh]
.Summer 1Winter

Simulated

Measured

Error [0/0]

378 1785

AverageSeasonal Maximum ~eman

Simulated

Measured

Error [0/0]

--- -- "---
Table 6-4: Verification study outputs

It can be seen that the annual simulated values are within 10% for 80% of actual measured

values as required. This shows that the simulation model, weather and other seasonal data

used in the simulations are accurate enough to perform the retrofit analysis.

6.9 RETROFITSIMULATION

Time suggested (3 days), Time spent (4 days)

To determine the largest energy users in the building an end-user energy cost breakdown is

simulated. These consumers will also have the biggest potential for energy cost savings. If

the contribution of each energy user had to be measured, this would have been a very

lengthy process. Because of the accurate building simulation model the end-user contribution

could be simulated. A building and a HVACsystem energy cost breakdown are displayed in

Table 6-5 and Table 6-6:

Table 6-5: Building energy cost breakdown
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Building Energy Cost Breakdown
Description Energy (MWh) Cost () R/kWh % Of total
HVAC system 3267 646961 0.1201 59
Ughts 1263 2501541 0.1201 23
Other 999 1977741 0.1201 18
Total 5529 1094890 0.1201 100.00
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Table 6-6: HVACsystem energy cost breakdown

A number of retrofit options, and combinations thereof, were investigated through

simulation. This includestariff structure evaluation, retrofitsor controlchanges to three of

the four buildingareas. The lower ground printing section is not included in the retrofit

study since the existingcoolingcapacity is already limited. The retrofitoptions investigated

are discussed per buildingarea. The assumptions made for the specific retrofit is also
discussed.

6.9.1 Verification of tariff structure and metering

Because the Data Buildingis also part of the TelkomTowers Head Officecomplexthe

same two-part tariffapplies as for the other buildings.This means that the user is billed

for total kWh used during the month, the maximum demand recorded and service

charges. There are no time-of-useperiodsand thus energy is chargedat a flat rate.

The buildingsimulationmodelwas once again used to simulatethe electricitycosts and

retrofits should the building be changed to the time-of-use tariff. The results are

discussed in AppendixH. The study resulted in a 2% increase in the electricitycosts

should the tariff be changed. This could be expected since the time-of-use tariff is

designed to encourage the user to use less energy in peak periods. The buildingload

profiledoes not change much duringthe peak periods,and thus the energycosts
increases. The simulated retrofits on the time-of-use tariff structure is shown in

AppendixH.

6.9.2 Office area retrofits

The retrofits investigated in the office section include fixingof the main coolingcoil,

changing of the system to a return-air economiser control, evaporative cooler, light

scheduling,fan scheduling,chillersschedulingand night set pointsetback.
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HVACSystem Energy Cost Breakdown
Description Energy (MWh) Cost (R) R/kWh % Of total

Cooling 1077 213340 0.1201 33

Heating 210 41623 0.1201 6
Ventilation 1357 268824 0.1201 42

Pumping 622 123175 0.1201 19
Total 3267 646961 0.1201 100.00
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ReDair main coolina coil:

Firstly, the influence of repairing the blocked main AHU cooling coil was simulated. This

gives a more accurate picture of the operation of the system as per design conditions.

The simulation model with the "fixed" coil was then used as the base-year scenario for

the rest of the office retrofit comparisons. The energy consumption of the system with

the fixed coil would be more than with the blocked coil. The reason for this would be

the increased heat load on the chillers because of the increased effectiveness of the coil.

The new airflow of the coil, and therefore the zone, was calculated from typical design

airspeed of 2mjs over the coil face area.

The repair of the cooling coil would however improve the IAQ of the office section, and

thus needs to be fixed. It can be seen from Table 6-7 that an increase in energy and

demand (negative values) will be caused by the repairing of the cooling coil.

TOTAL SUMMER

!

SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL
SEASON REDUCTION

kWh REDUCTION

MAXIMUM DEMAND
REDUCTION

-147243.96

-141.06

-3.89%

-2.59%

8434.64

-17.76

0.47%

-0.65%

-2.49%

-1.94%

Table 6-7: Results: Data Building Office Section- Repair of cooling coil

Return-air economiser control:

Changing of the system to a return-air system would constitute many equipment changes

to both the building and HVAC system. This would include the placing of air ducting in

the service shafts leading to the main plantroom, motorised dampers to regulate return-

air, fresh air intake, and return-air fans to maintain static pressure in the office areas.

This option would most likely not be feasible from a payback period perspective, but will

also have a positive effect on the comfort in the building and maintenance costs on the

system. The simulated energy and demand reduction is shown in Table 6-8:

TOTAL SUMMER

I

TOTAL WINTER SEASON ANNUAL
SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 128834.30 I 3.27% I 51582.01 I 2.90% I 3.16%
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM I 73.17 I 1.31% I 0.00 I 0.00% I 1.06%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-8: Results: Data Building Office Section - Return-air economiser control
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EvaDorative cooler:

The addition of an evaporativecooler will reduce load from the chillerswith the use of

free cooling. This option will howeverhave penaltiesfrom a maintenancepoint of view,

through personneltime and equipmentcostssuchaswater treatment. It will also leadto

increasedwater consumption.The simulatedenergy and demand reduction is shown in
Table 6-9:

TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION
kWh I 112855.95 I 2.87% I -71906.74 I -4.05% I 0.72%
REDUmON
MAXIMUM I -83.19 I -1.49% I -0.89 I -0.03% I -1.01%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-9: Results: Data Building Office Section - Evaporative cooler installation

Niaht setback/set Doint drift:

Night set point setback involves the adjusting of the building set point during unoccupied

times. The cooling set point is raised and the heating set point is lowered. There would

be no cost implication in this retrofit as it could be set up on the BMS by maintenance

staff. The set points were drifted by the following values:

Weekda Saturda ' Sunda
00:00 - 04:59: 5°C
05:00 - 05:59: 2°C
06:00 - 06:59: 1°C
18:00- 18:59: 2°C
19:00- 19:5930C
20:00 - 23:59: 5°C

00:00 - 05:59: 5°C
06:00 - 06:59: 3°C
06:00 - 06:59: 1°C
12:00- 12:59: 1°C
13:00- 13:592°C
14:00- 14:59: 30C
15:00- 23:59: 5°C

Table 6-10: Data Building Office Section -Set point drift settings

00:00 - 23:59: 5°C

The following figures show the summer and winter simulation for a weekday, Saturday

and Sunday. From Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 it is evident that the building is on set point

after the set points are set to normal ranges.
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Office summer simulated temperatures
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Figure 6-7: Data Building Office Section: Summer simulated temperatures with set point drift

Office winter simulated temperatures
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Figure 6-8: Data Building Office Section: Winter simulated temperatures with set point drift

The simulated energy and demand reduction is shown in Table 6-11:

TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

i SEASON REDUCTION
kWh
REDUmON
MAXIMUM
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-11: Results: Data Building Office Section -Set point drift/Night Setback

296794.34 7.54% 53597.00 3.02% 6.14%

0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00%
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Fan schedulina:

Fan scheduling involvesturning the fans off during unoccupiedtimes. The assumption

was madethat there would be no preliminarycost implication in this retrofit as it could

be set up on the BMSby maintenancestaff. Normallymaintenancepersonnelare not in

favour of switchingequipmentoff, and would prefer set point drift. The times usedare

shownin Table6-12:

Weekda Saturda I Sunda
00:00 - 04:59: OFF 00:00 - 05:59: OFF I 00:00- 23:59: OFF
05:00 - 17:59: ON 06:00 - 13:59: ON
18:00- 23:59: OFF 14:00- 23:59: OFF

Table 6-12: Data Building Office Section- Fan scheduling times

The simulated energy and demand reduction is shown in Table 6-13:

TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION
kWh I 208476.27 I 5.30% I 31573.69 I 1.78% I 4.20%
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-13: Results: Data Building Office Section - Fan scheduling

Fan and Chiller schedulinQ:

Chiller scheduling involves turning the chillers off during unoccupied times. The

assumption was made that there would be no preliminary cost implication in this retrofit

as it could be set up on the BMS by maintenance staff. In the simulation model, the

chillers were turned on one hour before the fans, to allow the chillers to lower the water

temperature to the required set point. This would reduce the workload on the system as

compared to the case where all equipment is turned on simultaneously. Normally

maintenance personnel are not in favour of switching equipment off, and would prefer

set point drift. The scheduling times used are shown in Table 6-14:

Weekday Saturda ' Sunday
00:00 - 03:59: OFF 00:00 - 04:59: OFF I 00:00 - 23:59: OFF
04:00 - 18:59:ON 05:00 - 13:59:ON
19:00 - 23:59: OFF 14:00 - 23:59: OFF

Table 6-14: Data Building Office Section- Chiller scheduling times
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The following figures show the summer and winter simulated temperatures, for a

weekday,Saturdayand Sundaycase. FromFigure6-9 and Figure6-10, it is evidentthat

the zonetemperaturesare in the comfort rangeduring office hours.

Office summer simulated temperatures

- Summer Weekday

- Summer Saturday

Summer Sunday

Hour

Figure 6-9: Data Building Office Section: Summer simulated temperatures with fan and chillers'

scheduling
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Figure 6-10: Data Building Office Section: Winter simulated temperatures with fan and

chillers' scheduling
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The simulated energy and demand reduction are shown in Table 6-15:

TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION
kWh I 433888.43 I 11.03% I 157418.82 I 8.86% I 10.35%
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00 I 0.00% I 0.00%
DEMAND
REDUCTION
Table 6-15: Results: Data Building Office Section - Fan and chiller scheduling

Combined retrofits

It was mentioned in the previous section that either chiller scheduling or set point drift

can be applied as a retrofit.

The energy and demand reduction for Data Building using the combinationof all the

different retrofits and set point drift in the office sectionis showninTable 6-16:

TOTALSUMMER SEASON TOTALWINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 620641.13 I 15.78% I 255353.87 I 14.37% I 15.34%
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM I 25.72 I 0.46% I 14.66 I 0.53% I 0.48%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-16: Results: Data Building Office Section - Economiser, evaporative cooler, light
scheduling and set point drift

The energy and demand reduction for Data Building using the combinationof all the

different retrofits andchiller scheduling are shownin Table 6-17:

TOTALSUMMER SEASON TOTALWINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 723355.54 I 18.39% I 282214.82 I 15.88% I 17.61%
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM I 19.61 I 0.35% I 14.66 I 0.53% I 0.47%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-17: Results: Data Building Office Section - Economiser, evaporative cooler, light,fan
and chiller scheduling

As can be expected the chiller scheduling will have the biggest reduction in energy and

demand, since the chillers and fans shut down completely, whereas with set point
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setback the chiller power will only be reduced. The decision on which retrofits to use will 

be with the building owner in accordance to life cycle cost of switching the chillers. 

6.9.3 Ground floor &first floor 

Currently the entire HVAC system of the first floor is operating to supply cooling to a 

vety small section of the floor where telecommunication equipment is located. There 

are plans, however, to move the equipment in the equipment room to another venue. 

There are no definite plans, known by the building facilitators, to reoccupy the floor. 

I n  the event that the equipment remains in place for some time, i t  may be efficient to 

install a dedicated system in the room and permanently switch off the remaining floor 

HVAC system. It is therefore proposed to install a small split-unit air conditioner in the 

equipment room. 

The ground floor area was originally designed as an equipment area. It has an 

installed cooling capacity of 1 000kW. Less than half of the capacity is currently used. 

However, the fan of a down-blow unit cannot be turned off because the large under- 

floor supply pressure causes backflow that causes the fan to turn backwards. If the fan 

is turned on again, the fan and fan motor is placed under strain and could be damaged. 

Therefore, the retrofit proposed is to install a short piece of ducting away from the units 

to lower the amount of backflow because of the high under floor pressure. Only the 

number of required units required to maintaining set point can then be used. 

There are plans to increase capacity in the ground floor area. No savings will then be 

possible since all units will be required. For the simulation, it was assumed that the floor 

is currently operated at half of the heat load, therefore half the units could be switched 

off. 

The combined energy and demand savings for the whole data building (including the 

retrofits on the office section) for the standard retrofits and set point drift for the 

ground and first floors are shown in Table 6-18 and with fan and chiller scheduling 

shown in Table 6-19: 
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TOTAL SUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION
kWh I 1312980.85 I 34:67% I 629650.29 I 35.27% I 34.86%
REDUCTION
MAXIMUM I 1114.27 I 20:47% I 467.02 I 16.96% I 19.29%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-18: Results: Data Building Ground and First Floor-

Economiser, evaporative cooler, light scheduling and set point drift

TOTALSUMMER SEASON TOTAL WINTER ANNUAL

I SEASON REDUCTION

kWh I 1396019.98 I 36~~7% I 693921.73I 38.87% I 37.51%
REDUCTION

MAXIMUM I 1086.82 I 191\:)7% I 467.02 I 16.96% I 18.96%
DEMAND
REDUCTION

Table 6-19: Results: Data Building Ground and First Floor-

Economiser, evaporative cooler,light, fan and chiller scheduling

6.9.4 Lower ground printing section

The lower ground HVACsystem was not designedto make provisionfor the printing

equipment currently installed in the area. The equipment therefore struggles to

maintain the required temperature in the area. In addition, the printing equipment

cannot be switchedoff even during times of no printing. These two facts require the

HVAC system to operate continually and no savings is possible.

6.10 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Time suggested (ldays), Time spent (1 days)

6.10.1 Officesection

Numerous retrofit options and combinations thereof were investigated in the previous

section. The most important financial results are displayed in the following tables. The

cost calculations are based on an active energy cost of 12.01cjkWh, and an MD cost of

R51.51.

Table 6-20 below shows the building electricity cost for the current building simulation

model, and the building simulation with the fixed main coil. From the table it is evident
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that by fixing the cooling coil it will increase the annual building electricity cost. This

repair is howevernecessaryto ensuregood indoorair quality.

Descripton
Current building
Repaircoil 11094889 I-14805 __. ~

Table 6-20: Costof current building operation versuscost of repaired coil

Table 6-21 gives the total energy cost savings pertaining to the office section. The

base-year scenario is the cost of the current building simulation, with the assumption

that the main coil is repaired. The cost of the coil repair is therefore not included in the

price of the retrofits listed, since it will form part of the normal maintenance costs. No

costs were added for scheduling of the lights since this will be part of the BMS.

Annual Electri~ity Cost Savings

Table 6-21: Data building office section electrical cost savings

Table 6-22 shows the financial analysis for the office section retrofits:
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Description I
Simulated I

AnnualCost I % Savings
Annual Cost Savings

Baseyear
I

R1,094,889
Fresh air ratio economiser control R1,086,979 R7,911 1%

Evaporative cooler R1,086,767 R8,123 1%

Night setback/setpoint drift R1,068,565 R26,324 2%

Fan scheduling R1,083,729 Rll,160 1%

Fan and chillers scheduling R1,048,886 R46,003 4%

Combined 1: Economiser, evaporative R1,001,974 R92,916 8%
cooler, setpoint drift and light scheduling

Combined 2: Economiser, evaporative I R983,410 I Rll1,479 I 10%
cooler, fan and chiller scheduling, and
light scheduling
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Table 6-22: Data building financial analysis for the office section retrofits

It can be seen that the economiser and the evaporative cooler retrofits have a very low

percentage saving and high projects cost. These two retrofits are thus not viable

projects on their own.

6.10.2 Ground and first floors

Table 6-23 and Table 6-24 list the financial retrofit simulation resultsof the first floor

and ground floor areas. The base-yearscenario is taken as the current building

operation,without the repairedmainoffice coil. The reasonfor this is that thesespecific

retrofits are not dependanton the correctfunctioningof the mainoffice system.

Annual Electr\city Cost Savings
Simulated Annual Cost Annual Cost

Savings
% Savingsr Description

Baseyear R 1,080,084
First floor R 972,236 R 107,848 10%
Ground floor R 1,005,989 R 74,096 7%

Table 6-23: Data building ground and first floor areas electrical cost savings

J.F. van Rensburg
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Financi1 Analysis

Description Savings Project Direct Discounted Loan rate Net Present
cost Payback Payback (%/year) Value (R)

Period Period
(months) (Months)

Year 3

Freshair ratio R7,911 R200,000 279 100 12.00% R-181,000.27

economisercontrol
Evaporativecooler R8,123 R50,000 49 66 12.00% R-30,490.69

Nightsetback/setpoint R26,324 RO 0 0 12.00% R63,225.47

drift
Fan scheduling R11,160 RO 0 0 12.00% R26,805.23

Fanand chillers R46,003 RO 0 0 12.00% R110,492.45

scheduling
Combined1: R92,916 R250,000 34 41 12.00% R-26,832.17

Economiser,
evaporativecooler,
setpointdrift and light
scheduling
Combined 2: R111,479 R250,000 26 30 12.00% R17,753.53

Economiser,
evaporativecooler,fan
and chillerscheduling,
andJiqht schedulinq
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Table 6-24: Data building financial analysis for the ground and first floor retrofits

6.10.3 Complete building

Table 6-25 and Table6-26 give the resultsof the total combinedretrofits. These include

the first floor and ground floor simulations,as well as the combined office retrofits

taking intoaccount set pointdrift,and fan and chillerschedulingrespectively.

Annual ElectriCity Cost Savings
Description Simulated

Annual Cost

R 1,094,889
R 766,827

Annual Cost
Savings

% Savings

Baseyear
Economiser,evaporativecooler,
setpointdriftand light

.. scheduling

Economiser, evaporative cooler,
fan and chiller scheduling, and
light scheduling

30.0%

30.3%

1!

Table 6-25: Data building- Savings for the combined retrofits for the whole building

Table 6-26: Data building- Financial analysis of the combined retrofits for the whole building
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Financi1 Analysis

Description Savings Project cost Direct Discounted Loan rate Net Present
Payback Payback (%/year) Value (R)
Period Period
(months) (Months)

Year 3
First floor R 107,848 R 50,000 6 6 12% R 209,032

Ground floor R 74,096 R 40,000 7 7 12% R 137,965

Financi1 Analysis
Description Savings Project cost Direct Discounted Loan rate Net

Payback Payback (%/year) Present
Period Period Value (R)
(months) (Months)

Year 3
Economiser, R328,062 R340,OOO 13 14 12.00% R447,949
evaporative cooler,
setpoint drift and light
scheduling
Economiser, R331,519 R340,OOO 13 14 12.00% R456,252
evaporative cooler,
fan and chiller
scheduling, and light
schedulinq
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It is assumed that the schedulingof the equipment willhave zero capital input, as an

existingmaintenancecontract on the BMSwillbe able to implementthese retrofits. For

practicalpurposes, it was assumed that capitalcosts wouldbe covered bya loanwithan

interest rate of 12% p.a.

In Table 4-14 the annual kWh reduction for the combined retrofits were shown. The

DSMeffect of the combinedretrofitsis calculatedinTable4-17 below:

In Chapter 1 it was shownthat a guidelinepricefor fundingof EnergyEfficiencyprojects

is R1.6 million/MW.The minimumkWlimitfor DSMapproval is also 500 kW.The total

DSM effect on the Data building is 225 kW and thus less than the minimum

requirementsfor EskomDSMfunding[2].

6.11 REPORT GENERATION

Timesuggested (1 day), Timespent (1 days)

Generatingthe final report is made easy with the new simulationsoftware. Allthe results,

projects steps and detail about each step were exported into the word processor

environment.The auditor can simplyedit the report to ensure that all informationexpected

by the client is includedin the report. The other advantage is that the reportingformat will

be consistentbetween differentauditorsand differentbuildings.

6.12 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this case study was to evaluate the new ESCOanalysis procedure on a

medium-sizedcommercialand data facilitywithdifferentindependentHVACsystems.

The ESCOanalysis procedure took longer than initiallyanticipated. The delays were once

again caused by the long time to obtain data on the buildingdesign. The total project time
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was 19 days compared with the 15 days initially planned. It was shown previously that a 

typical ESCO audits took 45 days for a building of 10 000m2 [3] The audit time for the new 

ESCO procedure is thus still significantly less than previous ESCO procedures. 

It was seen during the verification phase that the building simulation was very accurate, 

even with the reduced data requirements of the new procedure. The simulation software 

accurately represented the HVAC system operation and was successful in simulating the 

centralised HVAC system. 

I n  the retrofit simulation the repair of the cooling coil increased the annual energy 

consumption. Although this is against the aims of the ESCO analysis, the primary focus 

should always be to ensure good indoor air quality (IAQ) and to operate according to the 

service level agreements (SLA). I t  was proven that the simulation model could be used to 

simulate repair of HVAC equipment as part of retrofits. The advantage of simulating retrofits 

is that the cooling coil repair was simulated, and than the other retrofits was applied. 

The TFMC maintenance person that assisted with the project would have been able to 

perform the ESCO procedure if properly trained. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

7.1 EVALUATION OF UNIQUE AND NOVEL CONTRIBUTIONS 

The new procedure developed in this thesis was applied to several case studies, in order to 

verify that the objectives outlined at the beginning have actually been achieved. It was 

shown that the new ESCO procedure fully addresses the specific requirements of 

telecommunication facilities. Some of the specific outcomes of the new procedure will be 

discussed by comparing the results of the case studies with the objectives of the study. 

Feasible for a large and diverse portfolio of buildings 

Due to the fact that the ESCO procedure is embedded in a procedure and software 

tools, the procedure can be used by multiple teams. These teams can be trained to use 

the procedure and implement ESCO investigations in parallel, to evaluate the potential 

on the large amount of buildings in the portfolio. 

In  the three case studies, the procedure was also applied to five different types and 

sizes of building: . TTS (24000 m2): Offices, File server room, Cafeteria, Limited telecommunication 

equipment 

TIN (21 000 m2): Offices, Gym, Restaurant and Conference venues 

l T E  (12 000 m'): Offices 

Annex (6500 m2): Offices, Call-Centre . DATA Building (7000 m2): Commercial facility and telecommunication equipment 

The types and sizes of buildings included in this study did not provide any problems 

when the ESCO procedure was implemented. 

Reduced audit times 

The audited times were evaluated to prove that the time taken to perform an ESCO 

analysis on any type of buildings is drastically reduced, when compared with existing 

ESCO procedures. A summary of the implementation times for the different case studies 

is shown in Table 7-1. It can be seen that although certain steps took longer than 
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initially planned, the total audit period was still significantly less when compared with

previous procedures.

Table 7-1: Summary of implementation periods

* Based on 45 days for a building of 10 000m2 as shown in the literature study.

Improved data capturing procedure

A new data capturing procedurewas introducedthat ensuresthat no unnecessarydata

is captured. The data capturing tool, and pre-defining the data that needs to be

acquired,ensuresthat a minimumamountof time is spenton data collection.It is noted

that obtainingthe input data can havea seriouseffect on the speedof the process.

As can be seen in Table 7-1, Step 2 (Gather preliminary building information) and Step 5

(On-site detail measurements) caused delays in the case study ESCOprocedure. These

delays were caused by delays in obtaining information from maintenance personnel.

Although the data capturing procedure worked very well, the supply of data from

external sources should be proactively managed to ensure that data is received in time.
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Audit Steps

I TIS

TIN Data
24 000 m2 40 000 m2 7 000 m2

Planned Actual Planned Actual Planned ActuaI

Step 1: Determinewhich building - j - - - - -
to audit

Step 2: Gather preliminary 5 8 12 15 3 5

building information
Step 3: Walkthrough visit to 4 4 5 4 2 2"
building
Step 4: Customise data 2 2 3 3 1 ,

acquisition software
Step 5: On-site detail 5 5 10 15 3 t:..

measurements

Step 6: Configure building 2 2 3 2 2 2

simulation model

Step 7: Calibrate building 2 2 3 3 2 2

simulation

Step 8: Verify building simulation 2 2 3 2 2 2
I

Step 9: Retrofit simulations 3 3 4 4 3 4
I

Step 10: Financial analysis 1 3 3 3 1 1

Step 11: Generate final report 2 1 3 1 1 1

New procedure: Calendar 23 27 40 46 15 19

Days
Previous methods: Calendar 108 180 32

days
*

..
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The successful implementation of the ESCO procedure is very dependant on the proper 

functioning of the HVAC and control systems. When these systems are not operational, 

calibration data may be inaccurate. It happened in the TTN complex audit that the 

failures on the BMS meant that design and commissioning data had to be used as inputs 

to the process. 

Simulate different configuration of HVAC systems found in telecommunication 

facilities. 

A new simplified simulation model was used in the new ESCO procedure to accurately 

simulate most HVAC system configurations found in the telecommunication facilities. 

During this study the following HVAC system types were successfully configured in the 

new procedure. This means that the templates available in the procedure were adequate 

to represent the different systems: 

T E  HVAC: Multi-zone, Centralised chiller plant (water cooled), VAV and CAV 

T N  complex HVAC: Multi-zone, Centralised chiller plant (water cooled), Ice 

plant, Shared chilled water circuit (three buildings), VAV 

Data building HVAC: Multi-zone, four independent cooling plants (water and air 

cooled), VAV and CAV 

Simplified but accurate simulation of building model 

Novel simulation software was introduced that can accurately simulate the integrated 

building operations. The possible number of building zones was reduced to seven zones 

by grouping similar areas together to simplify the simulation model. 

The calibration and verification of results was very good for the T S  and the Data 

building and it can be concluded that the buildings' operations were successfully 

simulated. On the TTN complex the calibration results for a Weekday, Saturday and 

Sunday had the same load shape but not within the required range to classify the l T N  

complex building model as accurate. The reason for the inaccuracy was that design and 

commissioning data was used for the simulation due to breakdowns on the HVAC and 

BMS systems. This proves the need for actual system measurements and the proper 

operation of the HVAC system when the audit is conducted. 
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Perform retrofit simulations 

Retrofit options specifically suited for telecommunication facilities were developed and 

tested with the integrated building simulation model. Once the simulation model has 

been verified the different retrofits and combinations thereof can be simulated. On the 

three case studies numerous retrofits were listed and evaluated. The retrofits with the 

maximum possible savings for each case study are shown below: 

TTS: Economiser enthalpy control, evaporative coolers, fan & light scheduling- 

21% savings 

TTN complex: Energy efficient lighting and scheduling- 36% savings 

Data building: Econorniser enthalpy control, evaporative coolers, chiller & light 

scheduling- 30% savings 

From the literature study it was suggested that savings of 30% can be achieved through 

improved control and retrofits to new and existing building. The retrofit results for this 

study compares well to this guideline. 

Determine DSM potential 

The new ESCO procedure quantifies the contribution and the feasibility of the retrofits 

according to the DSM programme criteria. The retrofits on TE and Data building was 

considered to be feasible DSM project, but for TTN additional funding would have to 

provide by the telecommunications company to make it a viable DSM funded project. 

Financial evaluation 

The integrated ESCO procedure automatically performs the financial evaluation of the 

retrofits. Since all these software modules are integrated, the simulated saving from 

the retrofits are automatically imported into this modules and the financial analysis 

done. The results of the financial analysis of the different case studies are shown in each 

case study. The capital costs for the financial evaluation of each retrofit should be 

requested well in advance as to not delay the process as was the case for the ITS audit. 
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Results are integrated into a standard reporting format 

Results are integrated into a standardised reporting format that is easy to understand. A 

template is generated to which all of the simulation and financial results are exported 

into a word processor format. This allows the ESCO to document the findings of the 

audit in much less time and in understandable format. 

Lower qualified personnel 

It was concluded that lower qualified and less experienced personnel could be used to 

perform the new ESCO procedures, than with traditional ESCO procedures. It would 

actually be beneficial if the maintenance personnel themselves could perform the data 

capturing of the new ESCO procedure since they are already familiar with the building 

operations. The process would even be completed in a shorter time period since they 

would have a thorough knowledge of the building and HVAC system and would not have 

to spend time to explain the detail HVAC layout and operation to the ESCO. 

During the studies we worked very closely with the maintenance personnel. The 

maintenance personnel, if properly trained, would have been able to perform all the 

building audits in the case studies, except for the problems that were experienced at 

TTN. The latter actually falls outside the requirements of an ESCO procedure. 

It was proven through implementation that the new ESCO procedure is successful in solving 

the unique problems experienced in performing ESCO analyses for telecommunications 

facilities. Valuable insight into the problems that can occur during the ESCO process was 

highlighted. 

7.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE PROCEDURE AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

ENHANCEMENT 

I n  the Telkom SA building portfolio there are standard types of HVAC systems that can be 

pre-configured for the different HVAC system types. It is thus suggested that standard 

templates for each type of HVAC system be preconfigured, to further simplify the 

customisation of templates before the wide scale use of the ESCO procedure. 
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The very short timeframe proposed by the protocol does not leave much room for 

debugging, if i t  is required. Therefore, when you cannot calibrate the building after the 

measurements were taken, the specified timeframe of the protocol would most likely be 

exceeded, in order to pinpoint the problem. 

It is a concern that the auditor might have trouble in operating the solhare and 

troubleshoot the simulation if problems occur. A suggestion would be to have maintenance 

personnel perform the data capturing and have an experienced auditor build up the 

simulation model and perform the retrofit analysis. 

The measurements required by the program do not include the logging of detailed demand 

loads for any equipment units. Experience has shown that the system components do not 

always operate on the schedule or control that is obtained from the building maintenance 

officer. By not measuring the equipment units in detail, one could make mistakes in 

simulating the realistic operation of the system. This could lead to calibration and 

verification problems. 

The ESCO audit procedure attempts to automate the process as much as possible. External 

information is however still required from the building owner or maintenance personnel. I f  

this information is not available, or it takes a long time to get hold of the information this will 

delay the process. It is advised that the required information be requested well in advance, 

before the ESCO procedure actually starts. 

7.3 RECOMMENDAllONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

The procedure was evaluated on large telecommunication facilities due to their complexity, 

big savings opportunity (Step 1 in the audit procedure) and long audit times usually involved 

on large facilities. I n  the study the recommended audit times for smaller buildings are 

shown. The procedure should be implemented on these smaller facilities to verify the audit 

times, and to evaluate the feasibility of retrofits and possible savings. 

It is concluded in the study that trained personnel from the facility management company 

would be able to perform the new ESCO procedure. The relevant personnel should be 

trained and allowed to perform the new procedure to test if the facility management 

company would be able to act as the ESCO in the telecommunication environment. 
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Valuable information is collected as part of the new ESCO procedure. The ESCO procedure 

should be expanded to calculate inefficiencies of equipment. One calculation that would be 

very valuable is the coefficient of performance (COP) of equipment. I f  the data capturing 

procedure is repeated at regular time intervals, the procedure would indicate deterioration of 

equipment performance. The data capturing procedure can be incorporated into the planned 

maintenance programme to assist in identifying problem areas. It is often difficult to 

motivate funding for repairs that are not critical to operations but that might be wasting 

energy. A quick simulation can be run to simulate and motivate the savings of a repair. 

I n  Telkom SA the baseline audit programme is also being implemented. The aim of this 

programme is to evaluate what would happen should a critical failure occur within a building. 

A typical situation is when the building loses AC power and the standby generator does not 

start. This situation is re-enacted to determine how long it will take before equipment starts 

shutting down due to high temperatures. It has happened that due to these tests critical 

failures occurred, and revenue was lost. The simulation model could be used to simulate the 

effect of failures in building systems, and should be investigated. 

Reduced energy usage will result in less maintenance costs and better reliability of 

equipment in critical environments like telecommunication facilities. It can be recommended 

that facility management companies/building owners should incorporate these new ESCO 

procedures as part of their operations. 

The suggested retrofits should be implemented and results compared to simulated values. 

This will provide credibility to the procedure and prove the value-add to operators of 

telecommunications facilities. 
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8. APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: TELKOM SA ENERGY POLICY 

SCOPE 

To pave the way for the implementation of a comprehensive energy management 

programme in accordance with the company's environmental policies and strategic 

objectives. The document defines: 

The company's position on energy optimisation and reduction through an Energy 

Policy Statement 

The primary and specific objectives of the policy. 

Applicable documentation 

Telkom's Environmental Policy. 

energy policy statement 

Telkom SA is committed to managing its energy utilisation and available energy 

resources with the purpose of optimising operations in accordance with environmental 

and strategy obligations, and consequently providing the best possible service to its 

customers, whilst minimising impact on the environment. 

PRIMARY objectives 

Two primary objectives are identified: 

Strateaic Obiectives 

Reduce the annual utility costs. 

Environmental Obliaations 

Telkom's Environmental Policy states that, 'when possible we wish to limit negative 

impacts on the environment and enhance the benefits of our activities". 
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Accordingly, the company is committed to ensuring that its operations are 

conducted with optimal energy efficiency, and hence making a sustained 

contribution to lowering carbon dioxide (COz) emissions, and the conservation of 

fossil fuels. 

SPECIFIC objectives 

The specific objectives of the policy are to ensure: 

The continued and sustainable implementation of an energy management 

programme. 

Sound management of the supply and demand of all available energy resources. 

Sound energy management techniques and principles are applied to the energy 

utilisation of all energy consuming equipment and their respective configurations. 

All energy consumption is accounted for. 

The optimal usage and implementation of energy through promotion and energy 

awareness to all users. 

The above objectives are to be achieved with the explicit purpose of reducing the 

company's energy consum~tion, demand and exoenditure, without negatively impacting 

on operations. 

Safety, Health and Environmental Management (SHE) 

All references to applicable Safety, Health and Environmental Legislation, Policy, 

Procedures, Standards and Guidelines must be referred to within this section. Particular 

attention must be given to the Telkom Incident Prevention Plan and the reduction of 

risks to ensure a workplace conducive to Safe, Health and Environmentally. 

htt~:Ilwww,she.webfarm.telkom.co.zaL 

OHSA: All procedures must conform to the Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 

1993. 

Environment: All procedures and waste management must conform to the National 

Environment Management Act 107 of 1998. 
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Telkom's Environmental Policy 

Telkom's vision is to become an internationally competitive, world-class 

telecommunications company. 

The realisation of this vision through the expansion of our telecommunications network 

provides an environmentally acceptable mode of communication; facilitating paperless 

messaging and contributing to the sustainable financial growth and development of our 

country. 

When possible we wish to limit negative impacts on the environment and enhance the 

benefits of our activities. Telkom is committed to minimising its impact on the 

environment by: 

Complying with the requirements of all-relevant environmental laws and 

regulations. 

Continuously improving our environmental performance, taking into account, 

technical developments, scientific understanding, customer needs and 

community expectations. 

Integrating environmental considerations into planning activities and business 

decisions by implementing an environmental management system. 

Conducting environmental education and awareness programmes to enable our 

employees to implement our environmental policy. 

Striving to reduce raw material consumption, minimising pollution and the 

generation of waste by promoting appropriate recovery, reuse and recycling of 

used material. 

Contributing to the development of relevant legislative measures with respect to 

the protection of the environment. 

Establishing effective communication on relevant environmental issues within the 

organisation and with external parties. 

Promoting the adoption of this policy by contractors and suppliers acting on our 

behalf, and where appropriate by binding them contractually to comply with 

relevant environmental laws. 

Allocating the appropriate resources within our company to give effect to this 

policy. 
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APPENDIX B: TFMC ENERGY POLICY 

TFMC views on energy and its effective management 

TFMC recognises that energy consumption of electricity, etc. represents a large 

controllable cost in its operations and that there are both environmental and financial 

benefits associated with increasing energy efficiency. 

TFMC also recognises that well designed and efficiently managed setvices not only result 

in energy savings, but also in an improved availability and more comfortable working 

environment for technical and commercial facilities. 

TFMC therefore, promote the efficient use of energy in order to reduce costs and the 

emissions of carbon dioxide (C02) and also the conservation of fossil fuels. 

Policy Statement on energy and its effective management 

TFMC is responsible for ensuring that its operation is conducted with optimal energy 

efficiency and environmental effective setvices. 

It will therefore seek to: 

Ensure that energy efficiency improvement programs become an integral part of 

the corporate strategy; 

Rally to the cause and provide full support and enthusiastic participation; 

Applying good energy management practices to reduce the consumption of 

electricity, lower the demand for electricity and consequently reduce emissions 

from thermal electrical power generating; 

Improving the company's as well as the customer's financial performance 

through energy savings. 

Implementation Statement: 

Short-Term Objectives (within 3 years) 

Implement energy efficiency improvement and emissions reduction measures through 

the following focus areas: 
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0 To gain control at own and contracted facilities over energy consumption by 

reviewing and improving the relevant operating, motivation and training 

practices; 

To provide sustainable savings through improved maintenance and hardware 

configuration management; 

To invest in a rolling programme of energy optimisation measures which will 

achieve maximum returns on investment; 

To ensure that new facilities, plant and equipment are designed to be energy 

efficient; 

To ensure refurbishment of existing facilities, plant and equipment are optimised 

to be energy efficient; 

To establish and maintain management information system which allows 

effective decision making on energy efficient measures; 

To establish effective energy awareness campaigns aimed at own and customer 

staff. 

Long-Term Objectives 

To achieve award winning "Carbon points" through the significant reduction of 

the amount of pollution, particularly C02 emissions, caused by energy 

consumption; 

To achieve annual targets set for energy consumption, which will meet or exceed 

nationally agreed benchmarks; 

To reduce, where possible the dependence on fossil fuels through the use of 

ambient and renewable energy; 

Provide energy efficient building index classification for own and customer 

facilities. 
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APPENDIX C: DATA REQUIREMENTS OF NEW ESCO PROCEDURE 

The energy management opportunities are discussed in Chapter 3.6. Some of the underlying 

data that is required for the ESCO analysis is shown below: 

Verification of municipal meter calibration, meter type and tariff structure 

Physical address 

Building name . Electrical tariff & rates 

Actual measurements form the main metering panel 

Municipal meter number 

Meter type: thermal or digital meter 

Power factor correction 

Note if power factor is installed 

Power factor readings (kVA) 

Lighting upgrade . Number of lights, type and power rating should be captured . The operating hours should be captured 

Control of internal building loads 

Electrical equipment such as number of people, PCs, hot water boilers, ovens 

etc. should be recorded. The ratings, quantity and operating hours should be 

quantified. 

I n  telecommunication exchanges the rectifiers feed the power to the 

telecommunication equipments. To quantify the power drawn by this equipment 

the power drawn from the rectifiers as well as the efficiency of the rectifiers are 

required. This used to quantify the building heat load for the building simulation, 

but cannot be controlled. 

Verify temperature set pointr 

HVAC system type should be recorded . Current temperature set points of the different zones should be captured 
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Design of WAC system layout should be recorded (might have changed from the 

initial design) 

HVAC operational data for building the HVAC simulation model 

Using Free Cooling SYSTEMS . Location of free cooling (economiser) systems in the building 

Design of the equipment 

Operational state of the equipment 

Verify control system operation 

Control philosophy of the HVAC system 

Operational state of control systems (actuators, valves, sensors etc.) 

Replacement of HVAC systems 

Simulation of existing building using information captured during the building 
audit 

Detail of new design 

Updated simulation to include new equipment 

HVAC equipment information 

The detail component information for the water and air circuit is discussed in 

Appendix D. 
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APPENDIX D: DETAIL ON THE USE OF DATA ACQUISITION INTERFACES

BUILDING ZONE

The PDAloggerzone inputscreen is displayedinthe followingfigure:

III ZO~C(1) L8J

Add Edit Copy Zone

Description

I>irMnsions

StnJCtUre

11
- InttrnGIHeat Generation

I Control

Description: To enter a descriptivezone name clickthe DESCRIPTIONbutton and

enter a name in the providedtext box.

Dimensions: To enter all the importantbuildingdimensionsclickon the DIMENSIONS

button and completethe zone dimensionsinput interface.

Structure: To enter the buildingconstructionclick on the STRUCTUREbutton and

completeall the zone structure input interfaces.

Internal heat generation: To enter internal heat sources (lights, computers, people,

etc.) into the buildingzone clickon the INTERNALHEATGENERATIONBUTTONand

completethe input interface.

Control: To specifythe zone controlset points (temperature, RH,air flow)clickon the

CONTROLbutton and completethe interfaces.

Dimensions

The PDAdata zone dimensionsscreen is displayedinthe followingfigure:
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- lor:e mxm'

Z_l>imensions

th woJI1e!l9th ~m
,ternalfloor&storey ~m'

'r ofstoreys C=:JJ
eightofstorey ~m

TotinternalwoJIlen9thc::!]mI. BuiIdin9 orientation >- 0 !

North wall length: This is the length of the wall facing north. The user can obtain

this informationon-site by measurement, or alternatively directly from the building

drawings. (Thisis the total zone north wall length.)

Internal floor area: This is the internalfloorarea of the zone. This can be calculated

from measurements made on-site, or alternativelydirectlyfromthe buildingplans. (This

is the internalfloorarea per storey (level)for buildingzones with more than one storey

(level).)

Number of storeys: This is the numberof floorlevelsper buildingzone.

Height of storey: This is the height of one storey from the floorto the ceiling. The

height can be measured on-site or taken fromthe buildingplans.

Total internal wall length: This is the total lengthof all the wallsinsidethe zone that

do not form part of the zone boundaries (North, East, South, West wall). This

informationcan be foundon-site, or fromthe buildingplans.

Building orientation: This informationcan be entered in two ways. Firstlyas a

positivevalue, measured clockwisefrom north, zero at north, to +450. Alternativelyas

a negative value, measured anti-clockwisefrom north, zero at north, to -450. The

informationis usuallyobtainedfrom buildingplans, but can also be measured on-site.

Structure

The PDAdata logger main zone structure and surface structure screens are displayedin

the followingfigure:
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Z_Structwe

North WoII . Roof

EastWall . Internal'NoD

WestWoII . IntermFloor

SouthWoII. GroundFloor

North Wall
Construction >
200mm Concrete Cast

Facade Exoosure >

fuR Exposure
I. Percent_ Windows>
I ~ Window

Percentage Shodin9 >
~ Shade

Window Type >
Clear

CoIour~i9ht B .0:

Zone structure: To specify the constructionof each surface type displayed on the

interface click on the respective surface type (North wall, East wall, etc) button and

completethe inputs.

Construction: The user can choose a surface constructionfrom a predefinedsurface

database. To select a constructiontype clickon the CONSTRUCTIONbutton and select

a type fromthe menu.

Facade exposure: To specifythe exteriorexposureof the surface clickon the FACADE

EXPOSUREbutton and select either exposed to the climate or to another adjacent

buildingzone.

Percentage windows: This is the windowarea as a percentage of the total surface

area. To specifythe percentage clickon the PERCENTAGEWINDOWbutton and select

one of the optionsfrom the menu.

Percentage shading: This is the shaded area as a percentage of the total window

area. To specifythis percentage clickon the PERCENTAGESHADINGbutton and select

one of the optionsfromthe menu.

Window type: The user can choose a windowtype from a predefineddatabase. To

selecta typeclickon the WINDOWTYPEbuttonandselecta typefromthe menu.

Colour: This is the exterior colourof the surface. To specifya colour select one from

the drop-downlist box.
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Internal heat generation

The PDAdata logger internal heat generation screens are displayed in the following

figure:

Zone(1) mxEf

Peak occupancy: This is the typicalmaximumnumber of people inside the building

zone at the same time. To specifythe number of people enter the value into the text

box.

Human activity: This is the typical activityof the people inside the buildingzone.

Specifythe activityby selectingone fromthe menu.

Lights: Here the user can specifythree types of lightingfixtures. Enter the type, load

and numberof each fixture.

Other: Here the user can specifythree types of other internal loads (computers, lifts,

etc.). Entera description,loadand numberof each type.

Control

The PDAdata loggerzone controlscreens are displayedinthe followingfigure:
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MinTemp ~
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Temperature control: This is the zone temperature control range. The system will

control (when the air-conditioning schedule is active) the zone temperature between the

entered minimum and maximum temperature inputs.

RH control: This is the zone relative humidity (RH) control range. The system will

control (when the air-conditioningscheduleis active) the zone RHbetweenthe entered

minimumand maximumRHinputs.

Volume flow: Here the user can either select constant air volume or variable air

volume. Variableair volume meansthe indoor temperature is controlled by supplyair

dampersin the buildingzone. The userwill haveto specifythe minimumand maximum

air flow to the building zone. The user can either obtain these flow values from the

designspecificationsor measureit on-site.

Maximum flow: This is the air flow rate to the building zone measuredat 100%

cooling load. This meansall the supplyair control dampersmust be 100% open. To

createthis scenariolowersthe zoneset point or warm-up the control sensor.

Minimum flow: This is the air flow rate to the building zone measuredat 100%

heating load. This meansall the supplyair control dampersmust be at their minimum

flow position. To create this scenario increasethe zone set point or cool down the

control sensor.

AIR-CIRCUIT

The PDAdata logger component selection screens are displayed in the following figure:
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Air-circuit:To add a component to the air-circuit, select the air-circuit option and then

the component of your choice from the air-circuit list box. The user can now add, edit,

copy and delete components to/from the list for each respective component type.

Cooling coil

The PDAdata logger cooling coil screen is displayed in the following figure:

All the cooling coil inputs must be given at 100% cooling load. This means no water

must bypassthe coil. The usercan obtain the coolingcoil inputs either from the design

specifications or measure it on-site. To create this 100% load scenario for

measurement,lower the control set point or heat-up the control sensorand wait until

steadystate conditionsare reached. Measurenowthe requiredinputs. Remember all

the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Inlet air temperature: This is the inlet air temperatureof the cooling coil at 100%

coolingload.

Inlet air RH: This is the inlet air relativehumidity of the coolingcoil at 100% cooling
load.

Outlet air temperature: This is the outlet air temperature of the cooling coil at

100% cooling load.

Outlet air RH: This is the outlet air relative humidity of the cooling coil at 100%

coolingload.
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Air mass flow: This is the air mass flow through the coolingcoil at 100% cooling

load.

Inlet water temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the coolingcoilat

100%coolingload.

Outlet water temperature: This is the outlet water temperature of the coolingcoil

at 100%coolingload.

Number of units: This is the number of coils with the same thermal characteristics

and controlstrategy configuredin parallel.

Control: This is the controlstrategy of the coolingcoil. Herethe user can either select

zone temperature or supplytemperature. Zonetemperature means the coilcapacitywill

be controlled to maintain a constant zone indoor air temperature. The supply

temperature option willimplythat the coilcapacity is controlledto maintaina constant

coilleavingair temperature.

Heating coil

The PDAdata loggerheatingcoilscreen is displayedinthe followingfigure:

Allthe heating coil inputs must be given at 100% heating load. This means no water

must bypass the coil. The user can obtain the heating coil inputseither fromthe design

specifications or measure it on-site. To create this 100% load scenario for

measurement, increase the control set point or cool down the controlsensorandwait
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until steady state conditions are reached. Measure now the required inputs. 

Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit). 

Inlet air temperature: This is the inlet air temperature of the heating coil at 100% 

heat load. 

Outlet air temperature: This is the outlet air temperature of the heating coil at 

100% heat load. 

Air mass flow: This is the air mass flow through the heating coil at 100% cooling 

load. 

Inlet water temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the heating coil at 

100% heat load. 

Outlet water temperature: This is the outlet water temperature of the heating coil 

at 100% heat load. 

Number of unim This is the number of coils with the same thermal characteristics 

and control strategy configured in parallel. 

Control: This is the control strategy of the heating coil. Here the user can either select 

zone temperature or supply temperature. Zone temperature means the coil capacity will 

be controlled to maintain a constant zone indoor air temperature. The supply 

temperature option will imply that the coil capacity is controlled to maintain a constant 

coil leaving air temperature. 

Evaporative cooler 

The PDA data logger evaporative cooler screen is displayed in the following figure: 
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... [v~pordtive coo... aX

Description: .
Efficiency:180 I"

Numberof units:~
<onU'oI:~

Efficiency: Evaporative efficiencies range between 75% and 85%.

Efficiency = (Tdb,in-Tdb,out)/(Tdb,in-Twb,in)*100

Tdb - Dry bulb temperature f q
Twb - Wet bulb temperature f c)

in - Inlet air condition

out - outlet air condition

Number of units: This is the number of coolers with the same thermal characteristics

and control strategy configured in parallel.

Control: This is the control strategy of the cooler. Here the user can either select zone

temperature or none. Zone temperature means the cooler capacity will be controlled to

maintain a constant zone air leaving temperature. The none option will imply that the

cooler is always at 100% load when active.

Fan

The PDAdata loggerfan screenis displayedin the followingfigure:
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All the fan inputs must be given at maximum air flow. This means all the supply air 

control dampers must be 100% open. The user can obtain the fan inputs either from 

the design specifications (fan curve) or measure it on-site. To create this maximum air 

flow scenario for measurement, lower the control set point or heat-up the control sensor 

and wait until steady state conditions are reached. Measure now the required inputs. 

Remember all the inputc are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit). 

Powerinput: This is the electrical power input of the fan at maximum air flow. 

Airmass flow: This is the air flow through the fan at maximum air flow. 

Airpmure: This is the total pressure difference over the fan at maximum air flow. 

Airpressure = (P + 0.5~$)out - (P + 0.5pJ)in 

P - Static air pressure (Pa) 

p - Air density (kg/n?) 

v - Average air speed (m/s) 

Air pressure calculation for constant air volume systems: 

Air pressure = (Power*Eff*l OOO)/air mass flow 

Eff = 0.85(motor eficiencyl*O. 7(hn eficienq) 

Number of units: This is the number of fans with the same thermal characteristia 

and control strategy configured in parallel. 

Control: This is the control strategy of the fan. Here the user can either select 

constant RPM or VSD constant pressure. Constant RPM means the fan will always 

operate at a constant RPM. VSD or frequency control at a constant pressure implies that 

the fan's RPMs will be controlled to maintain a constant total pressure over the fan. 

Fresh air ratio 

The PDA data logger fresh air ratio screen is displayed in the following figure: 
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Minimum % fresh air: This is the minimumamount of fresh air as a percentage of

the total air suppliedto the buildingzone. This means the fresh air dampers must be at

their minimumsetting (economisercontrol). The user can either obtain this value from

the design specificationsor measure it on-site. To create this minimum% fresh air

scenarioheat-up the fresh air controlsensor.

% minimum fresh air = (return-airtemp - mix air temp)j(return-airtemp - fresh air

temp)*100

Control: This is the control strategy of the fresh and return-air dampers. Here the

user can either select constant fresh air, economiser,C02or occupancy.

Constant fresh air- No damper control (no economiser)

Economiser-controlwith a specifiedminimumfresh air setting.

Occupancy- Economisercontrol with a specifiedminimumfresh air setting when

the buildingzone is occupied and a zero minimumfresh air setting when the

buildingis unoccupied.

C02- Economisercontrol integrated with C02control to keep the buildingzone

withinits C02levels(700 ppm C02above the outside C02level)

Cut-offcondition: This is the conditionused to determine if outside air can be used for

coolingor not. Outsideair is onlyused for coolingwhen the outside air cut off condition
is lowerthan the zone return-aircut offcondition.
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Temperature only - Outsideair is used for cooling when the outside air temperature

is below the zone return-air temperature.

Enthalpy only - Outside air is used for cooling when the outside air enthalpy is

below the zone return-air enthalpy.

Temparute and enthalpy - Outside air is used for cooling when the outside air

enthalpyand temperatureare belowthe zone return-airenthalpyand temperature.

Heater

The PDAdata logger heater screen is displayed in the following figure:

Description: IHeot

P_lnput 110 pew

Numberof~~.1I:::J
(ontrot~

,ply temp set poIntJ30 It(

Power input: This is the electrical power input of the heater at 100% load. This

meansall the heating elementsmust be active. The user can obtain this input either

from the designspecificationsor measureit on-site. To create this 100% load scenario

for measurement,increasethe control set point or cool down the control sensor and

wait until steady state conditions are reached. Measure now the power input.

Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Number of units: This is the numberof heater bankswith the samecontrol strategy

configuredin parallel.

Control: This is the control strategy of the heater. Here the user can either select

zonetemperatureor supplytemperature. Zonetemperaturemeansthe heatercapacity

will be controlled to maintain a constant zone indoor air temperature. The supply

temperature option will imply that the heater capacity is controlled to maintain a

constantheater leavingair temperature.
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WATER-CIRCUIT

The PDAdata loggercomponentselectionscreen is displayedin the followingfigure:

<omponent fist

,No components

Water-circuit: To add a componentto the water-circuit,select the water-circuitoption

and then the componentof yourchoicefrom the water-circuitlistbox. The usercan

now add, edit, copy and delete components to/from the list for each respective

componenttype.

Cooling Tower

The PDAdata logger cooling tower screen is displayed in the following figure:

Allthe coolingtower inputs must be given at 100% coolingload. This means no water

must bypass the coolingtower. The user can obtain the coolingtower inputs either

from the design specificationsor measure it on-site. To create this 100% load scenario

for measurement, switch the cooling tower fans off and let the leaving water

temperature rises with a few degrees (g C). Switchthe fans back on and wait until
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steady state conditionsare reached. Measurenowthe requiredinputs. Remember all

the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Inlet water temperature: This is the inletwater temperature of the coolingtower at

100% load.

Outlet water temperature: This is the outlet water temperature of the cooling

tower at 100% load.

Water mass flow rate: This is the outlet water temperature of the coolingtower at

100% load.

Inlet air temperature: Thisis the inletair temperature of the coolingtower at 100%

load. This means no water must bypass the coolingtower.

Inlet air RH: Thisis the inletair relativehumidityof the coolingtower at 100% load.

Power input: This is the electricalpower input of the coolingtower fan at maximum
air flow. Thismeans all the fans must be active.

Temperature set point: This is the control set point of the cooling tower water

leavingtemperature.

Number of units: This is the number of cooling towers with the same thermal

characteristicsand controlstrategy configuredin parallel.

Pump

The PDAdata loggerpumpscreen is displayedin the followingfigure:

... Pump aX

Descriptioft:I~

P_input~
IUnberofunlu:~
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Power input: This is the electricalpower input of the pump when in operation. The

usercaneither obtain this valuefrom the designspecifications(pump curve)or measure

it on-site. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than

one unit).

Number of units: This is the number of pumps with the same performance

characteristicsand control strategyconfiguredin parallel.

Chiller

The PDAdata loggerchiller screenis displayedin the followingfigure:

All the chiller inputs must be given at 100% load. The user can either obtain the

required inputs form the design specificationsor measure it on-site. To create this

100% load scenario,switch the chilleroff and let the chilledwater temperatureheat-up

with a few degrees (50~ Switch it now back on and measureall the required inputs

when steadystate is reached. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per

unit if more than one unit).

Cooling capacity: This is the cooling capacity of the chiller at 100% load.

Cooling capacity(kW) = Mevap*(4.2)*(Tevap,in - Tevap,out)

Tevap,in -Evaporator inlet water temperature (0C)

T Tevap,out - Evaporator leaving water temperature (0C)

Mevap - Evaporator water mass flow (1/5)
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Or for air cooled chiller (100% load):

Cooling capacity = (Heat rejected by condenser) - (compressor power*O.85)

Heat rejected by condenser = condenser air mass f/ow(kgjs)*(condenser air

temperature out - condenser air temperature in)

Or for water cooled chiller (100% load):

Cooling capacity = (Heat rejected by cooling tower) - (compressor*O.85)

Heat rejected by coolingtower = cooling tower air mass f/ow(kgjs)*(cooling tower air

enthalpy out - cooling tower air enthalpy in)

Compressor power: This is the compressor power of the chiller at 100% load.

Evaporator set point: This is the evaporator leaving water temperature at set point.

Number of units: This is the number of chillers with the same performance

characteristicsand operatingstrategyconfiguredin seriesor parallel.

Select type: Here the user can either select air cooled or water cooled. When air

cooled is selectedenter the ambient air temperature at the condenserand for water

cooledthe condenserleavingwater temperature. The user can either obtain this value

from the designspecificationsor measureit on-site.

Heat pump

The PDAdata logger heat pump screen is displayed in the following figure:

Ao!ler heat pump aX
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All the heat pump inputs must be given at 100% load. The user can either obtain the 

required inputs from the design specifications or measure it on-site. To create this 

100% load scenario, switch the heat pump off and let the hot water temperature cool 

down with a few degrees (50c Switch it now back on and measure all the required 

inputs when steady state is reached. Remember all the inputs are for one unit 

only (per unit if more than one unit). 

Heatingcapacity: This is the heating capacity of the heat pump at 100% load. 

Heating load (kW) = Mcon*(4.2)*(Tcon,out - Tcon, in) 

Tcon,in - Condenser inlet water temperature ("0 
T con,out - Condenser leaving water temperature ("0 
Mcon - Condenser water mass flow (Vs) 

Or for air m l e d  heatpump (100% load): 

Heating capacity = (Heat absorbed by evaporator) + (compressorpower*0.85) 

Heat absorb& by evaporator = evaporator air mass flow(kg/s)*(evaporator air 

temperature in - evaporator air temperature out) 

Compressorpower: This is the compressor power of the heat pump at 100% load. 

Temperaturesetpoint: This is the condenser leaving water temperature at set point. 

Number of units: This is the number of heat pumps with the same performance 

characteristics and operating strategy configured in series or parallel. 

Ambient air temperature: This is the ambient air temperature measured at the 

evaporator. The user can either obtain this value from the design specifications or 

measure it on-site. 

Boiler 

The PDA data logger boiler screen is displayed in the following figure: 
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Boi'ler hedt pump aX

Oper01ional mode:

HNting copodty: 1400

Diameter:@!] LengUd2

Number ofuniU: iTempsetpoint SO

fIrnbiflIt air temp: 28

Heating capacity: This is the heating capacityof the boilerat 100% load. The user

can either obtain this value from the design specificationsor measure it on-site. To

create this 100% load scenario,switch the boileroff and leave it off untilthe hot water

temperature is a few degrees (SOC)belowits set point. Switchit now backon again and

measure the boilerelectricalpower input at full load. Remember all the inputs are

for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Length: This is the length of the boilerwater tank. The user can either obtain this

value fromthe design specificationsor measure it on-site.

Diameter: This is the diameter of the boilerwater tank. The user can either obtain

this valuefromthe designspecificationsor measure it on-site.

Temperature set point: This is the boiler leaving water temperature at set point.

The user can either obtain this value from the design specificationsor measure it on-

site.

Number of units: This is the number of boilers with the same performance

characteristicsand operatingstrategy configuredin series or parallel.

Ambient air temperature: This is the ambient air temperature measured at the

boilertank.

Water heat recovery

The PDAdata logger water heat recovery screen is displayed in the following figure:
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pap I
(oldcircuit

Inlettemp:

§Outlet temp: 34

Water mass flow: 65 9ISI

The user canobtain the water heat recoveryinputseither from the designspecifications

or measureit on-site. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if

more than one unit).

Cold circuit inlet temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the heat

exchangerat the coldstreamside.

Cold circuit outlet temperature: This is the outlet water temperature of the heat

exchangerat the coldstreamside.

Cold circuit water mass flow: This is the water mass flow through the exchanger at

the cold stream side.

Hot circuit inlet temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the heat

exchangerat the hot streamside.

Hot circuit water mass flow: This is the water massflow through the exchangerat
the hot streamside.

Number of units: This is the number of heat exchangerswith the same thermal

characteristicsand control strategyconfiguredin parallel.
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APPENDIX E: USE OF SIMULATION SOFTWARE

START
To start a new project or work on an existing project clickon the STARTbutton on the main
simulationinterface. The followingfiguredisplaysthe start interfaceof the simulationtool:

". Start! x. . MO

New: To start a new project,clickon the NEWbuttonand select one of the default templates.

Open: To workon an existingproject,clickon the OPENbutton and select the project file.

Save: To save the current project file,clickon the SAVEbutton.

Save As: To save the current project fileunder another filename, clickon the SAVEASbutton.

Close: To closethe current project, clickon the CLOSEbutton.

ENVIRONMENT

To setup the environmentalparameters of the project, clickon the ENVIRONMENTALbutton on
the main simulationinterface. The followingfigure displays the environmental interface of the
simulationtool:

Power F"ctor ~. Climate Editor

l
'. Electricity Tariff E~itor l..

Climates: To select a project climate, clickon the climate drop-down list box and select a
climate. The selectedclimatewillbe used as climateinputsduringthe verificationand retrofit
simulations.
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Electricity tariffs: To select a project electricitytariff, clickon the tariffdrop-downlist box and
select a tariff. The selected tariffwillbe used for all electricitycost calculations.

Summer months: To select the summer months, clickon the fromand to list boxes and specify
the summer season. The selected months will be used as the summer season and the other
months as the winterseason duringall the simulationcalculations.

Power factor: This is the average powerfactor (PF)of the buildingtotal electricityload.

Climate editor: To add, edit or delete climates,clickon the CLIMATEEDITbutton. Here the
user must enter hourlytemperatures, RHs,globalradiationand diffuseradiationfor each month of
the year. The following figure displays the climate input interface:

lOngltud~O

latitude ~Io- . --
A'!~tud.

1
1151 m

sI,ndard TimeLo- tud 30 ~o
~ __ - ..I.

Tt"mp.r"ture.
Rt"latiYt"

Humidity.
Glob.'

Radlfltlon.
Diffuse

Radiation

I~~~yp. ~~ --::-=11
_ .1

Te~fferGlurerq ~IHour Hour Hour

24120.~

II .."

Electricity tariff editor: To add, edit or delete tariffs, click on the ELECTRICITYTARIFF EDIT
button. Here the user will enter hourly active energy, reactive energy and MaximumDemand
(MD) ratesfor eachday type and season. The followingfigure displaysthe climateinput interface:

t Reacti=rgy su:~~percen.agr~

!summer-I
Fill Cost Data for this window

value to fill~
.- Fill AU

.- Fill Zero Values

.- Fill then times:

Filifrom~to-~. (opy thesr value. to:
..

DayType ~kd~. '

-"U II Season Type 18umm.~ ~II
"":uL-__ _ __

I~
Save

..
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Reactive energy supply %: All reactive energy (KVarh) used in excess of this entered
percentageof the activeenergy (kWh)will be chargedagainstthe reactiveenergycharge.

Maximum Demand charge: Either select KVAof KW from the drop-down menu.

CONFIGURE

Download palm components
The user will be prompted to download the palm data logger componentson to the simulation
tool. To downloadthe palmcomponentsconnectthe palmto the PCand pressthe hotsyncbutton
on the cradle. All the palm componentswill now be available in the component list under
downloadedcomponentsin the simulationtool. The configuresimulationinterfacecan be seen in
the followingfigure:

e.

. Pump
Weterclrcu8t

.. CooRngTOW8f'

.. 8oII8rH8atPumpw.._

.. WeterH8etRecav-...

..IDne

.. FreMAIrRDUo

r
.. tlngeoll.F..
__COlI-...-

EVDporetl,,8Coo8tIt"""""_
,. Project Elements

~ _..J .If.

Customise air and water-circuits
To customise the template, click on the componentswith the RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON to be
included in the simulation. The selected (active) components will now display background colours
and the inactive components none. The components can again be excluded by another RIGHT
MOUSEclick. The following figure displaysthe templateview mode:
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Insert palm components
All the palm components will be displayed under the downloaded list. The user can now drag and
drop the components on their respective template positions.

Air-circuit components
The air-circuit screen is displayed in the following figure:

(il'unt

- ---

"

Air-circuit: To add or edit a componenton the air-circuit, clickon the AIR-CIRCUITbutton. The
user can now select the componentsby a single right mouse click on the icon. To edit the
selectedcomponentinputs,doubleclick on the componenticon.

Building zone

The building zone input screen is displayed in the following figure:
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Description: To enter a descriptivezone name enter a name in the providedtext box.

Dimensions: To enter all the important buildingdimensionsclickon the DIMENSIONSbutton
and completethe zone dimensionsinput interface.

Structure: To enter the buildingconstructionclickon the STRUCTUREbutton and completeall
the zone structure input interfaces.

Internal heat generation: To enter internalheat sources (lights, computers, people, etc.) into
the buildingzone clickon the INTERNALHEATGENERATIONBUTTONand complete the input
interface.

Control: To specifythe zone control, set points (temperature, RH,air flow)and air-conditioning
schedulesclickon the CONTROLbutton and completethe interfaces.

Output: To viewthe hourlyzone air temperatures and relativehumidities,clickon the OUTPUT
button.

Dimensions

The buildingzone dimensionsscreen is displayedinthe followingfigure:
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North wall length: This is the length of the wall facing north. The user can obtain this
informationon-site by measurement, or alternativelydirectlyfrom the buildingdrawings. (Thisis
the total zone north walllength.)

Internal floor area: This is the internal floor area of the zone. This can be calculated from
measurements made on-site, or alternativelydirectlyfrom the buildingplans. (Thisis the internal
floorarea per storey (one level)for buildingzoneswith more than one storey.)

Number of storeys: Thisis the numberof floorlevelsper buildingzone.

Height of storey: This is the height of one storey from the floorto the ceiling. The height can
be measured on-site or taken fromthe buildingplans.

Total internal wall length: This is the total length of all the walls insidethe zone that do not
form part of the zone boundaries (North,East, South, West wall). This informationcan be found
on-site, or fromthe buildingplans.

Building orientation: This informationcan be entered in two ways. Firstlyas a positivevalue,
measured clockwisefrom north, zero at north, to +450. Alternativelyas a negative value,
measured anti-clockwisefrom north, zero at north, to -450. The informationis usuallyobtained
from buildingplans, but can also be measured on-site.

Structure

The buildingzone structure screen is displayedin the followingfigure:

" IUIIC I

II II.
DunentOiont;.
Struclurr. eROOf---

. NortMWall. sou~W.1I. Intt'l"f1ledulitefloor. Ground Floor.- . ----- ---;;:f;dfic~-Internal
Heat

L_ _

R'li8
Window Type .indOW. Shading..

~, II

Gt'nerat.on.
(ontrGl.
Output

..
Zone structure: To specify the construction of each surface type displayed on the interface click
on the respective surface type (North wall, East wall, etc) button and complete the inputs.

Construction: The user can choose a surface construction from a predefined surface database.
To selecta constructiontype clickon the CONSTRUCTIONiconand selecta type from the menu.

Exposure: To specifythe exterior exposureof the surfaceclickon the EXPOSUREiconand select
a type from the menu.
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Window %: This is the windowarea as a percentage of the total surface area. To specifythe
percentage clickon the WINDOW% icon and select one of the options from the menu.

Shading %: This is the shaded area as a percentage of the total windowarea. To specifythis
percentage clickon the SHADING% iconand selectone of the optionsfromthe menu.

Window type: The user can choose a windowtype from a predefineddatabase. To select a
type clickon the WINDOWTYPE iconand select a type fromthe menu.
Colour: This is the exterior colourof the surface. To select a colourclickon the COLOURicon
and select a colourfromthe menu.

Internal heat aeneration

The buildinginternalheat generation screens are displayedin the followingfigures:

II".
Dimension".
Structure. Copy To Seasons . Copy To All

In~::.1 I. OCCUPQ'c;Y

Ir Hour II Hour Hour

17~

16~
19Jii4i
201;'::

Generation

Output

8_8

.
Control. Human Activity

Occupancy: This is the typical number of people inside the building zone at the same time. The
user can entered a value for each hour, day type and season. To specify the number of people
enter the value into the text box.

Human activity: This is the typical activity of the peopleinside the buildingzone. Specifythe
activity by selectingone from the menu.
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Lights: Here the user can specify three types of lighting fixtures. Enter the type, load and
numberof eachfixture. A lighting schedulefor eachday type and seasoncan be specified.

.
Dimensions.

Str-ucture.
Internal

Heat
Generation.

Control.
Output

Description----. Occupancy

=:IDay Type I ...

Season Type ~

~:.-r ,--
Number0
Load' Watt

Copy To Seasons . Copy To AU

O'h

Hour Hour

9 E1 Active

1€1 Active

uE1 Active

12~ Active
1~ Active

l~Active

lsEJ1Actlve
1~ Active

Hour

17EJ Active
lsEJ Active

l~Actlve

20EJ Active

21PJ Active

22E1 Active
2€ Active
24£J Active

1 EJA
2 eJA
3 €].A
4 flA
5 f"A
6 !'A
7 aA
SIE'IA

Type romP",e.Number850
,

Load ~O~ Wett

Type Fon

Number 0

lOGd 0_ Watt .
Other/oads: Here the user can specify three types of other internal loads (computers, lifts, etc.).
Enter a description, load and number of each type. A load schedule for each day type and season
can be specified.

Control

The building zone control screen is displayed in the following figure:
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Output

m. Flow Control

.
Dimensiont.

'!ttrocture. lone Air Flow Cont

Internal
"eat

Generation.
Control.

..
Temperature control: This is the zone temperature control range. The system will control
(when cooling and heating schedule is active) the zone temperature between the entered
minimumand maximumtemperature inputs.

RHcontrol: This is the zone relativehumidity(RH)controlrange. The system willcontrol(when
coolingand heating schedule is active) the zone RHbetween the entered minimumand maximum
RHinputs.

Volume flow: Here the user can either select constant air volume or variable air volume.
Variableair volume means the indoor temperature is controlled by supply air dampers in the
buildingzone. The user willhave to specifythe minimumand maximumair flowto the building
zone. The user can either obtain these flowvalues from the design specificationsor measure it
on-site.

Maximum flow: This is the air flow rate to the buildingzone measured at 100% coolingload.
This means all the supplyair controldampers must be 100% open. To create this scenario lower
the zone set pointor warm-upthe controlsensor.

Minimum flow: This is the air flow rate to the buildingzone measured at 100% heating load.
This means all the supplyair controldampers must be at their minimumflowposition. To create
this scenario increasethe zone set pointor cooldownthe controlsensor.

Ventilation schedule: This is the operating scheduleof all the fans (fresh air, supplyair, retum-
air and exhaust air fan) of the buildingzone. The user can specifya schedule for each day type
and season.

Air-conditioning schedule: This is the operating schedule of all the heating and cooling
elements (coils, heaters, and evaporative coolers) of the buildingzone. The user can specifya
schedulefor each day type and season.

Set point setback: This is a specified set point setback temperature for each hour. For
example: If 2 is entered at a specific hour, 2 will be added too the maximumand minimum
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temperature control range for that hour. The user can specifysetbacks values for each day type
and season.

Cooling coil

The coolingcoilscreen is displayedin the followingfigure:

,i' CoolillqCoilO .

8
Specifications

8
Output

8

"r-

Description

----
Inlet Air Temper~ture

Inlet Air Rel~tive Homidity

I Outlet Air Temper~ture II

Note
Outlet Air Rel~tive I'f'umidity

Air M~ss Flow

I Inlet W~ter Temper,ature

IOutlet W~ter TemPilr~ture

, Number Of Units

I _ -
Control Mode 3(

"J.

88
Allthe coolingcoil inputs must be givenat 100%coolingload. This means no water must bypass
the coil. The user can obtain the coolingcoil inputs either from the design specificationsor
measure it on-site. To create this 100% load scenario for measurement, lower the control set
point or heat-up the control sensor and wait until steady state conditionsare reached. Measure
now the requiredinputs. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more
than one unit).

Inlet air temperature: This is the inlet air temperature of the coolingcoil at 100% cooling
load.

Inlet air RH: This is the inletair relativehumidityof the coolingcoilat 100% coolingload.

Outlet air temperature: This is the outlet air temperature of the coolingcoilat 100% cooling
load.

Outlet air RH: This is the outlet air relativehumidityof the coolingcoilat 100%coolingload.

Air mass flow: This is the air mass flowthrough the coolingcoilat 100%coolingload.

Inlet water temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the coolingcoil at 100%
coolingload.

Outlet water temperature: This is the outlet water temperature of the coolingcoilat 100%
coolingload.
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Number of units: This is the number of coils with the same thermal characteristics and control
strategy configured in parallel.

Control: This is the control strategy of the cooling coil. Here the user can either select zone
temperatureor supply temperature. Zonetemperaturemeansthe coil capacitywill be controlled
to maintain the zone indoor air temperature at the maximumtemperature control range value.
The supplytemperatureoption will imply that the coil capacityis controlledto maintaina constant
coil leavingair temperature.

Heating coil

The heating coil screen is displayed in the following figure:

8
Specifications

8
Output

8

Description IHeatlngcolill
I _ _

1Inlet Air Temperat\.!reI "

Note Inlet Water TempE!rature

~__ 'OC

E _ 'oc

~ _ __'kg/s

~~oC

~___'oc
E

I Outlet Air Temper~,ture ..
Air Mass Flow II

Outlet Water Temp':erature

Number Of Units

Control Mode -~one Temperature - ~
n_. lr - -

Ii /1 L __J II
'I. oe

All the heatingcoil inputs must be given at 100% heating load. This meansno water must bypass
the coil. The user can obtain the heating coil inputs either from the design specificationsor
measureit on-site. To create this 100% load scenariofor measurement,increasethe control set
point or cool down the control sensorand wait until steadystate conditionsare reached. Measure
now the required inputs. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more
than one unit).

Inlet air temperature: This is the inlet air temperatureof the heatingcoil at 100%heat load.

Outlet air temperature: This is the outlet air temperatureof the heating coil at 100% heat
load.

Air mass flow: This is the air mass flow through the heating coil at 100% cooling load.
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Inlet water temperature: This is the inletwater temperature of the heating coilat 100% heat
load.

Outlet water temperature: This is the outlet water temperature of the heating coilat 100%
heat load.

Number of units: This is the number of coilswith the same thermal characteristicsand control
strategy configuredin parallel.

Control: This is the control strategy of the heating coil. Here the user can either select zone
temperature or supplytemperature. Zone temperature means the coilcapacitywillbe controlled
to maintain the zone indoor air temperature at the minimumtemperature control range value.
The supplytemperature optionwillimplythat the coilcapacity is controlledto maintaina constant
coil leavingair temperature.

Evaporative cooler

The evaporative cooler screen is displayed in the following figure:

,. I:VdporiitiveCoolerO '

8
Specifications

8
Output

8

---
--Description

Efficiency

Number Of Units

Note

---- ----

88.

Efficiency: Evaporative efficiencies range between 75% and 85%.

Efficiency = (Tdb,in- Tdb,out)/(Tdb,in- Twb,in)*l 00

Tdb - Dry bulb temperature ('C)
Twb - Wet bulb temperature (' C)
in -Inlet air condition
out -outlet air condition
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Number of units: This is the number of coolers with the same thermal characteristicsand
controlstrategy configuredin parallel.

Control: This is the control strategy of the cooler. Here the user can either select zone
temperature or none. Zonetemperature means the coolercapacitywillbe controlledto maintaina
constant zone air leavingtemperature at 1°Cbelowthan the maximumtemperature control range
value. The none optionwillimplythat the cooleris alwaysat 100% loadwhen active.

Fan

The fan screen is displayedin the followingfigure:

Allthe fan inputs must be given at maximumair flow. This means all the supply air control
dampers must be 100% open. The user can obtain the fan inputs either from the design
specifications(fan curve) or measure it on-site. To create this maximumair flow scenario for
measurement, lowerthe controlset point or heat-up the controlsensor and wait untilsteady state
conditionsare reached. Measurenow the required inputs. Remember all the inputs are for
one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Power input: This is the electricalpower inputof the fan at maximumair flow.

Air mass flow: Thisis the air flowthrough the fan at maximumair flow.

Air pressure: This is the total pressure differenceover the fan at maximumair flow.

Airpressure = (P + O.5pV)out - (P + O.5pV)in
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P - Static air pressure (Pa)
p -Air density (kg/rrf)
v -Average air speed (m/s)

Number of units: This is the number of fans with the same thermal characteristicsand control
strategy configuredin parallel.

Control: This is the controlstrategy of the fan. Herethe user can either select constant RPMor
VSDconstant pressure. ConstantRPMmeans the fan willalwaysoperate at a constant RPM.VSD
or frequency control at a constant pressure implies that the fan's RPMswill be controlled to
maintaina constant total pressure over the fan.

Fresh air ratio

The fresh air ratio screen is displayedin the followingfigure:

". Fre~I,i\irP'"tjoO "

8
Specification.

8
Output

8

Description r-~-~1iI.:IA.'nu___---- -- -
r:' Constant Fresh AirRatio

f"I Economlser h

~ Economiser: C02
Note

r" Economiser: Oi:cupancy

Minimum % Fresp Air 110 ' %'t- --

Cut off condition

r-; Temperature It!nly

, Enthalpyonly

r Temperature!bndenthal~y-- ------

88
Minimum % fresh air: This is the minimumamount of fresh air as a percentageof the total air
suppliedto the buildingzone. This meansthe freshair dampersmust be at their minimumsetting
(economisercontrol). The user can either obtain this value from the design specificationsor
measure it on-site. To create this minimum % fresh air scenarioheat-up the fresh air control
sensor.

Control: This is the control strategy of the fresh and return-air dampers. The damperswill be
controlled to maintain a constant zone temperature at 1°C below the maximum temperature
control range value. Here the user can either select constant fresh air, economiser, C02 or
occupancy .
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Constantfresh air- No damper control (no economiser)

Economiser- Economiser control with a specified minimum fresh air setting.

Occupancy- Economiser control with a specified minimum fresh air setting when
the building zone is occupied and a zero minimum fresh air setting when the
building is unoccupied.

C02- Economisercontrol integrated with C02 control to keep the building zone
within its C02levels(700 ppm C02abovethe outsideC02level)

Cut off condition: This is the condition used to determine if outside air can be used for cooling
or not. Outside air is only used for cooling when the outside air cut off condition is lower than the
zone return-air cut off condition.

Temperature only - Outside air is used for cooling when the outside air temperature
is below the zone return-air temperature.

Enthalpy only - Outside air is used for cooling when the outside air enthalpy is
belowthe zone return-airenthalpy.

Temperature and enthalpy - Outside air is used for cooling when the outside air
enthalpy and temperature are below the zone return-air enthalpy and temperature.

Heater

The heater screen is displayed in the following figure:

ti' I-IcdterO

8
Specifications

8
Output

8

Power Input
.,

kW

Number of Units
E .
L__

~I

Note

Control Mode FU~p'y~~ra~re

Supply Temperllture Setpoint rso

~--,
°C

II

88
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Power input: This is the electricalpower input of the heaterat 100% load. This meansall the
heating elements must be active. The user can obtain this input either from the design
specificationsor measureit on-site. To createthis 100% loadscenariofor measurement,increase
the control set point or cool down the control sensorand wait until steady state conditionsare
reached. Measurenow the power input. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per
unit if more than one unit).

Number of units: This is the number of heater banks with the same control strategy configured
in parallel.

Control: This is the control strategy of the heater. Here the user can either select zone
temperature or supply temperature. Zone temperature means the heater capacity will be
controlledto maintaina constantzoneindoorair temperatureat the minimumtemperaturecontrol
range value. The supply temperature option will imply that the heater capacity is controlled to
maintaina constantheater leavingair temperature.

Water-circuit components

The water-circuit screen is displayed in the following figure:

,1",,1 [lIr"~~~!!J',~::-_,_:y~.,~r:"_ _ __ _ : ___ _ m _. _. _ .-

e

..J.--
Water-circuit: To add or edit a component on the water-circuit, click on the WATER-CIRCUIT
button. The user can now select the components by a single mouse click on the icon. To edit the
selected component inputs, double click on the component icon.

Cooling Tower

The cooling tower screen is displayed in the following figure:
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". CoolilH)lower "
I'

"

8
Specifications

8
Output

8

r- -- -
Description ~Olln9TOwer_ - :---::r'-- --
Inl;twa~erTe;;e::t:;;---"'~ _ ~ Joe -
Outlet Water Temper"ture ~ °e

I Water Mass Flow ~ _ _' kg/s

Inlet AirTemperatur,e ~_ __--' °e

Inlet AirRelative HUll1idity ~ _ ' %

Fan Power l':.s~. .' kW

Temperature Setpoi!1't ~~ _ ' °e

1.:.

.,

Note

Number Of Units

..
II.. --- ----

88
All the cooling tower inputs must be given at 100% cooling load. This means no water must
bypassthe cooling tower. The user can obtain the cooling tower inputs either from the design
specificationsor measureit on-site. To create this 100% load scenariofor measurement,switch
the coolingtower fans off and let the leavingwater temperatureriseswith a few degrees(SoC).
Switch the fans back on and wait until steady state conditionsare reached. Measurenow the
requiredinputs. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one
unit).

Inlet water temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the cooling tower at 100%
load.

Outlet water temperature: This is the outlet water temperatureof the coolingtower at 100%
load.

Water mass flow rate: This is the outletwater temperatureof the coolingtower at 100% load.

Inlet air temperature: This is the inlet air temperature of the cooling tower at 100% load.
This meansno water must bypassthe coolingtower.

Inlet air RH: This is the inlet air relative humidity of the cooling tower at 100% load.

Power input: This is the electrical power input of the cooling tower fan at maximumair flow.
This meansall the fans must be active.

Temperature set point: This is the control set point of the cooling tower water leaving
temperature.

Number of units: This is the number of cooling towers with the samethermal characteristics
and controlstrategyconfiguredin parallel.
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Pump

The pump screen is displayed in the following figure:

~ l:vdpordtorPIIllIp I x

8
Specifications

8
Output

8

r---
Description @!a~ed~~~Um!

. Power In~ut --- ,,~ kw- I,. -
Number Of Units E _ · I

Note

'I
.
.

--- - --
88

Power input: This is the electricalpower input of the pump when in operation. The user can
either obtain this value from the design specifications(pump curve) or measure it on-site.
Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Number of units: This is the number of pumps with the same performance characteristics and
control strategy configured in parallel.

Chiller

The chiller screen is displayed in the following figure:
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,; Chiller x

All the chiller inputs must be given at 100% load. The user can either obtain the required inputs
from the design specifications or measure it on-site. To create this 100% load scenario, switch the
chiller off and let the chilled water temperature heat up with a few degrees (50C). Switch it back
on now and measureall the required inputs when steadystate is reached. Remember all the
inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Coolingcapacity: This is the cooling capacity of the chiller at 100% load.

Cooling load (kW) = Mevap*(4.2)*(Tevap,in - Tevap,out)

Tevap,in - Evaporator inlet water temperature (0C)
T evap,out - Evaporator leaving water temperature (0C)
Mevap -Evaporator water mass flow (I/s)

Compressor power: This is the compressor power of the chiller at 100% load.

Evaporator set point: This is the evaporator leavingwater temperatureat set point.

Number of units: This is the number of chillers with the same performance characteristics and
operating strategy configured in series or parallel.

Select type: Here the user can either select air cooled or water cooled. When air cooled is
selected enter the ambient air temperature at the condenser and for water cooled the condenser
leaving water temperature. The user can either obtain this value from the design specifications or
measure it on-site.

Minimum load capacity: This is the minimum cooling load (first loading step) of the chiller as a
percentage of 100% load and the respective compressor power percentage.
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Heat pump

The heat pumpscreen is displayedin the followingfigure:

,,; Ilol\'/,IIcrl\oilerileatPIJlnpI '

8
Specifications

8
Schedule

8
Output

8

Description l~;t~;;~~_- -- -- --
Operational Mode

~-
Heating Capacity

Compressor Powe,~

..

Note

Number Of Units

Ambient Air Temp;erature

..
"

-- - --- --
· Temperature Setl!~lnt °C

8

Allthe heat pump inputs must be given at 100% load. The user can either obtain the required
inputs from the design specificationsor measure it on-site. To create this 100% load scenario,
switchthe heat pumpoffand letthe hotwatertemperaturecooldownwitha fewdegrees(5 D t;::
Switch it now back on and measure all the required inputs when steady state is reached.
Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than one unit).

Heating capacity: Thisis the heating capacityof the heat pumpat 100% load.

Heating load (kW) = Mcon*(4.2)*(Tcon,out- Tcon,in)

Tcon,in - Condenser inlet water temperature (DC)
T con, out - Condenser leaving water temperature (DC)
Mcon -Condenser water mass flow (I/s)

Compressor power: Thisis the compressorpowerof the heat pumpat 100% load.

Temperature set point: This is the condenser leavingwater temperature at set point.

Number of units: This is the number of heat pumps with the same performancecharacteristics
and operatingstrategy configuredin series or parallel.

Ambient air temperature: This is the ambient air temperature measured at the evaporator.
The user can either obtainthis valuefromthe design specificationsor measure it on-site.
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Boiler

The boiler screen is displayed in the following figure:

~ Ilot\'ldterl~oilerlleiltPlllllp I x
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Specifications

8
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8
Output

8

---:;
- ---

I- - "
Operational Mode
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Note

Number Of units " "

Ambient Air Temperature

- -- -- ------
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---
II 8

Heatingcapacity:This is the heatingcapacityof the boiler at 100% load. The usercan either
obtain this value from the design specificationsor measureit on-site. To create this 100% load
scenario,switch the boiler off and leave it off until the hot water temperature is a few degrees
(SOC) below its set point. Switch it now back on again and measurethe boiler electrical power
input at full load. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than
one unit).

Length: This is the length of the boiler water tank. The user can either obtain this value from
the designspecificationsor measureit on-site.

Diameter: This is the diameter of the boiler water tank. The user can either obtain this value
from the design specifications or measure it on-site.

Temperature set point: This is the boiler leaving water temperature at set point. The user can
either obtain this valuefrom the designspecificationsor measureit on-site.

Number of units: This is the number of boilers with the same performance characteristics and
operating strategy configured in series or parallel.

Ambient air temperature: This is the ambientair temperaturemeasuredat the boilertank.

Water heat recovery

The palm data logger water heat recovery screen is displayed in the following figure:
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,,; WdterlleiJtl~ecoveryCollderl,,>erCirclIit .

8
Specifications

8
Output

8

I Description
I

FatReCOvery -___, -----t...---
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Inlet Water Temperature

Outlet Water Temp)frature
Note

Mass Flow

'Ii'
Hot Water Circuit 8'

Inlet Water Tempei""ature °C

Number Of Units
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I

~
88

Mass Flow
"

II--

..

The user can obtain the water heat recoveryinputseither from the designspecificationsor
measureit on-site. Remember all the inputs are for one unit only (per unit if more than
one unit).

Cold circuit inlet temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the heat exchanger at
the cold stream side.

Cold circuit outlet temperature: This is the outlet water temperatureof the heat exchanger
at the coldstreamside.

Cold circuit water mass flow: This is the water massflow through the exchangerat the cold
stream side.

Hot circuit inlet temperature: This is the inlet water temperature of the heat exchangerat
the hot stream side.

Hot circuit water mass flow: Thisis the water massflow through the exchangerat the hot
stream side.

Number of units: This is the number of heat exchangers with the same thermal characteristics
and control strategy configured in parallel.

MEASUREMENTS

The calibration measurement screen is displayed in the following figure:
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[ . Calibration Month

climote

Climate Type

Import File

I
l

II

Hour

Climate: This is the climate measurements for calibration. The user will have to enter average
hourly temperature and relative humidity values for a typical weekday. The calibration simulations
will use the radiation values of the selected climate under the environment option. Remember to
select the calibration month from the drop-down list box for the correct sun angles.

Total electrical load: This is the total building electrical load measured for calibration (active
and reactiveenergy). The user will haveto enter averagehourly energy (kWh) valuesfor all the
requiredday types.

CALIBRA TE

The calibration output screen is displayed in the following figure:
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Simulate: To execute a calibration calculation click on the SIMULATEbutton. The software will
now execute calibration weekday, Saturday and Sunday calculations.
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Zone temperatures: To view the simulated zone return and supply air temperatures trends,
click on the ZONETEMPERATUREbutton.

Total electrical load: To view the simulated and measured total electrical load trends, click on
the TOTAL ELEcrRICAL LOAD button.

Calibration error: This is the % of time where the simulated energy load trend is within 10% of
the measured trend.

VERIFY

The verification screen is displayed in the following figure:

Summer Winter

Simulated

Measured

Error [%]

8
-

8
-- --- - ---

Simulate Stop

Simulate: To execute a verification calculation click on the SIMULATEbutton. The software will
now execute verification calculations for the summer and winter season.

Measured total energy consumption: Enter the measured energy consumption of the
summerand winter monthsinto the respectivetable cells. Rememberthe summermonthsare the
monthsselectedon the environmentinput interface.

Measured average Maximum Demand (140): Enter the measured average MD of the
summerand winter monthsinto the respectivetable cells. Rememberthe summermonthsare the
monthsselectedon the environmentinput interface.

Total energy consumption % error: abs(measured energy consumption- simulatedenergy
consumption)j(measured energy consumption)*100.

Average Maximum Demand (140) % error: abs(measured MD - simulated MD)j(measured
MD)*100.
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RETROFITS

The retrofitscreen is displayedinthe followingfigure:
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Simulate: To execute a retrofitcalculationclickon the SIMULATEbutton. The softwarewillnow
execute retrofitcalculationsfor the summerand winter season.

Retrofits: Selecttypicalretrofitoptionsfromthe retrofitlist. Clickon the optionof yourchoice
and the softwarewilltake you directlyto the selected component interface.

Scheduling: Here the user can change the operating schedules of the air coolingequipment
(coils and evaporative coolers), air heating equipment (coils and heaters), the ventilation
equipment (fans), the coolingplant (chillerwith pumps), the heating plant (boiler/heatpump with
pumps)and the lights. The schedulescan be change for each day type and season.

Fresh air control: This is the controlstrategy of the fresh and return-air dampers. Here the
user can either select constant fresh air, economiser,C02or occupancy.

Constant fresh air- No damper control (no economiser)

Economiser- Economisercontrolwitha specifiedminimumfresh air setting.

Occupancy- Economisercontrol with a specifiedminimumfresh air setting when
the buildingzone is occupied and a zero minimum fresh air setting when the
buildingis unoccupied.

C02 - Economisercontrol integrated with C02 control to keep the buildingzone
within its C02 levels (700 ppm C02 above the outside C02 level)

Cut off condition: This is the conditionused to determine ifoutside air can be used for cooling
or not. Outsideair is onlyused for coolingwhen the outsideair cut off conditionis lowerthan the
zone return-aircut off condition.

Temperatureonly-Outsideair is used for coolingwhen the outside air temperature
is belowthe zone return-airtemperature.
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Enthalpy only - Outside air is used for cooling when the outside air enthalpy is
belowthe zone return-airenthalpy.

Temperature and enthalpy - Outside air is used for cooling when the outside air
enthalpy and temperature are below the zone return-air enthalpy and temperature.

Set point control: Here the user can either select zone temperature or supply temperature for
each air cooling and air heating component. Zone temperature means the coil capacity will be
controlled to maintain a constant zone indoor air temperature. The supply temperature option will
imply that the coil capacity is controlled to maintain a constant coil leaving air temperature.

Set point setback: This is a specified set point setback temperature for each hour. For
example: If 2 is entered at a specific hour, 2 will be added too the maximum and minimum
temperaturecontrol rangefor that hour. The user can specifysetbacksvaluesfor each day type
and season.

Fan control: This is the control strategy of the fan. Here the user can either select constant
RPMor VSDconstant pressure. ConstantRPMmeansthe fan will alwaysoperate at a constant
RPM. VSD or frequency control at a constant pressure implies that the fan's RPMswill be
controlledto maintaina constanttotal pressureover the fan.

Zone temperatures: This is the zoneair temperatureresultsof each retrofit simulation. To see
the zoneair temperatureresults,clickon the ZONETEMPERATURESbutton.

Electricity costs: This is the electricity cost results of each retrofit simulation. To see the
electricity cost results, click on the ELECTRICITY COSTS button.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
The financial analysis result screen is displayed in the following figure:
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Financial analysis: To access the financialanalysis tool, click on the FINANCIALANALYSIS
button on the main ESCOToolbox interface. This tool will allow the user to calculateelectricity
cost savings,paybackperiodsand internal ratesof return.
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APPENDIX F: ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR TELKOM TOWERS SOUTH

Power profiles

Total Building Power versus Outdoor Temparature
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In the figure above it is shown that the total building power profile is greatly

influenced by the outdoor temperature. It is also interesting to note that the

buildingload never drops below 2000 kW. This is abnormal for a typical office

building,and can be related to the lightsthat burn continuously.

In the graph belowthe correspondingchillerplantroomload is shown. This includes

the power used by the chillers,pumps and coolingtowers but not the AHUs.Also

note that there is a very smalldifferencebetweenfull loadat peak times, and

minimumloading.This is caused by the constant heat load in the building,but can

also indicateincorrectcontrolof the chillersystem.
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kW Chiller plant
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BREAKDOWN OF RETROFIT ENERGY COSTS FOR Telkom TOWERS SOUTH

The following tables display the detailed breakdown of the energy cost of each retrofit.
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Enthalpy control for economiser

SUMMER R WINTER
ACTIVE 1 691 086 704 945
MAXIMUM DEMAND 1 043 465 464 408
TOTAL 2 734 551 1 169 353

EyaDoratiye cooler

SUMMER R WINTER
ACTIVE 1 607 131 672 952
MAXIMUM DEMAND 1 026311 421 308
TOTAL 2 633 442 1 094 260

Fan schedulina. niaht

SUMMER (R) WINTER (R) TOTALCRT
ACTIVE 1 519 578 671 466 2 191 044
MAXIMUM DEMAND 1 106 893 464 776 1 571 669
TOTAL 2 626 471 1 136 242 3 762 713
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Fan schedulina, niaht and weekends 

Liaht schedulina. niaht 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

Liaht schedulina. niaht and weekends 

SUMMER (R) 
1 461 024 
1 109 020 
2 570 044 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

Combined retrofits 

WINTER (R) 
656 926 
465 288 
1 122 214 

SUMMER (R) 
1 376 466 
1 095 334 
2 471 800 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

TOTAL (R) 
2 117 950 
1 574 308 
3 692 258 

EKALUATION OF T7ME-OF-USE TARIFF ON TnE REZROFM 

I n  this appendix the simulation program is used to investigate a time-of-use tariff 

structure. The cost of each retrofit calculated with the time-of-use tariff is compared to 

the cost of the retrofit calculated with the current tariff. 

WINTER (R) 
596 349 
468 119 
1 064 468 

SUMMER (R) 
1 267 650 
1 085 742 
2 353 392 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

Currently the building is on a standard tariff where the price of energy remains constant 

throughout the day. I n  a time-of-use tariff structure the energy cost differs throughout 

the day. The current tariff price of the building is 12.0lc/kWh, and R51.51 for 

maximum demand. The active energy cost (c/kWh) of the time-of-use tariff that was 

investigated is as follows: 

TOTAL (R) i 
1 972 815 
1 563 453 
3 536 268 
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WINTER (R) 
553 951 
464 041 
1 017 992 

TOTAL (R) 
1821  601 
1 549 783 
3 371 384 

TOTAL (R) 
1 658 920 
1 458 997 
3 117 917 

SUMMER (R) WINTER (R) 
1 153 034 
1 032 443 
2 185 477 

505 886 
426 554 
932 440 
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The maximum demand price for the time-of-use tariff is R53.57 per kW. 

Base-vear scenario: 

The following table displays the base-year simulation costs incorporating the time-of-use 

tariff and the current tariff. 

I Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I Total 

From the table it is evident that the current building, on a time-of-use tariff structure, will 

have a 3% higher electricity cost than the current tariff structure. 

Current 
I I I 

Time-of-use 

2 407 334 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

2 469 242 

Current 
1 I I 

1 548 705 

Difference 

3 956 039 

1611  018 

2 280 083 

Time-of-use 

I Active energy (R) 1 Maximum Demand (R) / Total 

4 080 260 
2.5% 

2 342 349 1 505 542 

Base-vear 
1 I 1 

1 447 619 

3 847 891 
Difference 

Retrofit 

3.9% 

3 727 702 

2 469 242 

3% 

2.7% 

2 341 507 

1 6 1 1  018 

Difference 

3.8% 

4 080 260 

1505 513 

3.1% 

3 847 020 
5.2% 6.5% 5.7% 
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Enthal~v emnomiser control: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

1 Active energy (R) 1 Maximum Demand (R 
I 

Current 1 2 145 941 1 363 878 

Time-of-use 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

I Active energy (R) Maximum Demand (R) / Total 

Fan xhedulina niaht: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

2 203 415 1 418 423 

I I I 

3 621 838 

Base-vear 

Difference 

1611  018 2 4692 42 

Retrofit 

/ Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

3.8% 2.6% 

4 080 260 

1 418 423 2 203 415 

Current 
1 I 1 

3% 

3 621 838 

Time-of-use 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

/ Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) ( Total 

Fan schedulina niaht & weekend: 

11.2% Difference 

2 191 044 

Base-vear 
I I 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

2 249 201 

10.8% 

1 571 669 

Difference 

2 469 242 

1 634 525 Retrofit 

12Oh 

3 762 713 

1 634 525 

2 249 201 

I Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

3 883 726 
2.6% 

1 6 1 1  018 

Difference 

Current 
I I I 

4 080 260 

Time-of-use 

3.8% 

8.9% 

2 117 950 

[ Active energy (R) 1 Maximum Demand (R) I Total 
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3.1% 

1.5% 

2 180 899 

Base-vear , 2 469 242 
1 I I 

1 574 308 

, Difference 

Retrofit 

3 692 258 

1 637 269 

1611  018 

3 818 168 
2.9% 

4 080 260 

2 180 899 
Difference 

3.8% 

1 637 269 

3.3% 

3 818 168 
11.7% 1.6% 6.4% 
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Liaht xhedulina niaht: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

I Active enerqy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

I I I 

3 536 268 

Liaht xhedulina niaht 81 weekend: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

1 563 453 current 

3 671 619 

1 972 815 

1 625 979 Time-of-use 

Total 
4 080 260 

3 671 619 
10% 

Base-vear 

Retrofit 
Difference 

2 045 640 

I Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

3.7% 

Active energy (R) 
2 469 242 

2 045 640 
17% 

I I 

3.8% Difference 

Maximum Demand (R) 
1611  018 

1 625 979 
1% 

Current 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

Combined: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

3.6% 

1 549 783 1821  601 

3 510 140 

1 1 I 

3 371 384 

1 611 762 Time-of-use 

Base-vear 

1 898 378 

1 6 1 1  018 2 469 242 

3 510 140 

/ Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

Difference 

4 080 260 

1 611 762 Retrofit 

Current 
I I I 

3.8% 4% 

189 378 I 

4% 

1 659 466 

Time-of-use 

1 Active energy (R) Maximum Demand (R) I Total 
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Difference 

1 737 079 1 517 619 

Base-vear 1 2 469 242 
I I I 

0% 23% 

1 459 259 

3 254 698 

Retrofit 

14% 

3 118 725 

Difference 

1611  018 

3.8% 4.5% 

4 080 260 

1 737 079 

4.2% 

Difference 
1 517 619 3 254 698 

29.7% 5.8% 20.2% 
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CURRENTSTATE OF THE SYSTEM 

During a building energy audit, it is not unusual to find that the HVAC system does not 

operate according to specification. This was also the case in lTS. Various operational 

and maintenance problems were found and these will be discussed in this section. 

It must be stressed that the aim of the study was not to find problems with the system, 

but to make recommendations as to the theoretical savings potential of the building. 

The faults that were found were mostly on the main energy consumers of the building, 

which formed the main part of the project. The problems were on the BMS, as well as 

the equipment. Also included in the table is the potential impact of the problem on the 

energy consumption of the building. A rating between one and five is given, with five 

having the largest potential impact on the energy consumption. Zero denotes no impact 

on the energy. 

BMS: I 
Problem I Impact 
1 5 ~  floor eastern perimeter economiser 1 This could result in increased enerw 
damper position 0% while the BMS call is consumption as no outside air is used f;;r 
100%. This could also be a result of a cooling. 
defective positional sensor. 

of a defective positional sensor. 

During detailed measurement the 1 5 ~  floor 
south perimeter air handler fresh air damper 
was on approximately 30%. The BMS 
reading was 100%. I t  may be possible that 
the damper position was changed in the time 
between the BMS and the actual reading. 

27m floor northern perimeter air handler 
economiser damper position is OOh, while the 
BMS call is 100%. This could also be a result 

Problem I Impact 
15" floor west perimeter heating coil is 1 This results in very little aimlow to the zone. 

This could result in increased energy 
consumption as no outside air is used for 
cooling. 

blocked. This makes the unit ineffective. This will 
actually result in less energy being used in the 
building as very little load is placed on the 
chiller by this unit. However, in the hotter 
months this may result in warmer 
temperatures in the zone. This cannot 
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l5Ih flow west perimeter cooling coil is not 
connected to the damper. 

currently be simulated. 
The temperature supplied by this unit is 
therefore not controllable. This may result in 
energy wastage or uncomfortable conditions. 
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Problem 
1 5 ~  floor east perimeter outside air damper 
and return-air damper fully open. 

1 5 ~  floor east perimeter cooling coil was not 
connected to the damper. This was 
corrected when the fault was discovered. 

l S m  floor north perimeter air handler 
economiser dampers' may not be working. 

27m floor west perimeter return and fresh air 
dampers closed. Under the prevailing 
conditions the fresh air damper should have 
been open. 

Uth floor south internal fresh air and return- 
air dampers open. The return-air dampers 
should have been closed. 

Impact  
This will result in higher energy consumption, 
as less cold outside air will be supplied to the 
zone. This cannot be simulated. Under the 
prevailing conditions at that time the return-air 
damper should have been closed. 
The temperature supplied by this unit was 
therefore not controllable. This could have 
resulted in energy wastage or uncomfortable 
conditions. 
This could result in hiqher energy 
consumption. I f  the dampers are operatlonii, 
the outside air damper should close when the 
sensor is warm, and open when the sensor 
cools. 
This will result in less air supplied to the zone 
than what should be. 

This will result in higher energy consumption, 
as less cold outside air will be supplied to the 
zone. Heating the outside temperature sensor 
by hand while the outdoor temperature is 
relatively cold can test this. If the dampers 
are operational, the outside air damper should 
close when the sensor is warm, and open 
when the sensor cools. 

General 
Problem I Impact  
Manv of the svstem controllable Darameters 1 O~eratina the svstem on manual control could 

The above-mentioned issues came t o  light during the study. The aim of the study was 

not to find operational and maintenance problems, therefore more may exist. Also, 

some o f  these problems may have been fixed in the meantime during routine 

maintenance. 

were set on manual control.  hi; was done 
by maintenance personnel to "solve problems 
on the floor". Examples of this would be 
some cooling coil valves that were set on 
100% open. 

During the time of the study the cooling 
tower water outlet temperature was set on 
22OC. ~ 

! 
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l&d to increased system energy consumption, 
as the control of the BMS is bypassed. 

This also resulted in higher energy 
consumption. The reason for this was the 
ongoing maintenance on the chillers and 
cooling towers, requiring lower water 
temperatures for the maintenance personnel. 
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APPENDIX G: ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR TELKOMTOWERS NORTH

Power profiles

TIN complex disaggregation

3000

2000

~ 1500... ---
"

1000 "

500 -ti

o

24 hour profile

~TetalTTNbuilding -T~I!TE A~ex -Tetalbuildings

In the figure above the contribution of the different buildings to the total load profile is

shown. As can be expected Annex building has a constant load profile due to the 24/7

operations of the call centre. Also note that the majority of cooling equipment (common

chilled water-circuit) is located in TIN and that fluctuation due to outside air, would be

seen on the TIN power profile.

The power profiles of the individual buildings versus the outdoor temperature is shown
below:
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Annex Building power profile versus outdoor
temperature
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BREAKDOWN OF RETROFIT ENERGY COSTS

The following tables display the detailed breakdown of the energy cost of each retrofit.

EnthalDVcontrol for economiser

Evaoorative cooler

Fan schedulina. niaht
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25

20

15

10
.. I
,,-# -fi' - 5

0

SUMMER (Iii WINTER (R) TOTAL (R)
ACTIVE 1 514530 631 390 2 145920
MAXIMUMDEMAND 946 980 416903 1 363 878
TOTAL 2 461 520 1 048 300 3 509 820

SUMMER (R) WINTER (R) TOTAL (R)
ACTIVE 1 421 350 602 350 2 023 700
MAXIMUMDEMAND 922 610 372 070 1 294 680
TOTAL 2343960 974 420 3 318 380

SUMMER (R) WINTER (R) TOTAL (R)
ACTIVE 1 512 910 600 810 1 955 720
MAXIMUMDEMAND 982 310 420 390 1 402 700
TOTAL 2 337 220 1 021 200 3 358 420
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Fan schedulina, niaht and weekends 

Liaht schedulina. niaht 

TOTAL (R) 
1 895 020 
1 409 280 
3 304 300 

Liaht xhedulina. niaht and weekends 

WINTER (R) 
588 270 
419 820 
1 008 090 

AClWE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

SUMMER (R) 
1 306 750 
989 460 

2 296 210 

TOTAL (R) 1 
1 723 490 
1 392 930 
3 116 420 

ACrNE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 

TOTAL 

NALULA RON OF RME-OF-USE TARIFF ON THE RETROFITS 

I n  this appendix the simulation program is used to investigate a time-of-use tariff 

structure. The cost of each retrofit calculated with the time-of-use tariff is compared to 

the cost of the retrofit calculated with the current tariff. 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 
~ T A L  

Currently the building is on a standard tariff where the price of energy remains constant 

throughout the day. In  a time-of-use tariff structure the energy cost differs throughout 

the day. The current tariff price of the building is lZ.Olc/kWh, and R51.51 for 

maximum demand. The active energy cost (c/kWh) of the time-of-use tariff that was 

investigated is as follows: 

SUMMER (R) 
1 199 390 
976 060 

2 175 450 

WINTER (R) 
524 100 
416 870 
940 970 

SUMMER (RT WINTER (R) 
1 096 770 
967 930 

2 064 700 

483 660 
413 060 
896 720 
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The maximum demand price for the time-of-use tariff is R53.57 per kW. 

Base-vear scenario: 

The following table displays the base-year simulation costs incorporating the time-of-use 

tariff and the current tariff. 

I Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) / Total 

From the table it is evident that the current building, on a time-of-use tariff structure, will 

1 

have a 3% higher electricity cost than the current tariff structure. 

3 522 920 

Evamrative cooler: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

1379 170 r Current 
Time-of-use 

2 143 750 

Difference 1 3% 4% 3% 
1 434 330 2 203 010 3 637 340 

1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

Current 
I I , 

Time-of-use 

2 023 700 

1 Active energy (R) 1 Maximum Demand 

p 
Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

2 080 130 1 1 346 460 

Base-vear 

Retrofit 
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1 294 680 

3 426 590 
Difference 

3 318 380 

2 203 010 

2 080 130 

I I 
3% 

1 434 330 

1 346 460 
Difference 

4% 

5% 

3% 

6% 6% 
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1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) ( Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

1 I I 

3 509 810 1 363 870 
Current 

3 621 840 

I Active energyT~-T 

Fan xhedulina niaht: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

2 145 940 

1 418 420 Time-of-use 

I I 1 

2 203 420 

1 434 330 
Base-vear 

Retrofit 

3% 

2 203 010 

2 203 420 1 1 418 420 3 621 840 

1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

4% Difference 

I 

3% 

3 358 420 

0% 

1 402 700 Current 

1 458 800 1 3 463 540 Time-of-use 

I Active energy (R) Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

Fan xhedulina niaht & weekend: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

1 O/O Difference 

1 955 720 

2 004 740 

Base-vear 
I 1 I 

I Active energy (R) 1 Maximum Demand (R 

Current 1 895 020 1409 280 '71 3 304 300 

0% 

3% 

2 203 010 I 1 434 330 

Retrofit 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

4% Difference 

3 637 340 

1 458 800 2 004 740 

I 1 I 

0% 

3 463 540 

Time-of-use 

Difference 

I Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

Liaht schedulina niaht: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

2% 9% 

1 948 470 

r ~ a r e - v e a r  1 2 203 010 
I I I 

5% 

Difference 

Retrofit 
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1 465 640 

1 434 330 

1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I Total 

3 414 110 

3 637 340 

1 948 470 

Current 

3% 3% 

Difference 

4% 

1 465 640 

1 723 490 

3 414 110 
11% 

I 
1 392 920 

2% 

3 116 410 

6% 
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Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

3 235 270 1 448 630 Time-of-use 

1 Active energy (R) Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

1 786 640 

I I 1 

4% Difference 

3 637 340 
Base-vear 

I 4% 4% 

Retrofit 

1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

2 203 010 

1 448 630 1 786 640 

I I I 

1 434 330 

3 235 270 

2 961 420 

11% 

1 380 990 Current 

Time-of-use 

I Active energy (R) 1 Maximum Demand (R) 1 Total 

1% Difference 

1 580 430 

1 436 220 1 647 870 

I I I 

19% 

3 084 090 

3 637 340 Base-vear I 2 203 010 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

Total 
7 1 Active energy (R) / Maximum Demand (R) I 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

4% 

1 434 330 

Retrofit 

Current 
I 1 1 

4% Difference 

1 647 870 1 436 220 

Time-of-use 

4% 

3 084 090 

1 438 100 

1 Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R] 1 Total 

CURRENT STATE OF THE SYSTEM 

During a building energy audit, it is not unusual to find that the HVAC system does not 

operate according to specification. This was also the case in T N .  Various operational 

and maintenance problems were found and these will be discussed in this section. 

15% Difference 

1 510 030 

I Base-vear 
I 1 I 
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1 309 780 

Difference 

Retrofit 

25% 

2 747 880 

1 362 170 

2 203 010 

0% 

2 872 200 
5% I 4% 

1 510 030 

4% 

1 434 330 

Difference 

3 637 340 

1 362 170 2 872 200 
31% 5% 21% 
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It must be stressed that the aim of the study was not to find problems with the system, 

but to  make recommendations as to  the theoretical savings potential of the building. 

The faults that were found were mostly on the main energy consumers of the building, 

which formed the main part of the project. The problems were on the EMS, as well as 

the equipment. Also included in the table is the potential impact o f  the problem on the 

energy consumption of the building. A rating between one and five is given, with five 

having the largest potential impact on the energy consumption. 

The following table displays the problems areas encountered for TTN. 

Equipment I Impact or comments 1 

Spray Pump 1 & 2 switched off. I ascertained i f  the BMS will operate as it ;hould. 

1 Accordina to the desian s~ecifications the return-air fan. 

Spray Pump 1 & 2 switched off. 
I AHU 2 

Leaks on seals. The system can therefore not be 
controlled by the BMS as it should. Also, it can not be 
ascertained if the BMS will operate as it should. 

Ball valve out of order. The system can therefore not be 
controlled by the BMS. as it should. Also. it can not be 

Relief-air Fan Nos 1 & 2 not running. 

Spray Pump 1 & 2 switched off. ( by measurements. 

Staircase Pressurisation Fan switched 1 Switches back on. 

or the relief-air fan, s?louid be running. I f  both are off 
there is no control of the fresh air intake into the 
building. It can also cause static pressure issues in the 
building. 

AHU 3 
Broken flanges. The system can therefore not be 
controlled by the BMS, as it should. Also, it can not be 
ascertained if the BMS will operate as it should. The coil 
associated with these pumps can also not be calibrated 

AHU 4 I 
/ Faulty. Therefore, there is no control of fresh air intake 

off. 

Relief-air Fan Nos 1 & 2 not running. 

Return-air Fan No 1 switched off. I into the building, which may result in energy wastage. 
( Help with cooling. When the system is switched to 

According to the design specifications the return-air fan, 
or the relief-air fan, should be running. I f  both are off, 
there is no control of the fresh air intake into the 
building. I t  can also cause static pressure issues in the 
building. 
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Spray Pump NO 1 switched to Hand on. 

Spray Pump No 2 switched to Hand on. 
Pre-Cool Pump No 1 switched to Hand 

manual operation, it is not possible to simulate the 
automatic working of the system. 

Help with cooling. According to the design specification 
only one pump should be on at a time for temperature 
Purposes. The other pump is used for humidification. 

The system can therefore not be controlled by the BMS. 
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Roof Chiller for Executive floors 
Chiller running with Run and Trip lights I One complete run other one tripped. 
on. I 
Chilled water pump switched to Hand I Not getting signal from the EMS system. 

The following table displays the problems areas encountered for l T E .  

. . 
on. 
Condenser Pump switched to Hand on. 
Cooling Tower Fan switched to Hand 

Equipment 

- 

16th Floor plant Rooms 

Sultzer Cooling Tower No 5 : no water. 

Spray Pump No 6 manually switched 
on. 

Spray Pump No 7 manually switched 

Spray Pump No 8 manually switched 
on. 

Pre-cool Pump No 5 switched off 
manually. 
Pre-cool Pump No 8 switched off 
manually. 
Preiool Cooling Tower No 8 switched 
off manually. 

AHU no 1: Plenum door propped open 
bvpassina filters. 

AHU no 2:  Plenum door propped open 
bv~assina filters. 
Return-air Fan No 1 switched off (no 
amps). 

Spray pumps 1 & 2 switched on 
mmdly  (* 3 amps). 
Spray pumps 3 & 4 switched off 
manually (no amps). 

Impact or comments 

Leak on pump. This could have an effect on the 
operation of the cooling coil at maximum capacity. 

Help with cooling. When the system is switched to 
manual operation, it is not possible to simulate the 
automatic working of the system. 

Help with cooling. According to the design specification 
only one pump should be on at a time for temperature 
purposes. The other pump is used for humidification. 

Help with cooling. According to the design specification 
only one pump should be on at a time for temperature 
purposes. The other pump is used for humidification. 

Pump leaking. 
Leak at coil at AHU. The cooling coil can therefore not 
be calibrated by measurements for the simulation. 
Leak at coil at AHU. The cooling coil can therefore not 
be calibrated by measurements for the simulation. 

Filter dirty. This will affect the operation of the building. 
No fresh air is drawn into the AHU, which could result in 
energy wastage and uncomfortable conditions. I t  is also 
very difficult to simulate, as any aimow measurements 
will not be relevant to typical operating conditions. 

Filter dirty. This will effect the operation of the building. 
No fresh air is drawn into the AHU, which could result in 
energy wastage and uncomfortable conditions. It is also 
very difficult to simulate, as any aimow measurements 
will not be relevant to typical operating conditions. 
Broken fan blade. This will also effect the operation of 
the building. 

Need to investigate. 

Ball valve faulty. 
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The following table displays the problems areas encountered for ANNEX. 

Relief Fan No 2 switched to off: 

sewice. 
Spray pump No 2 switched off. 

The following table displays the problems areas encountered for the chilled water plant. 

2 x Grencos' not running. 1 Lost vacuum. 
1 x York Chiller not running. I Valve plates to be changed. 
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1 x compressor on second York chiller 
not running. 
1 x RC chiller not running. 

Valve plates to be charged. 
Condenser shell and tube to be brushed. 
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APPENDIX H: ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR DATA BUILDING

Power profiles

The building versus outdoor temperature profile is show below:

Data building powerprofile versus outdoor
temperature

800.00

600.00

~ 400.00

200.00

0.00
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10
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o

24 hours

___ Building kW -+- OutdoorTemperature

The HVAC power profile (shown below) illustrates the changing duty cycle in the control

of the HVAC system in varying outdoor temperatures.

HVAC power profile versus outdoor temperature

___ HVAC plant power -+- Outdoortemperature
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BREAKDOWN OF RETROFITENERGY COSE 

The following tables display the detailed breakdown of the energy cost of each retrofit. 

Return-air econorniser W C ~  

Evawrative cooler 

TOTAL (R) 
664 202 
425 829 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 

Set mint setback 

TOTAL 

SUMMER (R) 
456 986 
283 877 

TOTAL (R) 
680 952 
434 717 

I 1 115 669 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

WINTER (R) 
207 216 
141 952 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

Chillers and fan xhedulinq 

SUMMER (R) 
458 905 
291 931 
750 836 

1 090 031 740 863 

WINTER (R) 
222 047 
142 786 
364 833 

TOTAL (R) 
657 040 
433 486 
1 090 526 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

349 168 

TOTAL (R) 
643 788 
432 918 
1 076 706 

SUMMER (R) 
436 814 
290 748 
727 562 

1 
ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

WINTER (R) 
206 974 
142 170 
394 144 

SUMMER (R) 
447 421 
291 335 
738 756 

Econorniser. evawrative cooler, liaht xhedulina. set ~ o i n t  setback 
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WINTER (R) 
209 619 
142 151 
351 770 

SUMMER (R) 
420 349 
285 584 
705 933 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

WINTER (R) 
194 505 
141 552 
336 057 

WINTER (R) 
182 743 
- 

141 985 
324 728 

397 920 
286 321 
684 241 

SUMMER (R) 
385 584 
286 636 
671 947 

TOTAL (R) 
614 854 
427 136 
1 041 990 

TOTAL (R) 
580 663 
428 306 
1 008 969 

WINTER (R) 
179 517 
141 985 
321 502 

TOTAL (R) 
565 101 
428 348 
993 449 
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First floor 

Ground floor 

Combined retrofits with set mint setback 

TOTAL (R) 
622 767 

I 393 888 
1 016 655 

Combined retrofits. with fan and chiller schedulinq 

WINTER (R) 
199 840 
132 771 
332 611 

ACTIVE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 

A a W E  
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 

SUMMER (R) 
422 927 
261 117 

EVALUATION OF TTME-OF-USE TARIFF ON THE RETROFITS 

TOTAL 1 684 044 

I n  this appendix the simulation program is used to investigate a time-of-use tariff 

structure. The cost of the retrofit calculated with the time-of-use tariff is compared to 

the cost of the retrofit calculated with the current tariff. 

TOTAL (R) 
435 889 
340 753 
776 642 

SUMMER (R) 
297 086 
222 984 
520 070 

TOTAL (R) 
418 197 
342 167 
760 364 

Currently the building is on a standard tariff where the price of energy remains constant 

throughout the day. I n  a time-of-use tariff structure the energy cost differs throughout 

the day. The current tariff price of the building is 12.Olc/kWh, and R51.51 for 

maximum demand. The active energy cost (c/kWh) of the time-of-use tariff that was 

investigated is as follows: 

WINTER (R) 
138 803 
117 769 
256 572 

WINTER (R) 
131 084 
117 769 
248 853 

ACmrE 
MAXIMUM DEMAND 
TOTAL 
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287 113 
224 398 
511 511 
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The maximum demand price for the time-of-use tariff is R53.57 per kW. 

The retrofits investigated with the TOU tariff include: 

Combined office retrofit with set point setback, as well as fan and chillers' 

scheduling, 

First floor, ground floor, 

Total combined retrofits, also including set point setback and scheduling. 

Base-vear scenario: 

The following table displays the base-year simulation costs incorporating the time-of-use 

tariff and the current tariff. 

I Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (RJ I Total 

From the table it is evident that the current building, on a time-of-use tariff structure, will 

have a 3% higher electricity cost than the current tariff structure. 

Current 
1 I 1 

Economiser, evamrative cooler, liaht schedulina. set ~ o i n t  setback for office: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

669 157 

1 124 450 Time-of-use 
, Difference 2% 4% 3% 

422 216 

685 389 

( Active energy (R) I Maximum Demand (R) I 

1 091 373 
I 

439 061 

r ~ u r r e n t  
I I I 

Time-of-use 604 724 445 380 1 1 050 104 
Difference 

580 663 

3% 

428 306 1 008 969 

4% 4% 
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Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

Econorniser, eva~orative cooler, liaht schedulina, fan and chillers' schedulinq 

for office: 

Time-of-use tariff versus current tariff: 

Total 
1 124 860 

Maximum Demand (R) 
439 091 

r d j i & % e x ~ )  

I Active energy (R) 1 Maximum Demand (R) ( Total 

Retrofit cost versus base-year cost for time-of-use tariff: 

Retrofit 

I I I I 

685 769 

664 724 Fz Difference 

993 449 

First floor: 

445 1% 380 
8010 

428 348 r Current 
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